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JN THE DTSTRTCT COURT OF THE FlRST JUDICIAL DISTRJCT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, W AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

GTOVANNI MARCELLO MENDIOLA,
Petitioner,

)
)
)

Case No. CV 04-8005

1

1
1

VS.

T m STATE OF IDAHO,

Respondent.

1

ORDER QUASHING PHOR
TRANSPORT ORDER

1

1.

Good cause appearing,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that prior order directing the Idaho Dcpaitrnent of
Corrections to transport Petitioner Mendiola, D O C inmate No. 7 1876, presently housed

in Texas, to the Kootenai County jail no later than August 15,2007 is hereby QUASHED.
Dated:
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ANDREW PAKNkS

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDlCTAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IhT AXW FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

Petitioner,

1
1

Case No. CV 04-8005

)

1
1
TFIE STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent,

ORDER FOR TRANSPORT

)

1
)

1
Good cause appearing,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Idaho Department of Conectjons transport
Petitioner Mendiola, D O C inmate No. 71876, presently housed in Texas, to the Kootcnai

County jail no later than September 18,2007, for the post conviction hearing set for
September 25,2007, see Deford v. State, 105 Idaho 865,868,673 P.2d 1059 (1953).

Dated:
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ORDER FOR TRANSPORT
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itchell, Judge
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Dl THE DISTRICT COCXT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, W AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
GIOVANNI MARCELLO MENDIOLA,
Petitioner,
VS

.

1
1
1

>

1

THE STATE OF IDAWO,
Respondent.

)
)

Case No. CV 04-8005

ORDER QUASHnTGPRIOR
TRANSPORT ORDER

>
>

Good cause appearing,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that prior order directing the Idaho Department of
Corrections to transport Petitioner Mendiola, IDOC inmate No. 7 1876 to the Kootenai

County jail no later than September 18,2007 is hereby QUASHED.
Dated: S ~ t 3 u I-?,
~ cW 7
V

k7.
L
J O ~ THitchell,
.
Judge

ORDER QUASHING PRIOR TRANSPORT ORDER

132'02

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing w a s x
faxed; [ 1 mailed b y me, First Class mail, postage prepaid this
day
of
rqf',,&+
, 2 0 0 1 , to:
V

,

Andrew Parnes
(208) 726-1 187 J'
Marty Raap
Kootenai Co. Pros
(208) 446-1833 J
Idaho Department of Corrections
(208) 327-7445 /
Kootenai County Jail
(208) 446-1 407
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M THE DISTRICT CObTT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO. IN .4ND FOR THE COCWTY OF KOOTENAI

GJOVAhT\IIIMARCELLO MENDIOLA,
Petitioner,
VS.

THE STATE OF IDAHO,

1
1
1
1
1
1

Case No. CV 04-8005

ORDER FOR T U N SPORT

1
1

Respondent.

)
1J

Good cause appearing and as no hearing is now scheduled that requires the

'

Petitioner's appearance until December 18, 2007,

IT JS HEREBY ORDERED that the Idaho Department of Corrections or Kootenai
County Shaiff's Office transport Petitioner Giovanni Mendiola, D O C inmate No. 71876,

fmm the Kootenai County jail where he is currently house to the Department of
Corrections as soon as possible.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Department of Corrections shall transport
Petitioner Mcndioia to the Kootenai County Jail, no earlier than December 1 I , 2007, for
the hearing now scheduled for December 18,2007.

Dated:
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AKDRE"W P,4RIL'ES ;if4 1 10
Atl:orncy At Law
67 1 First Avenue Xort h
Post OfEce Box 5988
Ketchllm? ID 83340
Telephone: 208-726-1010
Facsimile: 208-726- 1 187
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN ASD FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENM

G J O V k W M. MENDTOLA,
Pctiti oner,

)

1
1
1
)

VS.

STATE OF IDAHO,

1

1

Case No. CV-04-8005

PETITTONER'S BNEF ON TFE
MERITS OF THE PETITION FOR
POST-GOWICTION RELJEF

)

Respondent .

1

Petitioner Giovanni Mendiola entered an Alfoud plea' to a charge of second dcgree
murder for the killing of Brendan Butler, who died from a single stab wound inflicted by

Petitioner. Petitioner has filed a First Amended Petition for Post-conviction Relief. In

his petition Petitioner challenges his conviction on the following grounds: (1) Claim A Petitioner's guilty plea was not freely and voluntarily entered, and the trial court failed to

'.North Carolina v. Alford, 400 U.S. 25 (1870).
PETITIONER'S BRIEF ON THE MERITS OF THE
PETTTTON FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF

establish that the plea was voluntarily entered; (2) Claim B - a t the time the plea was
zntenred the trial court failed to establish that a factual basis existed for dle AIfovd plea:

and (3) Claim C - Petitio~~er
was denied the effective assistance of trial counsel.
On November 3, 2004. Petitioner Melldiola filed a pro se Petil.ion for Post-

Convictioi~Relief. On September 26,2005, Petitioner, through counsel, filed his First
Amended Petition for Post-Conviction Relief. Respondent State of Idaho filed its Answer
on October 28,2005. On February 1, 2006, Petitioner filed his Motion for Summary

Judgment and Evidentiary Hearing and a Memorandum in Support Thereof. On March 9,
2006, the State of Idaho filed its Motion for Summary Disposition. On June 16,2006,
this Court issued its order Denying Petitioner's Motion for Summary Judgement and the

Respondent's Il-iotion for Summary Dismissal, and granted Petitioner's Motion for

Evidentiary Hearing on all the claims raised in Peti7$ioner3s
Amended Petition for PostConviction Relief. The evidentiary hearing was he1.d 011 December IS, 2007.. Petitioner

hereby submits this brief on the mcrits in support of his Petition for Post-Conviction
Relief.

Summary of Facts from the Record and Evidentian, Hearing
John Adarns, Petitioner's trial counsel, testified that he was appointed on the case
in mid June 2003, after Mr. Mendiola made his first appearance 011the indictment which
was filed in March 2003. Approximately eight weeks later, Mr. Mendiola entered his
plea pursuant to an offer from the prosecution. That offer dismissed a number of counts

PETITIONER'S BRIEF ON THE MENTS OF THE
PETTVON FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF

against Mr. MendiaIa and was a "package deal'' in which Mr. Mendiola's brothers
receivcd retained jurisdiction sentences, and the prosecutor agreed that no char.ges would
be filed against Mr. Mendiola's sisters.

The two sisters had not been cllargcd in Idaho. Thus,rn the state prosecutor had to
obtain a promise from the federal prosecutors in Washington that no charges would be

filed against the sisters, who were star basketball players at the University of Wasl~in@on.
The potential allegation against the sisters was that they stored a tax for hfr, Mendioia and
his brother and were thereby accessories.

Mr. Mendiola is a member of a close-knit arad large immigrant family which

resided in southern California after his emigrating from South America. The family was
sports oriented, and his two sistcrs were strong athletes and the primary focus of the
family. At the tjlne of the charges in this case, his two sisters were being considered for

pro-basketball careers.
Before entering the plea in this case, Mr. Mmdi ola had a courtroom meeting with
his co-defendant brothers and his mother, Alicia Mendiola. At that meeting, which was
arranged with the assistance of Suzanna Graham, an attorney for Eddie Mcndiola, Mr.

Mendiola infomed his mother that Brendan Butler was killed in self-defense. The family

discussed the offer that had been made and the threat o f prosscution of t11e sisters, who
bad not yet been charged in either state or federal court.

PETITIONER'S BRIEF ON TIXE MERITS OF THE
P.ETTTTON FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
L

After the meeting, Ms. Mendiola had further discussions wit11 &ir. Adan-rs aboilt
the r;iLmie of the offer. Mr. Adams adviscd Petitioner that the most he would be

convicted of a: Inal was manslaughter and that there was a good self-defense case to
presented. However, Mr. Mendiola was solely concerned about the threat that his s l s t ~ s
may be charged, and therefore he decided to enter the plea against the advice of his

attorn cy.
Mr. Mendiola testified that had there been no threat against his family, especially

his sisters, he would not have entered the plea to the second-degree murder charge. His
sole reason in entering the plca was to stop the threat of prosecution of his sisters. He
believed that he killed Mr. Butler in self-defense and denied the allegations in the other

counts.
Alicia Mendiola testified about the family dynamics and the threats against her
daughters. She confirmed the family's courtroom meeting and the discussions with Mr.
hfendiola about the way to avoid chargcs against his sisters.
She also testified about the meeting she had with the prosecutors, Mr. Adams, and

~
for n reduction to a manslaughter charge for her son.
thc invesligator in which s h argued

At the conclusio~tof that meeting, she overheard the defcnse investigator tell Lansing
Haynes, the deputy prosecutor, that the killing was a second degree murder, not a
manslaughter. FOen she later complained to+Mr.Adams about this incident, he told her
+.

1

PETITIOBER'S BRIEF ON THE MERITS OF THE
PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
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that the investigator was talking ahout a different case. Mr. Adams had not heard the
comment from thc in~estigator.~

I

Law and Argument
I.

Claim A - Petitioner's A(ford Plea Is ConstitutionaIIy Tnvalid Becar~se
it Was Coerced by the State
Under the federal and state constitutions, a guilty plea must be made volumlarily,

knowingly and intelligentIy. State 17. Camasco, 1 17 Idaho 295,297-98, 787 P.2d 28 1
(1 990) [whether a plea is entered voluntarily and knowingly is determined by a three part

inquiry: (1) was the defenda~~t's
plea voluntary in the sensc that he understood the nature
of the charges and was not coerced; (2) did the defendant knowingly and intelligently
I

?

Pi

*-

<

waive his rights to a jury trial, to confront his accusers, and to refrain from incriminniing
l~imself;and (3) did the defendant understand the consequences of pleading guilty]; see

also, State v. Colyer, 9s Idaho 32, 557 P.2d 626 (1 976); Slate

12.

Hawkins, 115 Idaho 71 9,

769 P,2d 596 (Ct.App.1989). A defendant's plea is involuntary if the plea was coerced by

the state. Garrasco, supra, 117 Idaho at 297-298.
In support of this Claim, Petitioner submitted the transcripts from the chmgc of
plea and the sentencing hearings as well as of the testimony at the evidcntiary hearing.
",

(Exhibits I and 2, respectively, to First Amended Petition.) This evidence demonstrates
that Petitioiler inIomed the trial court that he tvas entering his Aljord plea to second

either the investigator nor Mr. Haynes testified at the hearing.
PETITIONER'S BRIEF ON THT MERITS OF THE
PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF

degree murder salely becausc the state threatened to prosecute Petitioner's family with
more serious offenses if Petitioner did not accept the offered plea agl-eement. (Exhibit 1,

p. 1.6.) Trial counsei similarly informed the court at the time of sentencing that Petitior~er
entered his plea to spare his siblings and not becausc he was in fact guilty of the charged
offense, and Petitioner's plea was against the advice of counseI. (Exllibit 2, p. 2 1-22.)

At the evidentiary hearing on this claim, Petitioner presented f ~ ~ r t htestimony
er
to
support his statements at the time of the entry of the plea. He confinned what had been
said on the record - the plea was entered solely because of the threat to prosecute his

sisters and because of the benefit to$hisother family members. Furthermore, his trial
counsel confinned that the plea had been entered against his advice and was based

,

entirely on the threats to the family members.
'"[Tlhreats to prosecute or promises of leniency to third persons to induce guilty
pleas can pose a danger of coercion' and therefire require special care 'to insure that the

plea was in fact entered voluntarily and was not the product of coercion.'" United States

v. Carr. 80 F.3d 413 (1996), citing Mcliser v. Mulphy, 790 F.2d 62, 66 (loLh
Cir.) cert.
denied, 479 U.S. 988 (1986). This is particularly tme when thc promises of leniency
involve third persons "wllo had particularly close bonds to the accused: either related by
marriage or affianced to the accused." ( B i d . )

Here, the third persons involved in Petitioner's '"package deal" were closely related
to Pctitioner. The package deal not only included an offer to Petitione~'~
brothers to

PETITIONER'S BRIEF ON THE h4ERITS OF THE
PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTIOK RELEF

plead to Iesser charges, but. more importai~tly,it included an agreement not to prosecute

Petitioner's sisters. The record reveals that Petitioner felt compc'iled to accept thc plea
bargain in order to spars his siblings further prosecutioil and to save l-tis mother from the
pzin of losing all of her children ta prison. Mr. Meildiola plead guilty to something he
was not guilty of because he was under great pressure lo lessen the burden on his younger

brothers and to protect his sisters, who had such bright futures. Because the package deal
in the instant case is exactly the type of deal targeted in Carr as requiring special care, the
Court's failure to specifically inquire into tlle cocrciveness of the plea is error. See e.g.,

McCarthy v. United States, 394 U.S. 459,470 (1969) ["There is no adequate substitute
for demonstrating in thc record at the time the plea is entered the defendant's
understanding of the nature of the charge against him.'']; Boykin v. Alabama, 395 U.S.

238, 242 (1 969) [Because voluntariness is equal in importance to knowingness, it should

also be apparcnt from the record at the time of the plea.]
The State has previously argued that the seven factors listed in In Re Ihorra, 34

Cal. 3d 277 (Cal. 19831, support its position that the plea was voluntary. Those seven
factors are: (1) whether the inducement for the plea is proper;' (2) whether there is a

3"The court should be satisfied that the prosecutiolr has not misrepresented hcts to
the defendant, and that the substance of the inducement is within the proper scope of the
prosecutor's business. (See Brady v. United States, supra, 397 U.S. at p. 755 [25 L.Ed.2d
at p. 7601.) The prosecutor must also have a reasonable and good faith case against thc
third parties to whom leniency i s promised. 'Recognizing . . . that threats to prosecute
third persons can carry leverage wholly unrelated to the validity of the underlying

PETITIONER'S BRIEF ON THE WRITS OF THE
PETITTON FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF

strone
- facactuai basis for the gujltY pleq4 (3) whether the court examined the nature and
degree of coerciveness of thc package deal;$ ('4)whether the promise o f leniency to a third

party was a significant consideration by the defendant in his choice to plead guilty; (5) the
age s f the defendant; ( 6 ) whether the defendant or tile prosecutor had initiated the plea

negotiations; and (7) whether charges have already been pressed against a third party.
111 his

Respoilse to Respondent State's Motion for Summary Dismissal, Petitioner

discussed the seven Tbawa factors. (RM.,p. 6 . ) That arglunent bears repeating in light of
the testimony at the evidentiaqr hearing.
Factor One: The State argued that the indictments against Petitioner's brothers
proved a reasoilable and good faith case against thc co-defendants, However, the validity

of a grand jury indictment as evidence of prosecutorial good faith or a factual basis for a

charge,' we think that prosecutors who choose to use that techniwc must observe a high
standard of good faith." Ibarra, at pp. 288-289.

4 c cthe
~ f guilty plea is not supported by the evidence, it is less likely that the plea
was the product of the accused's fiee will. The same would be true if the 'bargained-for'
sentence were disproportionate to the accused's culpability." lba~raat p. 289.

'"[~lthenature and degree of coerciveness should be carefully examined.
Psychological pressures sufficient to indicate an involuntary plea might be present if the
third party promised leniency is a close friend or family member whom the defendant
feels compelled to help. '[Tlhe voluntariness of a plea bargain which contemplates
special concessions to another -- especially a sibling or a loved one -- bears particular
scrutiny by a trjal or reviewing court conscious of the psychological pressures upon an
accused such a situation creates.' (Bate ex rel. F'hite v. Gray, supra, 203 N.W.2d 638,
644.)" Ibai-7.a at p, 289.

PETITIONER'S BRIEF ON TEE MEJUTS OF THE
PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF

plea IS questionable.%~reover, no indictments had been issued against Petitioner's

sisters, but their fates wcrc nevertheless part of tbe package deal. This factor weighs in
favor of Petitioner's claim.

Factor Two: The State claims that trial cot~t~sel's
stipulation that the grand jury
transcript established "probable cause" for tlle second degree murder charge constitutes a
sufficient factual basis Tor Ihe plea. Iloweves, a finding of probable cause docs not

constitute a strong [actual basis. Rather, it merely means there was reasonably sufficient

%e

modem grand jury has been criticized by many legal commentators

as no more than a "rubber stamp" for l h e prosecutor. "Day in and day out,
the grand jury affirms what the prosecutor calls upon it to affirm
investigating as it is led, ignoring what it i s never advised to notice, failing
to indict or indicting as the prosecutor cssubmits'that it should." [Citation
omitted] Or, as the Supreme Court of Kew York so colorfully put it:
"Many lawyers and judges have expressed skepticisin concerning the power
of the Grand Jury. This skepticism was best summarized by the Chief Judge
of this state in 1985 when he publicly stated that a Grand Jury would indict
a %am sandwich.""

--

.

United Sfates 17.r.Va~~an-0-Vargus,
408 F.3d 1184, 1 195, quoting Jn re Grand Jury
Subpoena ofstewart, 144 Misc. 2cl1012,545 X.Y.S.2d 974,977 n.1 (Sup. Ct.), affd as
mudzyed, 156 A.D.2d 294, 548 N.Y.S.2d 679 (App. Div. 1989). See also, William J.
Campbell, Elinzinate the Grand Jug),64 J. CFUM. L. & CRTMTNOLOGY 174, 174
(1 973) [arguing that the grand jury should be abolished; noting that "the grand jury is the
total captive of the prosecutor who, if he i s candid will concede &at he can indict
anybody at any time, for almost anything, before any grand jury"]; Melvin P. Alltell, B e
Modem C;rand Jury, BenigIzted Supergovernment, 5 1. A.B.A. J. 153, 153-54 (1965)
[asserting that the grand jury is an "archaic . . . instnrment[]" that does little to safeguard
dcfendants]. Grand jury indictments may be construed as a reasonable and good faith casc
against Petitioner's brothers (see footnote 1, irzfra).~

PETITIONER'S BRJEF ON THE MERITS OF THE
PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF

,

evidence for the charge,
-- not that Petitioner was actually guilty o f the crime. Moreover,

the evidence prcscnled to the grand jury was an exclusive product of the prosecution and
as such was not sub~ectto all rules of evidence or to cross-examination. This factor is

neutral at best,
Factors Three and Four: The State argues the plea was not comcive but was "an
extremely beneficial plea agreement" in that eight counts were dismissed, the charge was

reduced from first to second degree murder, and any leniency to third parties was not a
significant factor in Petitioner's decision to plead guilty. This argument is belied by tl~e
record. Petitioner was facing a life sentence regardless of whether he accepted the
package deal or not. Thus, the "great deal" described by the prosecution is merely an

illusion. The sole inducement of Petitioner's plea was th.e threat o f prosecution of his
brothers and sisters.
The record is unequivocal that although the details of the package deal were placed

on the record, no '"special care" was taken to insure that the structure of the package deal
was not coercing Petitioner's plea. Factors three and four weigh in favor of Petitioner.

Factor five: That Petitioner was mature in age, well-educated, and had time to
confer with counsel about the plea bargain does not cure the coercive nature of the

package deal. As the eldest son in a tight knit immigrant family, Petitioner was dutybound to care for his younger brothers and sisters and to protect the interests o f his

siblings and his mother. Thus, it was precisely because the State tied Petitioner's plea
PETITIONER'S BRIEF ON THE MERITS OF THE
PETITION FOR POST-CONVTCTTON RELIEF

bargain to the fate of his brothers and sisters that Petitioner was coerced into accepting

the deal. His age, education, and the advicc of counsel all became irrelevant when
Petitioner's entire family was at risk. h/Ioreovcr, the prosecution h e w about his family
situation because his mother met with the prosecutors, which i l s e l f is uilusual. This factor
wcighs in favor of Petitioner.

Factor six: Thc rccord does not rcvcal which party initiated Ihe plea negotiations.
This factor is neutral.
Factor seven: The fact that no charges had been filed against Petitioner's sisters

weighs against the State's claim that the package deal was not coercive. This factor
favors Petitioner.
The evidence rsveals that Petitioner's plea was tbe direct result of the threat of
prosecution to his family members, and it was entered for no other purpose than to spare
his siblings; his plea was coerced and is therefore constitutionally invalid. See Waley v.

Johnson, 3 16 U.S. 10 I (1 942); Bram v. United Stares, 168 U.S. 532,543 (1897);
Chambers v. Florida,309 U.S. 227 (1940) Five of the seven Ihurm factors support

Petitioner's claim, and the remaining hvo factors are neutral and they do not detract from
Petitioner's claim and do not benefit the state's position. Therefore, the Petition should

be granted, Petitioner's sentence vacated, and his conviction rev~rsed.~

its Order Granting Eviden tiary Hearing, the Trial Court expressed its concern
that the relief sought by Petitioner might not be the appropriate relief under a post'ID

PETITIONER'S BRIEF ON THE MERITS OF Tm

PETITION FQR POST-CONVTCTf OK RELIEF
Z

XI.

Claim B - The Trial Court Failed to Establish a Strong Factual Basis
for the /i!ford Plea at the Time the Plea Was Entered
Petitioner's evidence from the transcripts as we11 as from the testimony at the

evidentiaq hearing reveals that there is an insufficient fach~albasis for the Al/ord plca.
See North

Carolha v. Ayord, 400 U.S. 25, (1970). Idaho courts have held that such an

inquiry must be made if an AZford plea is accepted or if the court receives information
before sentencing which raises an obvious doubt as to guilt. Amerson v. Smie, 119 Idaho
994, 996, 8 12 P.2d 301, 303 (Ct. App. 1991) (citations omitted). "[Aln accused may

voluntarily conselxt to the imposition of a prison sentence despite a professed belief in his

or her innocence, as long as a factual basis for the plea is demonstrated by the state, and

the accused clearly expresses a desire to enter such a plea." H o f i a n , 108 Idaho at 722.
In Slate v. Rarnirez, the Court of Appeal explained that,

By determining that a strong factual basis for the plea exists,
the trial court ensures that the defendant is pleading guilty
because he believes that the state could, and more likely than
not would, prove the charges against him beyond a r~asonable
doubt; and thus the defendant is entering the plca lmowingly
and voluntarily because he believes it to be in his best
interests to do so, despite his continued assertion of
innocence,

[Emphasis added] 122 Idaho 830,834; 839 P.2d 1244 (Ct. App. 1992).

conviction relief application, and that witlidrawal 6f the guilty plea is the correct remedy.
(Order, at p. 3.) However, the net effect of either form of relief i s the same. Should
Petitioner be permitted to withdraw his guilty plea, his conviction and sentence would be
necessarily overturned.

PETITIOhTR'S BRIEF ON TKE MERITS OF THE
PETXTIOX FOR POST-COhVICTION RELIEF

In determining whether a factual basis for a guilty plea exists, tlte court i s required
I

to look at the entire record avaiIablle at the time the plca was accepted. Fowler v. Slate,
109 idaho 1002, 1005.71 2 P.2d 703,706 (Ct. App. 1985).

Petitioner's case was initialed by way of indictment. This Coilrt did not read the
grand jury transcript before accepting the plca. (Exhibit I , p. 17.) Indecd, the plea
colloquy demonstrates that the factual basis for the plea was merely a stipulation from

trial counsel that "the grand jury transcript establishes probable cause for the Ameilded
Indictment." "bid.) A finding of probable cause is insufficient to sustain this Court's
burden of estabIishing a strong factual basis for the plea. Petitioiler's claim, of self

defense and the evidence that the plea was coerced heightened the importance of ensuring
the existence o f thc facts necessary to support all the elements of second degree murder.

By failing to determine whether a strong factual basis for the plea existed, this Court had

no means to ensure that Petitioner was pleading guilty because he believed that "the state
could,

more likely than not would, prove the charges against him

reasonable

doubt." See Ranzirez. 122 Ida110 at 834. Jn turn, this Court could not discern that
Petitioner was entering his plea knowingly and voluntarily because he believed it to bc in

his best interests to do so, despite his continued asseltion of innocence. B i d . On the
contrary, the Court was presented with evidence that Petitioner did not believe he was

guilty and did not believe the state could prove his guilt. The Court also possessed
evidence that Petitioner was acting not to hrther lis own best interests but because of a

PETITIONER'S BRIEF OW THE MERITS OF THE
RETTTJON FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF

threat tc his family. Given the infomnatiot~available to the Court that undermined the

reliability of thc plea. it was critical that the Court fulfill its constitutional obligatioa~to

establish a strong factual basis for second dcgrse murder before allowing Petitioner to

enter his AKovd plea,
The transcripts submitted in support of the petition demonstrate by a
preponderance of evidence that strong factual support for an Avord plea to second degree
murder was Iacking. Kot only was there evidence that the plea was being coerced, there

was an absence of evidence to support the essential element of malice. The transcript of
t11e sentencing hearing reveals that Petitioner testified that Brendan Butler was killed in

self defcnse when Butler threatencd Petitioner with a gun. (Exhibit 2, p. 4-6.) The
transcript also reveals that the trial court acknowledged the absence of evideilce to

support the malice element when it noted that the prosecution "didn't bring in any
witnesses to explain where the malice was here[]," (Exhibit 2, p. 25.) and stated, ""the
water's very murky as to what the facts were that led up to that murder, and, again, I don't

think I'll ever know that." ( E h b i t 2: p. 28.) Because this Court: had evidence before

sentencing that raised an obvious doubt as to guilt (see Amerson, supra, 119 Idaho at

996), it was required to ensure a strong factual basis for the plea to second degree murder.
T)li,s Court failed.to review th.e grand jury. transcript prior to accepting the AZ$ord

plea; there war; an absence during t?xplea colloquy of a recitation oP a factual basis for

the charge of second degree murder; a d Petitioner advised t h e court that the killing was

PETITIONER'S BIUEF 0%TEE MERITS OF TI-IE
PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF

cornmltecd in sclf defense and that his plea was coerced. Therefore, Petitioncr7sA@vd

plea is constilutiot~allyinvalid.
111.

Claim C - lneffcctive Assistance of Trial Counsel
Peti tianer has mct his burden of demonstrating that trial counscl was ineffective as

follows: (1) trial counscl's investigator argued against the interests of Petitioner by

advising the state that Petitioner was guilty of murder when the defense was attempting to
settlc the case as a rnanslaughter;"2)

trial counsel's failure to challenge the inadequate

factual basis for Petitioner's AnEfd plea; (3) trial counsel's rail ure to present any evidence

to support his sentencing argument that the case was a manslaughter despite the fact that

counsel knew or should have k t ~ o wof the existence of such supporting evide~lce.~

To establish d~ficientperformance for ineffective assistance of counsel, a
defendant must show that "counsel's representation fell below an objective standard of
reasonableness." Strickland v. Washington,466 U.S. 668 (1984); Storm v. State, 112
Idaho 718, 735 P.2d 1029 (1 987). Prejudice requires a showing that "[tlhere is a
reasonabIe probability that, but for counsel's unprofessional errors, the result of the
X

Petitioner submil~edthe sworn affidavit of Alicia Mendiola to support this claim.
(Exhibit 3.) MS. Mendiola was present at the time the investigator made this statement.

'Petitioner submitted the sworn affidavit of Marco Antonio Garcia to support
Petitioner's sentencing testimony that Petitioner killed Butler in self defense after Butler
pulled a gun and the trvo inen struggled. (Exhibit 4.) Petitioner also submitted the
pathology report which demonstrates that Butler was under the influence of numerous
drugs at the time of his death, which could have explained his aggressive behavior toward
Petitioner, (Exhibit 5.)
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proceeding would have been different." Ibid. Accord Gibson v. Stare. 110 Idallo 63 1,
71 8

P.2d 283 (1 986).

At the evidentiary ilearing, Mr. Adams. trial counsel, testified that he had not heard
the comment of the investigator but had trust that his investigator would not make such a

statement. Mr. Adams testified that at the entry of plea he stated only that the record
supported a showing of probable cause for the return of the indictment and that it was not

his role to state more at that time.
Trial counsel acknowledged that he should have done more to present evidence a t
thc sentencing llearlng to support his client's assertion that the killing was committed in

self-defense. While there was some evidence presented on this issue, trial counsel did not
present any witnesses to support the claims af his client in this regard.

Wad trial counsel presented the evidence to support t h argument
~
that at most this
was a manslaughter case, there is a rcason8lc probability this Court would hove imposed
a different sentence. This Court stated rhat the fixed portion of the sentence was similar

to what would be imposed for a rnanslaugl~tercharge, and that the indeterminate portion
reflected the second degree murder plea. The evidence that was not presented

demonstrates that Mr. Butla was under the influence of numerous drugs, threatened Mr.
Mendiola, and struggled with him. In that struggle, Mr. MendioIa stabbed Mr. Butler
once. Had trial counsel put on the evidence regarding the lalling, the Court likely would
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not have imposed so great ~ 2 jndetenl~inate
~1
sentence. Therefore, Petitioner is entitled to a.

new sen1:encing hearing. jf this Ccurt does not set aside his plca and conviction.

For the foregoing reasons, Petitioner's Petition for Post-Conviction Relief should

be GRANTED.
DATED this

'& day o f January, 2008.

Attorney for Petitioner
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on
2 0 0 8 , I served a true and
correct copy of the within and foreg
's Brie; on the Merits of the Petition
for Post-Conviction Relief to the following person in the manner noted:
Marty Raap
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
51)1 Government Way
P.0. Box C90OO
Coeur d'Alene, ID 53816-9000

By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postag~prepaid, at tllc
post office at Ketchurn, Idaho.
By hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attorney at his office in
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho,

vaL
By sending facsimile copies of the same to said attorney at his facsimile nurnbcr:
(208) 446-1833.

Attorney at Law
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Coeur d'Alene, ID 838 16-9000
Telephone: (208) 446-1800
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Assigned Attorney:
MARTY M. RAAP
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

1

GIOVANNI M. MENDIOLA,

)

CASE NO. CV-04-8005

)
)
)

BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO
PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION
RELIEF

Petitioner,
VS.

STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

COMES NOW MARTY M. RAAP, Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai
County, Idaho, the "Respondent" in the above-titled matter (hereinafter referred to as the
"State"), and hereby submits a brief in opposition to the Petitioner's (hereinafter referred to as
"Mendiola") petition for post-conviction relief.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Mendiola was indicted by a grand jury in Kootenai County case #F03-6008 on March

21", 2003. He was indicted on multiple felony crimes: Count 1: Conspiracy to Commit Robbery,
Count 11: Robbery. Counts 111 and IV: Kidnapping, Count V: Conspiracy to Commit Murder,
Count VI: Conspiracy to Commit Robbery. Count VII: Conspiracy to Coinmit Kidnapping,
Count VII1: Conspiracy to Commit Murder, Count IX: First Degree Murder, and finally a Part I1
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sentencing enhancement for use of a deadly weapon.
On August 27", 2003, Mendiola pled guilty in open court to an amended indictment
charging him with one count of second degree murder. This plea was entered pursuant to a plea
agreement, discussed in open court (Plea Change Transcript, hereinafter referred to as "P.C. Tr.,"
pgs. 5-6), in which the State agreed to limit its sentencing recommendation to an indeterminate
life prison sentence with twelve and one-half (12%) years of that time fixed. The defense was
free to make any recommendation they wished. P.C. Tr., pg. 5.
Plea agreements for several of Mendiola's co-defendants - Piero Mendiola and Eddie
Mendiola, Giovanni Mendiola's brothers, as well as Marco Antonio Garcia, Giovanni
Mendiola's former brother-in-law - were put on the record, also, as part of a global resolution to
the several related cases. P.C. Tr., pgs. 5-6. These three (3) co-defendants were in fact present in
court at the time of Giovanni Mendiola's plea change, and entered their pleas at the same time
(Piero Mendiola in Kootenai County case #F03-6011, Eddie Mendiola in Kootenai County case
#F03-6009, and Marco Antonio Garcia in Kootenai County case #F03-6010). All of these codefendants were permitted to plead guilty to accessory to a felony, amended down from their
original charges. with the State recommending a retained jurisdiction for each.
Sentencing was held on October ~ 9 ' 2003.
~ , The State did, as promised, recommend a life
sentence in prison with twelve and one-half (12%) years fixed. Sentencing Transcript (hereinafter
referred to as "S.Tr."), pg. 17. Mendiola's counsel, John Adams (hereinafter referred to as
"Adams"), recommended a sentence of fifteen (15) years with six (6) fixed. S.Tr.. p. 23. The
court imposed a sentence of life imprisonment with eight (8) years fixed. S.Tr., p. 24.
No motion to withdraw Mendiola's guilty plea was ever filed. No appeal was ever filed.
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Mendiola did finally file a petition for post-conviction relief, pro se from prison, on November
3'd, 2004. Gary Amendola appeared as counsel for the post-conviction relief case on or around
November 11', 2004. The State filed its answer on or around November 18th, 2004. Current
counsel for Mendiola, Andrew Parnes, substituted in as counsel of record on or around March
3rd,2005. After several extensions, a "First Amended Petition for Post-Conviction Relief' was
filed on or about September 26th, 2005. The State filed its answer to the amended petition on or
around October 28th,2005.
On February lSt,2006, Mendiola filed a motion for summary judgment. The State, on
March 9th,2006, filed a responsive pleading both in objection to Mendiola's motion for summary
judgment and itself requesting summary judgment. The court entered its "Order Denying
Petitioner's Motion for Summary Judgment, Order Denying Respondent's Motion for Summary
Dismissal, and Order Granting Evidentiary Hearing" on June 1 6 ' ~2006.
~
During the pendency of the dual motions for summary judgment or dismissal, the State
filed a motion on or about April 20', 2006 for the Honorable John Mitchell to disqualify himself
for cause. The court entered an "Order Denying State's Motion for Disqualification" on May
3 lSt,2006.
Finally, an evidentiary hearing was held on December 18", 2007. Mendiola called three
(3) witnesses: Adams, Mendiola's mother, and Suzie Graham, counsel for Piero Mendiola. The
State called no witnesses, but did submit a number of items into the record: the transcripts of the
plea change and sentencing proceedings, the grand jury transcript, the trial brief that the State
had filed prior to entry of the plea agreement and plea, the plea agreements for co-defendants
Miller and Altiinirano, and the court record (or "R0,4s") for the proceedings in seven (7) of the
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various co-defendants' cases.
The court ordered briefing following the live testimony. Mendiola's "Petitioner's Brief
on the Merits of the Petition for Post-Conviction Relief' was submitted on or about January 18th,

2008. The State now submits its response brief in opposition to Mendiola's brief. As no
transcript of the evidentiary hearing currently exists, the State will be referring to those
proceedings as best possible from memory and notes.
ISSUES
I.

Was Mendiola's guilty plea coerced, or not freely and voluntarily entered?

11.

Was an adequate factual basis established for Mendiola's Alford plea?

111.

Has Mendiola met his burden to establish that his trial counsel was ineffective?
ARGUMENT

I.

Mendiola's guilty plea was not coerced, and was freely and voluntarily entered.

Mendiola has argued that his Alford plea of guilt was coerced, or not voluntarily entered,
because he entered his plea only out of concern for how h s current co-defendants andlor his
potential co-defendants (specifically, his sisters) would be treated by the State if he did not
accept this deal. Mendiola has specifically never disputed that his guilty plea was knowingly and
intelligently entered. He has argued only that his Alford plea of guilt was coerced, or not
voluntarily entered. Mendiola testified under oath at the evidentiary hearing held on December
1 8th,2007 to this effect.
The State responds by arguing that Mendiola has waived his right to make this complaint.
Alternatively, if Mendiola has not waived his right to make the claim. he should nevertheless
lose his claim on its merits.
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.

1. Mendiola has waived his right to claim that his guilty plea was coerced.
Idaho Code section 19-4901(b) provides that the remedy of post-conviction relief "is not
a substitute for . . . any remedy incident to the proceedings in the trial court, or of an appeal from
the sentence or conviction. Any issue which could have been raised on direct appeal, but was
not, is forfeited and may not be considered in post-conviction relief proceedings, unless it
appears . . . that the asserted basis for relief raises a substantial doubt about the reliability of the
finding of guilt and could not, in the exercise of due diligence, have been presented earlier."
Similarly, Idaho Code section 19-4908 provides that, "Any ground finally adjudicated or not so
raised, or knowingly, voluntarily and intelligently waived in the proceeding that resulted in the
conviction or sentence . . . .may not be the basis for a subsequent application."
Mendiola pled guilty with the assistance of counsel, as evidenced by the transcript of the
plea change hearing held in open court on August 27th,2003. No motion to withdraw his guilty
plea was ever filed between that date and sentencing on October 29th,2003. Similarly, between
the time of sentencing and filing of the first petition for post-conviction relief on November jrd,
2004, no motion to withdraw the guilty plea was ever filed. Similarly, no appeal was ever filed.
Mendiola simply made no effort to raise the issue of whether his plea was coerced at the trial
court level, or at the appellate court level. For this reason, Mendiola is now barred by statute for
raising, for the first time at the post-conviction relief stage, this issue which could and should
have been raised earlier in the proceedings.
There is nothing in Mendiola's assertion of a coerced guilty plea that raises a substantial
doubt about the reliability of his finding of guilt. Mendiola admits, most recently on page 1 of his
"Petitioner's Brief on the Merits of the Petition for Post-Conviction Relief." just filed on or
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around January 18th,2008, that Brendan Butler did in fact die from a stab wound inflicted by
Mendiola. At the time of sentencing on October 29th,2003, Mendiola told the court in part, "I am
responsible. 1 had a lot to do with the fact that the young man - the young man died. He died in
my hands. I tried to stop the bleeding. I even attempted to give him mouth to mouth." S.Tr., pgs.

7-8. Although Mendiola did maintain that Brendan Butler's death wasn't "murder," arguing for
the first time on the record at sentencing that the situation was self-defense on Mendiola's part,
he clearly concedes that his actions contributed to Butler's death. The factual issues of the case
will be discussed at greater length inJCa;to not divert now, it is enough to note that, clearly,
Mendiola was convicted of a crime stemming from a stabbing he admits to committing, and for
which he claimed at sentencing to take responsibility. Mendiola concedes the knowing and
intelligent nature of his guilty plea, and the Alford nature of the guilty plea itself suggests a
thoughtful, strategic motivation behind Mendiola's acceptance of a plea agreement. His mere
assertion of coercion long after the resolution of the matter in trial court creates no substantial
doubt about the reliability of his finding of guilt.
Likewise, Mendiola most certainly could have brought a motion on to withdraw his guilty
plea much earlier through the exercise of due diligence. Mendiola's claim that he was only
falling on his sword for the sake of his family with his guilty plea was aired as early as the plea
change hearing itself, before he had even officially entered his plea. See for instance P.C.Tr.. p.

16. Mendiola's counsel was present during that hearing and even stated himself that "the real
substantial inducement" (P.C.Tr., p. 5) for Mendiola's plea was the deals extended to his codefendants.
Obviously, the issue of whether and to what degree Mendiola was concerned with the
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fate of his co-defendants in entering his own plea was well known to the defense, and stated in
open court, even before entry of his plea. Certainly Mendiola had experienced trial counsel to
assist him throughout his plea and sentencing, as was established in the testimony of Adams at
the evidentiary hearing on December 1st', 2007. And yet despite the clear awareness of this
argument for a coerced guilty plea, and despite the assistance of one of the most experienced
defense lawyers in the State of Idaho, Mendiola chose to enter a plea pursuant to his negotiated
Alford plea agreement, and to never seek to withdraw that plea or appeal that plea until he filed
his post-conviction relief petition much later.
Mendiola cannot argue for the first time at the post-conviction relief stage that his plea
was defective. He failed to raise the issue at any earlier time in the proceedings. A look at his
claim now does not cast any substantial doubt upon the finding that Mendiola was guilty of
second degree murder, and certainly Mendiola has not demonstrated that he was prevented from
raising his claim earlier had he exercised due diligence. Mendiola's claim that his plea was
coerced-must be deemed to have been waived due to his inaction on the point prior to filing his
post-conviction relief.

2. If Mendiola has not waived the right to contest his plea. it is nevertheless true that his
plea was not coerced, and he should lose this claim on the merits.
The record clearly demonstrates that Mendiola's guilty plea was not, in fact, coerced. The
court had an extensive plea colloquy with Mendiola and specifically told Mendiola at the
conclusion of that colloquy that the court found Mendiola "freely, voluntarily, knowingly, and
intelligently waived your Constitutional rights, that your plea is a free and voluntary act on your
part and that you've entered your plea knowing the potential consequences." P.C.Tr., p. 17.
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Mendiola offered no objection to this conclusion of the court. Because the colloquy was so
extensive, it is beneficial to examine it in some detail.
The trial court, which took Mendiola's plea, began on August 27", 2003 by advising
Mendiola directly of the charge of second degree murder filed against him in the Amended
Indictment and of the penalties therefore. Mendiola indicated at that time he had a copy of the
Amended Indictment in front of him and waived reading of it. P.C.Tr., p. 2. Mendiola indicated
his understanding of the potential penalties of that crime. Id., p. 3. Mendiola established that he
was mature (thirty-two (32) years of age), educated, and not under the influence of any
substances that would impair his mental faculties. Id.
The trial court then offered Mendiola additional time to consider his plea if he so wished.
Mendiola and his counsel, Adams, both directly declined that invitation and expressed their

, .dI
desire to proceed ahead at that time.

p. 4. The court explained Mendiola's three (3) options -

plead guilty, not guilty, or remain silent - which Mendiola indicated he understood. Id.
When the court then asks how Mendiola wishes to proceed, Adams interrupts by
explaining the details of the Alford plea deal for Mendiola and the various co-defendants. Adams
appears in the transcript to have been allowed all the time he wished to explain the parameters of
the various plea agreements.

a.pgs. 5-6. This all occurred in open court. Nothing appears to be

deceptive; indeed, the ROAs admitted by the State at the evidentiary hearing in this matter
demonstrate that the relevant co-defendants were also present in court to enter their pleas at this
same time.
The court then advised Mendiola that he would be giving him, again, a chance to change
his mind and "enter a different plea."

Id.,p. 7. Meildiola indicated his understanding that he
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could change his mind, and then the court allowed Adarns to again interrupt and fiu-ther flesh out
a previously forgotten detail of the plea agreement, that there would be no federal prosecutions
as part of this plea deal and that Mendiola's sisters would not be prosecuted. Id.Again, no
limitation appears to have been placed on the defense's ability to explain and explore the plea
agreement in open court.
Mendiola indicated again that he understood the plea deal, and the court advised
Mendiola that the court would not be bound by any recommendations at sentencing, which
Mendiola also indicated he understood.
, .dI

p. 8. Mendiola was even advised that some of the

matters involved in the deal, such as federal prosecution, were not at all in the province of the
trial court.
, .dI

p. 9. Mendiola proceeded to explicitly waive his rights to jury trial and to have the

, .dI
State prove its case beyond a reasonable doubt, and to remain silent.

pgs. 9-10. Mendiola

explicitly waived his right to testify in his own defense, or to call witnesses, or to cross-examine
witnesses.
, .dI

pgs. 10-11. The court emphasized that Mendiola was waiving any right to appeal,

including as to legal motions he could have made, and Mendiola indicated his understanding to
and agreement of that proposition.
, .dI

p. 11. Mendiola indicated that he was fully satisfied with

Adarns, and Adarns agreed with his client's plea.
, .dI

pgs. 11-12.

The court repeated the plea deal, and Mendiola specifically agreed that no other promises
were made to him to enter the plea other than those put on the record in open court. Id.,p. 12.
The court asked if any threats had been made to Mendiola, and he acknowledged no threats had
been made, but said he was "trying to salvage whatever is left of my family. That's what's
making me agree to this. I don't know if that makes sense." ld.,pgs. 12-13. The court asked
again if Mendiola was threatened in any way. and he said, "not like physically or anything like
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that."

Id.The court asked how he felt there may be threats against him, and Mendiola replied to

the effect that he wanted his siblings to have the benefit of their agreements, then added, "I'm
agreeing a hundred percent, but I'm just putting it on record the only reason I'm doing this is
because I'm trying to save my family . . . ." Id. When the court followed up by asking if
Mendiola felt he was "fully informed" in making that decision, Mendiola said, "Yes, sir."
, .dI

p.

14. Mendiola again confirmed no other threats except that the prosecution on his brothers' cases
would continue. Id.
Mendiola was placed under oath, after the court told him yet again that he would be
allowed to change his mind if he wished. Id.Mendiola again verified that he understood all of his
rights that attach to a jury trial. He complained again that it "just doesn't seem fair" that his
family was used against him "as leverage," but he added, "I agree - I agree to everything and I
understand everything."
, .dI

p. 15. He confirmed a waiver of his rights and no threats or promises

other than what was already discussed. Id.W'hen asked if he felt that he was making his plea
freely and voluntarily, Mendiola stated, "It's hard to say. I mean, I'm doing it willfully, but I feel
like I'm cornered. I know - I understand I got a choice to take it to trial, but then my brothers
lose their deals. 1 can't do that to my mama, so I understand. I just want closure. I just want to
get this over with.", .dI

p. 16. The court asked, "Even though there are ties in this agreement with

your brothers' cases, do you feel that you have weighed all of the pros and cons, and based on
that weighing process that this is a voluntary decision on your part?" Mendiola answered, "Yes,
sir. My family means more to me than my freedom." Id.Mendiola again confirmed his
satisfaction with Adams. Id.Finally, he pled guilty to second degree murder.

u,p. 17. The court

fouild Mendiola entered his plea "freely. voluntarily, lu~owiiigly.intelligently waived your
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Constitutional rights, that your plea is a free and voluntary act on your part and that you've
entered your plea knowing the potential consequences." Neither Mendiola nor Adams objected
to this finding of the court. Id.
Then the parties stipulated to a factual basis for the plea as set forth in the grand jury
transcript. Id.The court found a factual basis for the crime, entered Mendiola's plea of record,
and again the defense did not object to this finding in any way.

a,pgs. 17-18. The prosecutor

then re-emphasized his belief that the grand jury transcript supplied a factual basis for the plea,
and stated his belief that the State was "prepared to prove each and every element of the crime to
which he's pled guilty beyond a reasonable doubt." Again, this statement went utterly
uncontested by Mendiola or Adarns.
, .dI

p. 19.

This detailed examination of the plea change hearing illustrates just how thorough the
plea change process was in this case. Mendiola repeatedly indicated his agreement to the
proceedings and his desire to proceed right then, even though he stated his reservations.
Mendiola portrayed himself as an educated adult under no undue influence. Mendiola was
afforded every opportunity to explain the plea deal(s) and express his reservations in open court,
and he always indicated that he wished to proceed despite his reservations. Mendiola was offered
multiple opportunities to take more time if he wished before entering his plea, but insisted on
forging ahead.
The concept of "coercion" suggests something underhanded or sinister, but the record at
plea change reveals nothing of the sort. The State was in no way, at any point, pressuring or
threatening Mendiola to take the plea. and certainlj~not pressuring him to take the plea
immediately. All of the various plea agreements were fully discussed, with all relevant coBRlEF IN OPPOSITION TO PETITION FOR POST-CON\'ICTION RELIEF - 1 1

defendants present in open court. The court repeatedly told Mendiola he could take more time.
Mendiola did not contest the court's ultimate finding that his plea was voluntary. Adarns, an
extremely experienced defense counsel, consented to the entire process at the time of entry of
plea. In fact, according to Adams' later statement at sentencing, to the effect that Mendiola
insisted on entering his plea against Adams' advice, Mendiola was very dedicated to pursuing his
plea when he did. S.Tr., pgs. 21-22.
If this plea process somehow was not thorough enough, one wonders what more a judge
would have to do to ensure a voluntary plea? Surely the point of a plea colloquy such as this is to
emphasize to the defendant the solemnity and finality of a guilty plea to a felony. It would be a
very inefficient way to do business if all of these questions mean nothing, and a defendant is later
allowed to change his position in contravention of what he had previously represented to the
court. Also, there has to be a limit at some point to how often the court is required to repeat the
same question, or rephrase the question differently. Here, Mendiola had every opportunity to
discuss his reasons for pleading or to change his mind and chose to proceed, making an
obviously deliberate, calculated decision he admits was knowing and intelligent.
The case of State v. Turner, 95 Idaho 206, 506 P.2d 103 (S.Ct. 1973) is instructive. The
court held that, "The voluntariness of appellant's pleas can be determined only by considering all
of the relevant circumstances." The court in upholding Turner's plea noted that the trial court in
his case "conducted a penetrating examination and discourse with the appellant concerning
whether the pleas to each count were voluntarily and knowingly made. This examination by the
trial court demonstrated a concern for the accuracy of the appellant's pleas." Surely the same
conclusion would be reached in regard to the colloquy Mendiola enjoyed with his trial court
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when he entered his plea.
The appellant in Turner argued that "the pleas of guilty came about as a result of a subtle
psychological coercion and fear caused by the tenuous surrounding circumstances of the case."
Specifically, that appellant cited an accumulation of stressfbl factors including a denial of his
motion for change of venue, an inability to pay for counsel, and a lengthy voir dire examination.
The Turner court responded, "Assuming that appellant was, in fact, influenced by the factors
attributed to him as engendering psychological coercion, it can only be said that these were
factors incident to the normal criminal process. The manner and degree to which external factors
in the criminal justice system influence a defendant's judgment are imponderable. Arrest,
arraignment, trial, and other procedures incident to the criminal justice system all have some
effect on particular defendants to varying degrees. However, these influences cannot serve to set
aside a guilty plea where counsel was present and the defendant was cognizant of the
circumstances and consequences of his plea. The standard was and remains whether the plea
represents a voluntary and intelligent choice among the alternative courses of action open to the
defendant."
The court concluded. "Because the record is free from any inference of impropriety on
the part of the State in inducing appellant Turner's pleas of guilty, and because the record
indicates that appellant Turner entered intelligent and understanding pleas of guilty, we can find
no abuse of discretion by the trial court in denying appellant's motion to allow him to withdraw
his previously entered pleas of guilty. The facts are insufficient to hold as a matter of law that
psychological coercion induced appellant to enter involuntaqr pleas of guilty."
That analysis seems to fit this case. There is no showing that the State acted in any
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improper way whatsoever, or in any way outside the normal workings of the criminal justice
system. The co-defendants for which Mendiola particularly cares were indicted right along with
him by the grand jury. There is no showing that those indictments were somehow malicious, or
incorrect, or motivated by some far-foreseeing desire to coerce Mendiola into a guilty plea. In
fact, all relevant co-defendants ultimately pled guilty to felony crimes of their own, thus
confirming a basis for indictment. Mendiola's sisters had not been charged and never were
charged. The fact that Mendiola had co-defendants was not in some way retaliatory or improper
as to Mendiola, but rather a natural result of the facts of the case and the usual progression of the
criminal justice system. The entire process of resolution was open to sunlight at all stages. Every
co-defendant had an attorney and the various pleas were fully discussed in open court when
Mendiola entered his plea. Mendiola may not have liked the choices available to him, but those
choices were before him in the natural course of business and not for any improper reason, and
Mendiola made a knowing and intelligent choice among those alternatives.
Further, it should be noted that the State fully lived up to its end of all plea agreements.
The co-defendants were disposed of as contemplated in open court and no hrther charges were
ever filed against anybody else, consistent with the deal. Indeed, it is alarming that Mendiola
seeks now to undo his end of the plea agreement long after the State has satisfied its end of the
plea deal. Whereas Turner in his case had at least done a motion to withdraw his plea at the trial
court level, Mendiola chose to wait until long after his co-defendants and potential co-defendants
fully enjoyed the benefits of their deals with the State before seeking to renege on his part of the
plea agreement with a petition for post-conviction relief. It does not appear to be the State acting
with any suspicious motive here, but rather it is Mendiola wl~osemotives are open to question.
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At evidentiary hearing, Mendiola testified to the outlandish proposition that he did not
consider his own self-interest in pleading guilty to the serious crime of second degree murder for
one second, but rather thought only of his family. It is preposterous on its face to think that
Mendiola did not perceive the benefits to him in a plea agreement that dismissed eight (8) felony
counts with a sentence enhancement and resulted in a first degree murder charged being
amended to second degree murder, but that is what Mendiola maintains under oath. On the
contrary to Mendiola's assertions, any reasonable finder of fact must conclude that Mendiola
simply has nothing to lose by trying to set aside his pleas at this late date, having already
received many of the benefits that the plea arrangement for he and his co-defendants afforded
him.
It is noteworthy that Mendiola did not choose to plead guilty until after the State had filed
its extensive forty-four (44) page trial brief, fully laying out the State's case against him. Also,
Mendiola had been advised that some of his co-defendants had reached agreements with the
State to .testify against him. Circumstances were combining to look very bad indeed for Mendiola
at the time he chose to enter his plea. For instance, co-defendants Miller and Altimirano had
committed as part of their plea agreements. as evidenced in the exhibits entered by the State at
the evidentiary hearing, that they would cooperate fully with the State and testify against
Mendiola. The State's trial brief explained in detail how bad that testimony was going to be for
Mendiola, including that Mendiola visited Justin Miller in Las Vegas after the murder and
"described how he choked Brendan while he pleaded for his life . . . until he bled from the nose
and mouth. and that he cut him on the throat. He stated that the others watched this happen and
that they thought Giovanni was crazy for doing this to Brendan. He described to Justin how he
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disposed of Miller's body before they left the scene in Brendan's Cadillac." State's Trial Brief, p.

18. The State also represented in its trial brief that an unindicted co-conspirator, Joshua
Sheffield, would give similar testimony against Mendiola. State's Trial Brief, pgs. 14-15.
Without repeating the State's trial brief in detail here (it is entered into the record in its
entirety), it is clear that Mendiola had very legitimate reason to fear the outcome ofjury trial.
Given that very experienced trial counsel was assisting Mendiola at all times, it cannot be a
coincidence that his plea was entered only as the case began to look increasingly bleak for
Mendiola. It also cannot be a coincidence that Mendiola waited until now, years later, to
effectively attempt to withdraw his guilty plea via a petition for post-conviction relief, when he
has reason to hope that some of the State's witnesses against him may have become difficult to
reach with the passage of time.
Adams testified at evidentiary hearing that plea negotiations began almost immediately
upon his appointment, and continued for months until resolution was ultimately reached.
Suzanna Graham (hereinafter referred to as "Graham,"), attorney for Piero Mendiola, testified at
evidentiary hearing that the parties had a joint meeting prior to their changes of plea, either at
defense request or at least with no objection from the defense, at which all family members
discussed the global issue and the various ramifications before deciding to accept the State's plea
offers. Mendiola's assertions of altruism to the contrary, it appears that Mendiola took ample
steps to consider his own self-preservation before accepting this plea agreement.
This situation mirrors that in Turner: the State at no time acted improperly, all
proceedings were well within the normal course of the criminal justice system, and Mendiola
simply made a choice among the several choices available to him. The fact that Mendiola now,
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years later, after the State has fulfilled all of its part of the various plea bargains, wishes to
change his mind and reverse his plea, does not mean that his plea was truly coerced in any way.
Mendiola, and the State in its "Respondent's Motion for Summary Disposition," have
discussed the case of In Re Ibarra, 193 Cal. Rptr. at 544, 666 P.2d at 986, as listing instructive
factors to consider in determining the voluntariness of a "package deal" guilty plea between codefendants. Going through the Ibarra factors again after the evidentiary hearing in this matter,
they weigh even more strongly in favor of the State. The State clearly had a reasonable and good
faith case against the co-defendants. The male co-defendants were indicted and ultimately
convicted of felony crimes. The potential female co-defendants never were indicted and the State
lived up to its promise to never indict them after Mendiola took his plea deal.
The factual basis of the plea was stipulated to at plea change by the defense and
established independently by both the grand jury transcript and the State's trial brief, which
Mendiola and Adarns were certainly aware of when they stipulated to a factual basis for the plea.
The nature and degree of "coerciveness" was very minimal here, to the extent it can be said to
have existed at all. There was no true "coercion" of a physical or threatening nature. Mendiola
claims that he felt psychological stress to protect his family, but the State was doing nothing
more than utilizing the criminal justice system in typical fashion. No argument as to any
impropriety on the State's part has ever been advanced, or indeed can be advanced. The
procedure was fully open to sunlight, so to speak, at all crucial times. Although leniency to the
co-defendants may have been a factor in Mendiola's decision to plead, if we take him at his
word, surely the dismissal of eight (8) felony counts and a sentencing enhancement against him,
and a reduction of the murder charge from first degree to second degree with an agreement by
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the State to limit its recommendation to twelve and one-half (12%) years fixed, could not have
escaped notice by Mendiola's sense of self-preservation. The substantial benefit Mendiola
derived from the plea agreement further indicates that the deal was fair and not coercive.
Completing the list of Ibarra factors, as already described elsewhere including page 3 of
the "Respondent's Motion for Summary Disposition" already on file, Mendiola was a mature,
educated adult of thirty-two (32) years old when he chose to take this plea agreement. His major
co-defendants had been indicted right along with him, and not as some kind of retaliatory
measure. Adams and Graham both indicated in their testimony at evidentiary hearing that they
initiated plea negotiations with the State, or at the very least were very willing participants in
mutual plea negotiations.
Beyond the way the Ibarra factors favor the State, the State has also provided authority in
the earlier "Respondent's Motion for Summary Disposition," including U.S. v. Carr, 80 F.3d 413
(1 996), to the effect that "package deal" plea agreements are NOT inherently coercive. The court
in that case reasoned that an accused's choice to sacrifice him- or herself for others should be
respected, and that an agreement where the defendant receives a benefit is a reasonable
agreement. Here. even if we accept that Mendiola entered this agreement only so his codefendants could receive the benefits he anticipated, they did in fact receive those benefits, and
Mendiola's actions and expectations were both reasonable and fulfilled. Thus, the plea
bargaining system that applied to Mendiola was reasonable and fair.
In State v. Danh, 5 16 N.W. 2d 539 (Minn. 1994), the Minnesota Supreme Court held that
"package deals" were not per se invalid, but that the State must fully inform the trial court of the
details of the package plea agreement so that the trial court can fully inquire in determining
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whether the plea is voluntary. Here, the details of Mendiola's plea and his co-defendants' pleas
were fully displayed to the trial court, and the trial court fully questioned Mendiola about his
rationale for entering his plea and the impact those other plea deals had in his decision.
In sum, Mendiola's plea simply cannot be considered to have been coerced here, by any
analysis. The plea discussions were fully disclosed and they were fair, with Mendiola deriving
clear objective benefit from the deal. The court examined Mendiola on these issues in great detail
and Mendiola not only chose to continue with his plea, he proceeded on through sentencing,
failed to file a motion to withdraw his plea or an appeal, and only brought the issue up much later
as a petition for post-conviction relief. No true "coercion" exists at all, except that Mendiola was
forced by the nature of his case to make a choice amongst several choices presented to him when
probably none of those choices were at all attractive to him.
That is not coercive; it is true for virtually any criminal defendant. The State is not
required to make Mendiola happy as it prosecutes his murder case, and the court is not required
to somehow talk Mendiola out of his plea. It is only required that Mendiola be treated fairly, and
that was certainly accomplished here, with Mendiola having been given every opportunity to pull
out of his plea agreement before entering his plea if he chose to do so.
Even on a straightforward motion to withdraw a guilty plea pursuant to Idaho Criminal
Rule 33 after sentencing, Mendiola would have to demonstrate "manifest injustice" to be allowed
to withdraw his plea. The standard should obviously not become easier for the defense to satisfy
when Mendiola declines to bring a motion to withdraw his plea under I.C.R. 33 and instead waits
over a year to raise the issue as post-conviction relief. Mendiola has not argued persuasively that
his plea was coerced or involuntary, and his petition on this basis must be denied.
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11.

An adequate factual basis was established for Mendiola's Alford plea.

Mendiola argues that there was an insufficient factual basis for his Alford plea. The State
concedes that there does need to exist a factual basis for the Alford plea, but argues that there
clearly was one in this case, and that it was clearly established at the time of plea change.
First, as argued supra, this issue should be waived pursuant to Idaho Code sections 194901 and 19-4908. When the trial court inquired at the time of plea change in this matter as to
"the factual record that would establish this charge," Adams explicitly stipulated "that the grand
jury transcript establishes probable cause for the Amended Indictment" while Mendiola himself
silently acquiesced. S.Tr., p. 17, L. 15-19. Even when the prosecutor again said, later, that he
believed the grand jury transcript demonstrated how the State could prove every element of
second degree murder even beyond a reasonable doubt, neither Adams nor Mendiola voiced an
objection to this assertion. At sentencing, although the defense argued for lenient treatment based
on their version of the facts, no motion to set aside the guilty plea was ever made and no
argumept was ever made that an insufficient factual basis for the plea existed. This is another
issue that was raised for the first time only in the petition for post-conviction relief, much after
the defense stipulated to the factual basis of the plea at the trial court level originally. Having
specifically waived his issue at the trial court level, Mendiola cannot now be allowed to raise it
for the first time at the post-conviction relief level.
If Mendiola is permitted to raise the issue now in his post-coi~victionrelief proceeding,
he sl~ouldnevertheless lose on the merits. At sentencing, after his stipulation at the time of plea
change to a factual basis for the crime, Mendiola raised a self-defense claim for the first time and
Adams urged the court to sentence Mendiola more consistent with manslaughter.
, .dI
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pgs. 4,22.

Mendiola had previously remained silent as to his version of events, even choosing to do so in
his pre-sentence interview.
, .dI

pgs. 25-26.Presumably because of these new claims, the court

, .dI
took a recess of almost an hour after Adams' argument.

p. 24. The court later revealed that it

had reviewed the grand jury transcript independently during that time, and concluded that "a fair
reading of the grand jury proceedings, and that's why I took so long in going through, is that
there is malice here . . . ,.".dI

p. 26.

Also as argued supra, other factors beyond the grand jury transcript, such as Mendiola's
admissions in open court to stabbing Brendan Butler and the evidence proffered by the State in
its'trial brief, seem to leave little doubt that the plea was factually based. This certainly is not a
case where a defendant pled guilty to something upon no factual basis at all. Mendiola was
actually indicted forJirst degree murder, as well as several other serious crimes. This indicates
that a factual basis for a second degree murder charge existed. Mendiola never challenged the
sufficiency of his indictment in any way, such as with a pre-trial motion to dismiss.
The State already cited some relevant case law on this topic in its "Respondent's Motion
for Summary Disposition." In Arnerson vs. State, 119 Idaho 994,812 P.2d 301 (Ct.App. 1991),
the court explained, "In Idaho, there is no general obligation to inquire into the factual basis of a
guilty plea. However, such an inquiry should be made if an Alford plea is accepted. . ."
(emphasis added). In other words, no inquiry into a factual basis of an Alford plea is mandatory
in Idaho, although it is the better practice.
The Arnerson court goes on to state, "The state need not show the factual basis of a plea
by proof beyond a reasonable doubt. Nor does a plea require a mini-trial of the case. Instead, the
goal behind ascertaining a factual basis is to assure that the defendant's plea is made knowingly,
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intelligently, and voluntarily." Similarly, in State v. DOPP,124 Idaho 481, 861 P.2d 51 (S.Ct.
1993), the Supreme Court held that, even in simple motions to withdraw a guilty plea (much less
later claims to the same effect on the post-conviction relief level when the issue was never raised
at the trial court originally), "a denial of factual guilt is not a just reason for the later withdrawal
of the plea, in cases where there is some basis in the record of factual guilt" (emphasis added).

So when Mendiola claims, such as on page 13 of his "Petitioner's Brief on the Merits of
the Petition for Post-Conviction Relief," that the trial court must find a strong factual basis for a
plea, Mendiola is simply misstating the law in the State of Idaho. Contrary to his assertion, the
standard is really just to determine whether a knowingly, voluntary, and intelligent plea was
entered based upon some factual basis in the record. While a strong factual basis is obviously
preferred over a weak factual basis, the real issue goes back to whether there is adequate reason
to believe the plea was knowingly, intelligently, and voluntarily entered. Mendiola has stipulated
that his plea was knowing and intelligent, and the issue of its voluntary nature of lack thereof has
been discussed at length supra.
The case of State v. Ramirez, 122 Idaho 830,839 P.2d 1244 (Ct-App. 1992) sheds some
light on how our facts are properly analyzed. Ramirez apparently entered an Alford plea to a
reduced felony charge, in an analogous manner to what Mendiola did. Later, he moved to
withdraw his guilty plea at the trial court level (unlike Mendiola), contending that the trial court
failed to ascertain an adequate factual basis for his guilty plea because he professed his
innocence and that the crime had resulted while he was defending himself and not as a result of
his own malicious conduct (like Mendiola's later self-defense assertion at sentencing).
The Ramirez court upheld the trial court-s decision to deny his attempt to withdraw his
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plea. The Ramirez court noted that because Rarnirez moved to withdraw his guilty plea after
sentencing. he must demonstrate that his motion must be granted to correct a manifest injustice
(and again, Rarnirez had that high standard of proof to meet even when making his motion to
withdraw his guilty plea before the trial court in a timely fashion, unlike Mendiola). They noted
that Ramirez, through counsel, stipulated to the fact of the harmful conduct, although he
downplayed his own malice in creating that conduct (like Mendiola). The Ramirez court noted
the defense stipulation to a factual basis for the plea to the trial court judge. Ultimately, they
ruled that the inquiry conducted by the trial judge was adequate.
The record in Mendiola's matter compares very favorably to the record found adequate in
Ramirez. Here, the court did inquire into the factual basis for the plea. That factual basis was
stipulated to by the defense, which is a representation the trial court should surely be able to rely
upon to find that some factual basis for a plea exists. That factual basis was found, upon closer
examination, by the trial court at the time of sentencing, with no objection then from Mendiola.
Mendiola stipulated to the fact of the crime, his stabbing of Brendan Butler, albeit while
minimizing his own criminal intent in committing that act. He explicitly took responsibility for
the crime at sentencing. S.Tr., pgs. 6, 7. Until Mendiola stated a self-defense theory at sentencing
for the first time, not a single other fact in the record suggested a self-defense situation, including
Mendiola's own participation, or lack thereof, in the pre-sentence interview.
The factual basis of the plea is supported by an independent view of the record today, as
explained supra. For instance. pages 14-15 of the State's trial brief offer co-defendant Miller's
anticipated testimony of how Mendiola described Brendan Butler's death in brutal, cold-blooded
fashion, and how c a l l o ~ hdendiola
~s
was to Brendan Butler's deatli after the fact. It is undisputed
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that Mendiola never notified the police of Brendan Butler's death, as he might have done if he
had truly acted in self-defense, but rather left Brendan Butler's body in the woods and fled the
state in Brendan Butler's vehicle.
The trial court itself confronted Mendiola with a realistic appraisal of the facts. After
reviewing the grand jury transcript during sentencing, the trial court stated, "What I do know is
that you killed Brendan Butler. You've admitted it. You pled guilty to the crime. You're
claiming some sort of self-defense. The State claims you did it maliciously. You pled guilty to
the crime that involves malice as an element of that crime. I'm not quite so nayve as to believe
that you were out for an afternoon drive with Mr. Butler when this crime occurred. Every
indication from the grand jury testimony is that you came up here as muscle, as an enforcer, and
you came up here specifically in October to work out the issues in some way about the money
that was owed by Mr. Butler. I think a fair reading of the grand jury proceedings . . . is that there
is malice here, that this wasn't a situation where someone under the influence of drugs suddenly
freaked-out and that's why this ensued . . . ." S.Tr., p. 26. Neither Mendiola nor Adams ever
contested these factual conclusions of the sentencing court. Indeed, it would be shockingly nayve
to find anything other than malice in Mendiola's murder of Brendan Butler after reviewing the
grand jury testimony.
Everything necessary to be done to ensure a factually-based plea was done in this case.
There is no reason to allow Mendiola to successfully claim now that his plea lacked a factual
basis.
111. Mendiola has failed to meet his burden to show that his trial counsel was ineffective.
Mendiola also claims ineffective assistance of counsel prejudiced his case. As to his
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ineffective assistance of counsel claims, Mendiola has failed to state a genuine issue of material
fact and the State should prevail on these arguments as a matter of law.
A petition for post-conviction relief initiates a new and independent civil proceeding and
the petitioner bears the burden of establishing that he is entitled to relief. State v. Bearshield, 104
Idaho 676,678,662 P.2d 548, 550 (1983); Hassett v. State, 127 Idaho 313, 315,900 P.2d 221,
223 (Ct.App. 1995). The court is not required to accept either the applicant's mere conclusory
allegations, unsupported by admissible evidence, or the applicant's conclusions of law. Fenier v.
State 135 Idaho 797,799,25 P.3d 110, 112 (2001); Roman v. State, 125 Idaho 644,647,873

?-

P.2d 898,901 (Ct.App. 1994).

An applicant for post-conviction relief due to ineffective assistance of counsel must meet
a two-pronged test. First, he must show that the attorney's representation did not meet objective
standards of competence, i.e. that counsel's conduct did not fall "within the wide range of
reasonable professional assistance." Strickland v. Washineon, 466 U.S. 668, 689 (1984) and
Aragon .v. State, 114 Idaho 758,760,760 P.2d 1174, 1176 (1988). Second, the applicant must
demonstrate that he was prejudiced by his attorney's deficient performance. Strickland, 466 U.S.
at 691-96 and Aragon, 114 Idaho 760-61 760 P.2d at 1176-77. The petitioner must allege facts
meeting both these prongs even to withstand a motion for summary dismissal of an ineffective
assistance of counsel claim, let alone to prevail on the merits of the claim. Ivev v. State, 123
Idaho 77,80,844 P.2d 706,709 (1992) and Roman v. State, 125 Idaho 644,649,873 P.2d 898:
903 (Ct.Ap. 1994).
To establish the deficient performance prong of Strickland, a petitioner must demonstrate
that his counsel's performance fell below an objective standard of reasonableness. Gibson v.
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State, 1 10 Idaho 63 1,634,718 P.2d 283,286 (1986). "Because of the distorting effects of
hindsight in reconstructing the circumstances of counsel's challenged conduct, there is a strong
presumption that counsel's performance was within the wide range of reasonable professional
assistance - that is, 'sound trial strategy."' Davis v. State, 116 Idaho 401,406, 775 P.2d 1243,
1248 (Ct.App. 1989), quoting Strickland at 689. Strategic or tactical decisions made by trial
counsel will not be second-guessed on review, unless those decisions are made upon a basis of
inadequate preparation, ignorance of the relevant law, or other shortcomings capable of objective
evaluation. State v. Roles, 122 Idaho 138, 145, 832 P.2d 3 11,3 18 (Ct.App. 1992); Davis v. State,
116 Idaho 401,406,775 P.2d 1243, 1248 (Ct.App. 1989). "The constitutional requirement for
ineffective assistance of counsel is not the key to the prison for a defendant who can dredge up a
long series of examples of how the case might have been tried better."

w,
123 Idaho 77, 80,

844 P.2d 706, 709 (1992).
To establish prejudice, a petitioner must show a reasonable probability that, but for
counse1:s deficient performance, the outcome of the proceeding would have been different.
Aragon, at 761 and at 1177; Cowaer v. State, 132 Idaho 681,685,978 P.2d 241, 244 (Ct.App.
1999); Roman, at 649 and at 903. That is, a petitioner must show that his attorney's performance
"so undermined the proper functioning of the adversarial process that the trial cannot be relied
upon as having produced a just result.'' Strickland, 466 U.S. at 686. Satisfaction of the prejudice
element requires a showing that, but for counsel's errors, the defendant would not have pled
guilty but would have insisted on going to trial. Hill v. Lockhart, 474 U.S. 52, 58-29 (1985).
Bare assertions and speculation. unsupported by specific facts. do not make out even aprima
.fucie case for ineffective assistance of counsel. Roman. 125 Idaho at 649, 873 P.2d at 903.
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Of Mendiola's three (3) claims for relief, the ineffective assistance of counsel assertion is
perhaps the most baseless. On the quickest overview of this matter, it is apparent that Mendiola
has failed to meet his burden of showing counsel's performance fell below an objective standard
of reasonableness or that he was prejudiced thereby.
As was brought out at the evidentiary hearing in this matter, Adams is one of the most
experienced defense attorneys in the State of Idaho. Given the details of his experience that were
adduced at the evidentiary hearing, it is very difficult to conceive that Adams somehow does not
know how to competently defend a murder case. Mendiola presented no objective evidence
whatsoever at evidentiary hearing that anything Adams did fell below an objective standard of
reasonableness. No other experienced defense lawyers were called to challenge Adams'
performance on any point, for instance. Defense counsel Graham was called, but did not address
alleged deficiencies in Adams' performance, and certainly the only other witness, Mrs.
Mendiola, was not qualified to do so. Wherever Adams questioned his own performance, it
appeared to stem more from a desire to assist Mendiola to this day than from any distinct,
objective failing on his part. There was simply no evidence adduced that Adams objectively
failed his client in any meaningful way.
Further, no evidence was adduced that Mendiola was prejudiced from any sort of failing
by Adams. Adams stated at sentencing that his client had pled guilty to second degree murder
against his advice. S.Tr.. p. 21, L. 22. As the trial court noted in its order denying the cross
motions for summary judgment or dismissal, this statement by Adams seriously undercuts
Mendiola's current suggestion that Adams did not credit 11im with having a plausible defense, or
forced him into a bad situation. Adams specifically said at sentencing, "I told him and I still
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believe I thought the worst he would do in a jury trial was manslaughter, but it's his life, not
mine."

a,Ls. 23-25. Mendiola did not contradict this statement by Adams even after being

allowed an evidentiary hearing, to the State's recollection,
The prejudice Mendiola must prove to gain post-conviction relief for ineffective
assistance of counsel is that he would have insisted on going to trial but for counsel's deficient
performance. Here, however, the evidence shows the exact opposite situation. Adams urged
Mendiola to go to trial, and it was Mendiola who insisted on entering his plea.
And despite having a client who insisted on acting against his advice, Adams minimized
his client's potential damage unequivocally, in significant ways. Mendiola had eight (8) felonies
and a sentencing enhancement dismissed as part of his plea arrangement, as well as enjoyed a
reduction from first-degree to second-degree murder. Adams' argument at sentencing persuaded
the court to impose eight (8) years fixed, significantly less than the twelve and a half (12%) years
fixed the State requested. Mendiola expressed at both the time of his plea change and at
sentencing that it was of paramount concern to him that his co-defendants receive the benefit of
their contemplated deals, and/or not be charged at all. Adams' work on his behalf led to his codefendants receiving exactly the treatment that Mendiola claims was his primary motivation in
making his plea deal. Adams employed strategy on behalf of his client that cannot be secondguessed in post-conviction relief, especially where that strategy was clearly successful in many
ways. Mendiola has simply failed to establish, on its face, any cogent argument for prejudice
here. even after his evidentiary hearing.
Despite his overall failure to demonstrate deficient perfomlance by his attorney or his
own prejudice thereby. Mendiola advances three sub-arguments. The first of these is that, as he
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states on p. 15 of his "Petitioner's Brief on the Merits of the Petition for Post-Conviction Relief,"
"trial counsel's investigator argued against the interests of Petitioner by advising the state that
Petitioner was guilty or murder when the defense was attempting to settle the case as
manslaughter."
It is far from certain after evidentiary hearing whether this accusation is even factually
true, so Mendiola fails his immediate burden of proof. Adams testified he knew of no such thing,
that his investigator had earned his full trust over the time of their relationship, and he would
have fired his investigator immediately had he ever perceived his investigator to be working
against a client's interest.
Mendiola's claim seems to be merely based upon something his mother says she
overheard, but his mother is the same witness who testified at evidentiary hearing that what
happened to her son was worse than what happened to Brendan Butler. Certainly, looking at
more impartial testimony, Adarns did not testify that his investigator had hampered his work on
the case in any way, nor did any other witness.
Mendiola has utterly failed to produce any legal authority that the conduct of this
investigator, even if true as alleged, should be attributed to Adams somehow in an ineffective
assistance of counsel action. Further, Mendiola utterly fails to illustrate with evidence or
argument how this alleged misconduct by the investigator caused him to plead guilty or how
Adams should have acted in some way to fix this harm and achieve a different outcome.
The State had already indicted Mendiola on first degree murder with no help from
Adams' investigator long before the conversation allegedly overheard by Mrs. Mendiola took
place. The State had continued to diligently prosecute Mendiola after the indictment, even
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building statements of his co-defendants against him and filing a forty-four (44) page trial brief
to set out its case for first degree murder. Clearly, the State needed no encouragement from a
defense investigator, late in the plea negotiation process, to view Mendiola as a murderer. There
is simply no rational basis to support this argument in the law or evidence at hand.
The second sub-argument for ineffective assistance of counsel advanced by Mendiola is
that trial counsel failed to challenge the allegedly inadequate factual basis for the Alford plea.
But this argument presupposes that there was not a factual basis for the Alford plea, when in fact
there was, as the State has argued at length supra. It would certainly not be ethical for Adams to
misrepresent facts to the court, as he acknowledged himself at the evidentiary hearing.
Presumably, Adams also knew at the time of his stipulation that his client would actually admit
to stabbing Brendan Butler, something Mendiola did not do publicly until the sentencing hearing.
Also, this sub-argument does not account for Adams' comment to the court that Mendiola
was pleading guilty to second degree murder against his advice, to advance his own oft-stated
goal of falling on his sword to help his family. Mendiola stated often on the record, both at plea
change and at sentencing, his deep desire to help his family, to the extent, we are asked to
believe, that he selflessly took a second degree murder conviction that he did not deserve to help
them. Does Mendiola assert that Adams was required to thwart his client's alleged passionate
desire to help his family and prevent his guilty plea (and thereby interfere with the codefendants' deals) by opposing the factual basis for the plea? Mendiola offers no law or fact to
support this implied argument that Adams acted deficiently by thwarting his client's desire to
enter a guilty plea. Certainly Mendiola did not object to the stipulation of a factual basis by
Adams at the time of plea. nor the court's finding of the same at entry of plea, nor the
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prosecutor's later further claim of a factual basis at the entry of plea, nor the court's finding of a
factual basis for the second-degree murder charge again at sentencing.
Mendiola now tries to split hairs and claims that Adarns during the plea change hearing
was merely stipulating to a probable cause basis for the crime in the grand jury transcript, and

not to an adequate factual basis for entry of an Alford plea. One hopes that this assertion of
Mendiola's is untrue, because if it were, it would be a very deceptive statement for Adams to
make. The exact colloquy, again, was that the court asked if counsel could note "the factual
record that would establish this charge" immediately after accepting Mendiola's guilty plea, and
Adams responded, "Well, Judge, I would stipulate that the grand jury transcript establishes
probable cause for the Amended Indictment." S.Tr., p. 17. But since Adams testified at
sentencing hearing that he would never knowingly deceive the court because it would be
unethical to do so, and where clearly the court's question in this context was directed toward
establishing a factual basis for the Alford plea such that a hair-splitting response as suggested by
Mendiola would be in essence a deception on the court, we may conclude that Adams did not
intend his stipulation as deceptive toward the court or the State. And moments later, when the
prosecutor emphasized that the grand jury transcript in fact established "each and every element
of the crime to which he's pled guilty beyond a reasonable doubt," that assertion went utterly
unchallenged.

a,p. 19.

Mendiola has failed again to establish that Adams was objectively deficient, or that he
was prejudiced thereby. No reasonable defense attorney would have undercut his client's desire
to enter a plea at that point, or misrepresented the facts to the court. And had Adams tried to
deny a factual basis for the second degree murder charge, the State was clearly prepared to
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elaborate on that basis, and it clearly existed in the record where the court would have found (and
later did, at sentencing) a factual basis for the plea. There is no valid ineffective assistance of
counsel concern here.
Mendiola's final sub-argument for ineffective assistance of counsel is that Adarns did not
argue adequately at sentencing that this case was really manslaughter. But, again, this argument
is obviously deficient on its face. First, Mendiola claims on page 16 of his "Petitioner's Brief on
the Merits of the Petition for Post-Conviction Relief' that, "The evidence that was not presented
demonstrates that Mr. Butler was under the influence of numerous drugs, threatened Mr.
Mendiola, and struggled with him." But in fact, to the extent that any of this alleged evidence
was unavailable to the trial court at sentencing, it is unavailable in any persuasive form even
now.
Mendiola submitted the autopsy report as part of his post-conviction evidence, but
certainly the mere presence of drugs in Brendan Butler's body does not speak directly to how he
came toebe stabbed to death. Mendiola also offers an affidavit of his admittedly very close codefendant, Marco Antonio Garcia, years later after he has accepted his own plea agreement and
when Garcia appears to have left the country (according to the notary stamp on the affidavit) and
is apparently unavailable for cross-examination.
No further evidence of an exculpatory nature was presented at evidentiary hearing in this
post-conviction proceeding at all. Any assertions that evidence of this nature exists, beyond what
was actually in the record or presented at sentencing, is just that: a simple assertion unsupported
by evidence. The trial court should decline Mendiola's invitation to wildly speculate on what
kind of great evidence Adains could have perhaps conjured out of thin air to present at
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sentencing.
There is another way Mendiola's argument on this point is fundamentally flawed. As
Adarns conceded during the evidentiary hearing, it would clearly be unethical for a prosecutor to
ask the court to sentence a defendant to a charge more serious than that of which a defendant was
actually convicted. It is completely unclear, then, why defense counsel should expect to be
allowed to ask a sentencing court to pretend that a crime is really less serious than the crime to
which a defendant pled guilty. No authority has been offered to support this radical suggestion
that the court should be encouraged to deny the reality of the conviction at sentencing. Mendiola
did, in fact, plead guilty to second degree murder in this case, and all the posturing in the world
at sentencing would not change the crime to manslaughter. The court appropriately
acknowledged this reality in its own comments at sentencing. S.Tr., pgs. 26-28.
And despite the fact that Mendiola had indisputably been convicted of second degree
murder, Adams nevertheless DID try to persuade the court to treat it as a manslaughter case!
S.Tr., pgs. 21-23. This argument was objectionable at the time it was made. Although the State
did not object, there likely would have been an objection had Adams continued much further in
his theory that the court should disregard what kind of crime was truly before it for sentencing.
Similarly, the self-defense assertion could not have been taken much further. If the matter
were truly self-defense, Mendiola should not have been convicted. Rather, the reality for the
sentencing court to confront was that Mendiola pled guilty to second degree murder after being
advised that an element of the crime was malice. and he had repeatedly taken responsibility for
his actions. It is again difficult to see how Mendiola could have hoped to just pretend his
situation was different than it truly was and achieve a better outcome thereby. As the sentencing
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court itself stated, "You've committed a murder. I can't overlook that. You walked away from
the murder and tried to get away with it, and I can't overlook that." S.Tr., p. 28.
This line of thought leads to another point. The sentencing court concluded after
pondering the question that Mendiola did in fact act with malice. Beyond the quote offered supra
from p. 26 of the S.Tr., the court also said, "1 think on the balance the scales tip toward there
being malice involved." S.Tr., p. 28. And having that conclusion in mind, the court articulated
the reason for its sentence by saying, "If you acted with malice, I think eight years is an absolute

minimum that I can feel comfortable with sentencing you and still meeting all the criteria of
sentencing that I have to keep in mind, deterrence to you and others, to society in general,
rehabilitation, restitution . . . . I think given the crime that you've pled guilty to, if I were to
sentence you to anything less I would not be serving the goal of punishment, of deterrence to
others" (emphasis added). S.Tr., p. 27, 28.
That is a big statement which must sink in. After hearing the full presentation by both
sides, the court actually sentenced Mendiola to the absolute minimum sentence it felt possible

given the nature of the crime! In other words, it appears as though Adams irrefutably gave the
very best sentencing presentation possible. He persuaded the court to give the "absolute
minimum" sentence that his client could expect on a second degree murder conviction with
malice as an element. When Mendiola speculates on p. 16 of his "Petitioner's Brief on the Merits
of the Petition for Post-Conviction Relief' that, "there is a reasonable probability this Court
would have imposed a different sentence" had Adams presented some mythic better evidence at
sentencing, it is difficult to imagine how Adams could have achieved a better sentence for his
client than the "absolute minimum.'' And other outcoi-tes such as a conviction of first degree
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murder, or additional felonies, at trial, surely would have resulted in a sentence more stringent
than the "absolute minimum," so once again it appears Adams served his client's interests well.
Mendiola has utterly failed again to show any objective evidence of deficient
performance by Adams in this regard, or any proof that he was prejudiced in some way by
Adarns' sentencing presentation. This sub-argument for relief must again be denied, as must all
Mendiola's claims of ineffective assistance of counsel be denied as he has not begun to meet his
burden of proof on any of them.
CONCLUSION
The fact that Mendiola murdered Brendan Butler and tried to get away with it should not
be overlooked today any more than the trial court refused to overlook it at sentencing. Although
Mendiola repeatedly claimed to take responsibility for his actions at sentencing, he now attempts
to escape responsibility for his actions when the State has completely lived up to its part of the
plea bargain and his co-defendants have enjoyed the benefit of their related deals.
The trial court in this matter did a thorough job of ensuring both the voluntary nature of
Mendiola's plea and its factual basis. Adarns likewise performed up to all standards of
professional competence, and in fact secured an outcome for his client that was much better than
it could have been. There is simply no basis for Mendiola's claims of the necessity for postconviction relief, and the State respectfully asks that Mendiola's petition for post-conviction
relief be DENIED in all aspects.

*****
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Dated this 8th day of February, 2008.
WILLIAM J. DOUGLAS
Prosecuting Attorney for
Kootenai County, Idaho

Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
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ORDER

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
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Respondent.
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)

Upon Motion of Petitioner, and good cause appearing,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Petitioner is granted an extension of time to and
including March 14,2008, within which to file a reply to Respondent's response re tbe
merits of the petition for post-conviction relief in this matter.

DATED t h i s 2 2 LAday o f February, 2008.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FPRST JUDICIAL DISTRTCT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIFe COUNTY OF KOOTENAJ

1
1

GIOVANNJ M. MENDIOLA,
Petitioner,

Case No. CV-04-8005

1
VS.

"

STATE OF JDAHO,
Respondent.

3
3
1

1
1

PETITIONER'S REPLY TO
RJ3SPONDEN'J"S OPPOSITION TO
PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION
RELIEF

-

1
COMES NOW PETITIONER GIOVAhWI M. MENDIOLA, and hereby submits the

folIowing Reply to the State's Opposition to the Petition for Post-Conviction Relief.
1.

Claim A - Petitioner's AEford Plea Was Coerced
As a preliminary argument tht: State asserts that Mendiola has waived the claim that

his A@vd plea was coerced. (Respondent's Brief in Opposition to Petition for PostConviction Relief, l~ereafter"RB," p. 5.) The state argues that because Mendiola did not
moye to withdraw his guilty plea ind did not raise this claim in direct appeal he is

pracedurally barred from raising this claim on post-canvictian. (Bid.)
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As previously noted in Mcndiola's Response to the State's ,Motion for Sulxunary

Dismissal of the Petition for Post-Conviction Relief, this argument is unpersuasive
because Idaho courts have constdered the merirs of each type o f claim in post-conviction

proceedings.' Moreover, this Court has already decided this issue: "Claims of plea
coercion and inadequate factual basis for an Ayord plea may . . . be brought on postconviction relief proceedings ." (brder Granting Evidentiary Hearing, p. 4.)
The State next contends Mendiola's plea was not coerced. The State argues that the

plea colloquy was "so extensive" that Mendiola's plea cannot possibly be involuntary. The
State painstakingly dissects the plea colloquy in an effort to convince this Court that
Mendiola's plea was vaIid, (RB, p. 7-1 I), unfortunately, the State's five page description of
the plea colloquy missed the point raised by Mendiola in his Brief on the Merits.

The question before this Court is two-fold: whether Mendiola's guilty plea was
induced by 'threats to prosecute or promises of leniency to third persons

. . . " and whethm

the "special care" required by such circumstances was taken by the trial court "to insure that

1

See, e.g., Martinez v. State, 125 Idaho 844 (Ct. App. 1994) [held that postconviction proceedings were proper to determine whether the defendant understood the
plea proceedings where defendant did not directly appeal his plea or conviction ill that
case]; Nellsch v. State, 122 Idaho 429 (Ct. App. 1992) [court holds failure to appeal not bar
to raising claim of withdrawal of plea]; XusseEE v. State, 1 18 Idaho 65 (Ct. App, I 990)
[recognizing that the voluntax-iness of a guilty plea is cognizable in post-conviction
proceedings by consideting the merits o f a claim that the guilty plea had been coerced];
Russell v. FoP.tney, 111 Idaho 18 1, 154 (Ct. App. 1986) ["voluntariness of a plea is an issue
specifically appropriate for post-conviction"]; Fowler v. Stare, 109 Idaho 1002, 1005 (Ct.
App. 1935) and Amersor.1 v. Stare, 119 Idaho 994,996 (Ct. App. 1991) [deciding the
merits of whethcr there was an insufficient factual basis for the guilty plea].
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the plea was in fact ~nteredvoluntarily and -#as not the product of coercion."' United

States v . Carr-, 80 F.3d 313 (19963, citing Moisev v. Murphy, 790 F.2d 62, 66 (lothCir.)
cen. denied, 479 U.S. 988 (1986). The fact that the plea colloquy may have been lengthy is

of no relevance to this claim if the court made no inquiry into State's promises of leniency

and whether those promises of leniency were to third persons who had "particularly close
bonds to the accused." (Bid.)
As is evidenced by the State's long-winded recitation of the plea colloquy, although

made aware of the package deal by Mendiola and trial counsel, the trial court made only a

general inquiry about whether Mendiola's plea was voluntary. The court did not inquire into

the specific details of the package deal or the potential prosecution of Mendiola's sisters
or the impact their prosecution w ~ u l dhave on Mendiola's family.
Because the record developed at the post-conviction evidentiary hearing reveals that
the package deal offered to Mendiola is exactly the type of deal targeted in Carr as
requiring special care, t l ~ eCourt's failure to fully inquire into the coerciveness of the plea

is error. McCavthy v. United States, 394 U.S. 459,470 (1969); Boykin 12. Alabama, 395
U.S. 238,242 (1969). The State's argument to the contrary is simply incorrect.
The State claims that "the concept of 'coercion' suggests something underhanded or

sinister, but the change of plea reveals nothing o f the sort," (RB,p. 11.) The State cites no
legal authority for this proposition and ignores the long line of cases relied upon by
Petitioner, which note that package deal plea agreements while not per se impermissible
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pose an additional risk of coercion not present when the defendant is dealing with the

government alone. The issue is not that the government is "'underhanded or sinister" in
rnakii.19 such an offer?tvhicb is sanctioned by the courts; the concern i s to assure that the
defendant i s voluntarily entering the plea when the Court is made aware that the offer to the
defendant is part of a package d e i .
Citing State v.

Turner,95 Jdaho 206, 506 P.2d 103 (1973), the State argues that the

trial court's plea colloquy was suficient to ensure the volzllltariness of Mendiola's guilty
plea. In Turner,.supra, 95 Idaho at 207, t h appellant
~
contended that the trial court abused

its discretion in denying his motion to withdraw his pleas of guilty because at the time he
entered those pIeas, the trial court had already denied his motion for a change of venue,

Turner was unable to pay his counsel, and there had been lengthy voir dire examinatioq of
the jurors for two days, Turner contended that these factors coerced and influenced him to

plead guilty, and that by reason of this influence his change of pleas was not vol~mtarily

made.

In denying Turner's appeal, the c o w stated that the facts asserted by T u r n ~were
r
insufficient as a matter of law.
The voluntariness of appellant's pleas can be determined only by
considering all of the relevant circumstances. Brady v. United States, 397
U.S. 742, at 749,90 S.Ct. 1463, 25 L.Ed.2d 747. Assuming that appellant
was, jn fact, influenced by the factors attributed by him as engendering
psychological coercion, it can only be said that thcse were factors incident to
the normal criminal process. The manner and de ee to which external
factors in the criminal justice system influence a efendant's judgment are
imponderable. Arrest, arraignment, Irial, and otherprocedures incident to the
criminal justice system all have some effect on particular defendants to
varyin degrees. However, these influences cannot serve to set aside a guilty
plea w ere counsel was present and the defendant was cognizant o f the
circumstances and conse uences of his plea. C~mpare.Brady V . United
States, supra, at 750, 80 .Ct. 1463.

B
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Because Turner involved merely the common factors incident to the nolmai

criminal process, and not the kind of package deal at issue here, this case offers no
guidance to this Court: in resoiving Mendinla's claitn.

The State claims that Mendiola "wai:cd until now, yeam later, to effectively attempt

to withdraw his ,guilty plea via a petition for post-conviction telie5; wlien he has reason to
hope that some of the State's witnesses against him may have become difficult to rcach

with the passage of time." (FU3, p. 16.) This accusation i s senseless. hilendiola properly
filed his petition for post-co~~viction
relief within the statutory time frame set by the
Legislature, which is one year fkop the date of the fmal judgment of cs~nviction. Mendiola
did not wait "years" to challenge his plea, and the State's assertion that he waited to raise

this claim with t11e intent that the State's witnesses would become difficult to reach with the
passage of time is simply absurd.
Next, the State claims, without addressing any of the arguments raised.by Mendiola
in his Brief on the Merits,' that thc "Ibarm factors favor the State." (RJ3, p. 18.) The State
cites 1) Mendiola's age (32 years old); 2) the fact that his brothers were indicted at the
same time as Mendiola; and 3) Mendiola's attorneys' "wiIlingY'participation in mutual plea
negotiatioas"as the Jbarra factors that favor the State. (Bid.) Contraiy to the State's
assertions, only one of the three factors it cites favor the State's position. Though
Mendiola may have been a "mature" adult at the time of his plea, his sjsters were not

indicted along with him. Moreover, the record does not reveal which party initialed the
D

plea negotiations, and it is purely speculative that Mendiola's attorneys were "willing

'The State's Opposition ignores Mendiola's discussion of the I2larp.a factors in his
Brief on the Merits. Because the: State failed to respond to the points previously made by
Petitioner Mendiola in his Mefits brief, rather than repeating Petitioner's arguments from
his Merits brief, Mendiola respectfully directs this Court to include by reference his
Merits brief as part of this Reply to the State's Opposition brief.
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participants."

The State distorts the record when it claims "the factual basis was stipulated to at
plea change by t h e defense." The-record speaks for itself. The plea colloqr~ydernonstz-atcs

that the factual basis for the plea was merely a stipulation from trial counsel that "thc grand
jury transcript establishes probable couse for the Amended Indictment." (Exhibit 1, p.

Finally, tbe State cites United States v. Carv, 80 F.3d 413 (10th Cir 1996) and
State

17.

Danh, 5 16 N.W. 539 (Minn. 1994) as support for its position that package deals

are not inherently coercive. Both Danh and Caw actualfy go further. Cmr, 80 F.3d at 41 6

concludes that ""threats to prosecute or promises of leniency to third persons to induce
guilty pleas can pose a danger of coercion' and therefore require special care 'to i~zsure
that the plea was in fact entered voluntarily and was not the product of coercion."'

[Emphasis added.] Danh, 5 16 N.W. at p. 542, states
We believe, . . ., that such agreemei~ts[package deals1 are frau ht wit11 danger,
and that the standard Min; R. Crim. P. 15.01 inquiry cannot a equately
discover coercion in these cases. We therefore hold that the state must fully
inform the trial court of the details of tl~eseagreements at the t h e a
defendant enters a "backage deal" plea, and the trial court must then conduct
fitrther inquiries to determine whether ?heplea is voluntarily made.

8

[Emphasis added.J

For the reasons set forth in Mendiola's opening brief,hhe State's arguments that
Mendiola's plea was voluntary are not persuasive.
11.

Claim B - A Factual Basis for t11e Alfcrrd Plea Was Not Established

The State asserts that Idaho law requires only some factual basis is required to
support an Alford plea. (RB, p. 22.) This is incorrect.

'Mendiola citcd these cases as support for the claim that his plea was the result of a
coercive package deal. In its Opposition brief, the State failed to respond to any of the
arguments made by Mendiola. a
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The language in State v. Ramirez, 122 Idaho 830, 534 (Ct. App. 19921, could not be

clearer:
'Before a trial court accepts a lea of guilty in a felony case, tlte
record must show that the plea has been made knowingly, intelligently and
voluntarily, and the vaIidity of a plea is to be determined by considering all
the relevant circumstances sunou~dingthe plea as contained in the record.'
Carrusco, I 17 Idaho at 297-98, 787 P.2d at 283-84, citing State v. Colyel-,
98 Tdaho 32,34, 557 P.2d 626, 628 (1976). In Carrasco, the Court furtl~er
explained that whether a plea is entered voluntarily and knowingly is
determined by a three part inquiry: ( 1) whether the defendant's plea was
voluntary in the sense that he understood the nature of the charges and was
not coerced; ( 2 ) whether the defendant knowingly and intelligently waived his
rights to a jury trial, to confiont his accusers, and to refrain fioni
incrjrninatmg himself; and (3) whether the defendant understood the
consequences o f pleadin guilty. id, In the ca,reo an AlJordpTea, another
veqzci~ementexisrs in ad ition to those enumerate above.
"[Aln accused may voluntarily consent to the imposition of a prison
sentence despite a professed belief in his or her innocence, as long as a
factual basis for the plea is demonstrated by the state, and the accused clearly
ex resscs a desire to enter such a plea. In Idaho, there is no general
ob igation to inquire into the factual basis of a guilty plea, However, such an
inquiry should be made if an Alford plea is acc ted, or if the court reccives
inforn~ationbefore sentencing which raises an o viaus doubi: as lo guilt."
Amerson v. State, 119 Idaho 994: 996,812 P.2d 30 1,303 (Ct. App. 1991
citations omitted). . . . In State v. H o f i a n , 108 Idaho 720, 701 P,2d 66
Ct. App. 1985), this Court stated:
It is well settled that if a defendant pleads guilty while
denying a particular element of the offense, such as intent, the
lea nevertheless may be accepted gfhere is a strongfactual
!asis for it.
A strongJactual basis need not be established by proof
beyond a reasonable doxlbt. A ilty plea i s not the occztsiou
for a mini-trial of the case. Rat er, t11e object of ascertaining a
factual basis is to assure that the defendant's plea is made
knowin ly, intelligently and voluntarily.
108 Idaho at 7 2, 701 P.2d at 671) (citations omitted). By determining that a
~ t r o n g ~ c t ubasis
a l for the plea exists, the trial court ensures that the
he believes that the state could, and
defendant is
more Iikely than not
charges against him be ond a
is entering the plea nowingly and
reasonable doubt;
volui~tarilybecause he believes it to be in his best interest to do so, despite
his continued assertion of innocence.

d
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Ramirez and the cases cited therein require a strong factual basis on the record to
support an Ayord plea.

The State argues that the record demonstrates a sufficient Factual basis for
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Mendiola's Alford piea."(RB,

p. 20.) As support for this assertion, the Stale relies on i t s

rial brief and on one excerpt from the sentencing transcript. (RB, p. 23-25.) The State's
trial brief i s a hearsay docl~mentnot before this court as evidence. The excerpt relied an by

the State i s misleading. Although the trial court did state that a "fair reading of the grand
jury proceedings . . . is that there is malice here," the court went on to say

but in trylng to do justice here and trying to understand what the facts are is
like trying to pick up a novel, and you read the first ten pages a i d understand
what the story line maybe is and then you read the last ten pages and you find
out what happened, but Idon 't have a clue, due to the lack oj eitidence
before me, assto the details of malice and the extent ofmalice,
(Sentencing Transcript, hereafter " S . Tr.," pp. 26-27 [emphasis added].)
The tziaI court also stated:

I don't knour what ha pened on October 1I, 2002, and obviously I never will,
I haven't been iven t e benefit of the testimony of Mr. Weatliersby. Mr.
Weathersby di8;13ttestify at the and jury. As far as I know, Mr.
Weathersby's never testtfied in tflris case. Mr. Sheffield testified in front of
the grand jury. That was not subject to cross-examination certainly. It woulld
haw been nice to hear from him today, , . . Mr. Sheffield['s] not here either.
No one's rcall assisting the Court to try and come to grips with what
happened on t at date, and that's why I'm quite confident T will newr know
what happened.

!I

.

g

(S. Tr., p. 25.)

The triaI court was required to ensure that Mendiola was pleading guilty because he

believed that "the state could, and more likely than not would, prove the charges
against him beyond a reasonable doubt."State v. Ramirez,l22 Ida110 830, 834; 839 P.2d
1244 (Ct, hpp. 1992). Yet, the record demonstrates that Men.diola cntered his AIJbrd plea

not because Ite feared the State could prove he was guilty of second degree murder, but

because he was afraid his brothers would face more serious charges, and his sisters would
be prosecuted if he did not accept the State's offer. Trial counsel" statement to the court

4The State also argues that this claim is procedurally barred. (RB, p. 20.) For the
reasons set forth in Claim I, suupa. the State is incorrect.
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that Mendiola was entering his Alfjrd plea against advice of c o ~ ~ n ssupports
el
this

conclusion. "My advice to Giovanni waF to not plead to this. T told him and 1 still belicve I

lhought the worst 11e woutd do in a jury trial was manslaughter, . . . ." (S. Tr., pp. 21-22.)

Under these circmstances, the absence of a strong factual basis in the record for

Mendiola's Ayord pIea to second degree murder is constitutional crror.

JTT.

Claim C - Ineffective Assistance of Trial Counsel
The State argues that Mendiola failed to carry his burden of proving deficient

performance and prejudice. (RB, p. 25.) The State is incorrect.

At the evidentiary hearing, trial counsel admitted that he should have done more at
sentencing to prove the killing was committed in self-defense. For example, trial counsel

did not present any witnesses to support the claims of his client in this regard. Trial
counsel gave no tactical or strategic reasons for this failure. Indeed, there can be none
given trial counseI's statement to the c o u t that "the worst [hllendiola] would do in a jury
trial was manslaughter. . . ." (S. Tr., pp. 21-22.) Thus, trial counsel's failure to present
evidence of self-defense at the sentencing hearing was de6cient performance."

Had trjal counsel presented the evidence to support the argument that at most this
was a rnanslaugl~tercase, there is a reasonable probability this Coud would have imposed a

different sentence, Indeed, the trial court stated: "The eight-year fixed term is I think more
tl~ana typical manstaughteer sentence would warrant. The indeterminate sentence i s
something that a second degree murder offense would wmant if this were conducted with

the malice that the State claims." (S. Tr., p. 27.) Thjs statement by the trial court
demonstrates that there was a reasanable ljkelihood that Mendiola would have received a
5

'That the trial court had insufficient evidence of self-defense is evidenced by the
trial court's statement that "0 one's really assisting the Court to try and come to grips
with what happened on that date, and that's why I'm quite confident I will never know what
happened." (S. TI.,p. 25.)
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lesser sentence had trial counsel presented evidence of self-defense to the court.
IVendiola h a . proven prejudice.

The State makes much ado about the fact that Mendiola was sentenced to eight years
fixed. "the absolute minimum [the Court) felt possible given the nature of the crime." (RB,

p. 34.) The State misses the point. The prejudice suffered by blendiola as a result ltf trial
counsel's deficient performance is not that he received a fixed sentence of eight years
instead of the six years trial counsel asked for. T11e prejudice here is that Mendiola was
sentenced to an indeterminate lifi sentence. Had trial counsel present~da proper case of

self-defense at the sentencing hearing, there js a reasonable likelihood that the trial court
would not have felt compelled to impose '[tlhe indeterminate sentence . . . that a second

degree murder offense would warrant if this were conducted with the malice that the State
claims" (S. Tr., p. 271, and a reasonable likelihood that Mendiola would have received the

maximum sentence of 25 years that trial counsel had asked for.
The State argues that the claim of self-defense is "wildly speculative" and discounts
d

the sworn affidavit of Marco Antonia Garcia, the coroner's evidence that Brenden Butler

was under the influence of drugs, and Mendiola's sworn testimony that he acted in selfdefense. Yet the State has offered no impeachment o f this evidence.

CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, Petitioner's Petition for Post-Conviction Relief should
be GRANTED.

DATED this

xl,

day of March, 2008.

\
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAi
GIOVANNI MARCELLO MENDIOLA,
Petitioner,

1
1
1
)
)

1

VS.

Case NO.

CV 2004 8005

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER
ON POST-CONVICTION RELIEF

STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

1
1
)

I. PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND.
On October 29,2003, Petitioner Giovanni Marcello Mendiola (Giovianni) was
sentenced for the felony crime of Second Degree Murder, as follows:

SECOND DEGREE MURDER, (a felony), Idaho Code 5 Idaho Code
Section 18-4001, 18-4003(g), committed on October 11, 2002 - to the
custody of the Idaho State Board of Correction for a fixed term of
EIGHT (8) years followed by an indeterminate term of LIFE, for a total
term not to exceed LIFE, and a fine of FIFTY THOUSAND
($50,000.00) dollars.
Giovanni was sent to prison that day. On November 3, 2004, Giovanni, pro se, filed his
Petition for Post-Conviction Relief. On September 26,2005, Giovanni, through counsel,
filed his First Amended Petition for Post-Conviction Relief. Respondent State of Idaho
(State) filed its Answer on October 28, 2005. On February I , 2006, Giovanni filed
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"Petitioner's Motion for Siunmary Jiidgment and Evidentiary Hearing aild Memorandum
in Support Thereof '. The State responded on March 9, 2006 by filing "Respondent's
Motion for Summary Disposition". This was a respoilsive pleading and memorandum
that not only responded to Giovanni's motion for summary judgment. but also sought
summary dismissal in favor of the State on Giovanni's grounds of 1) involuntary guilty
plea, 2) lack of factual basis for Alford plea, and 3) ineffective assistance of counsel. Oral
argument was held on Respondent's Motion for Summary Disposition on April 4,2006.
On June 16, 2006, this Court issued its "Order Denying Petitioner's Motion for Summary
Judgment, Order Denying Respondent's Motion for Summary Dismissal, and Order
Granting Evidentiary Hearing." Essentially, the Court had before it cross-motions for
summary judgment.
Following that decision, the matter was scheduled for an evidentiary hearing on
October 16, 2006. That hearing was stipulated by both parties to be reset. The
evidentiary hearing was scheduled for January 16, 2007. When that date did not work for
the parties it was again reset for April 17, 2007. That hearing was stipulated by both
parties to be reset. The evidentiary hearing was scheduled for August 21,2007. That
hearing was stipulated by both parties to be reset. A status conference was ordered by the
Court on October 15,2007. Giovanni's counsel requested another status conference be
scheduled. A status conference was scheduled on November 6,2007, and at that time the
evidentiary hearing was scheduled for December 18,2007. The evidentiary hearing was
held on December 18, 2007. Giovanni was present and testified; as did his trial counsel,
John Adams; Suzanne Graham, attorney for Piero Mendiola; and Giovanni's mother
Alicia Mendiola. Following hearing, a briefing schedule was established by the Court.
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The last brief was tiled by Giovanni on March 13, 2008. Accordingly, the matter is now
at issue.
In the next section, this Court's analysis as set forth in that June 16,2006. "Order
Denying Petitioner's Motion for Summary Judgment, Order Denying Respondent's
Motion for Summary Dismissal, and Order Granting Evidentiary Hearing" is reiterated to
provide context to this Court's decision on Giovanni's Post-Conviction Relief claims. It
is also reiterated because the State in its briefing following the evidentiary hearing has
raised the same issue concerning Idaho Code Ij 19-490 1(a) and (b), that was decided
against the State at summary judgment.

11. ANALYSIS AT SUMMARY JUDGMENT.
A. Giovanni's claims that: 1) his plea was coerced and 2) there was an
inadequate factual basis for the Alford plea, are the types of claims
cognizable under I.C. 19-4901(a) and (b).

.

The State argued Giovanni's first two claims of involuntary guilty plea and lack
of factual basis for Alford plea are not the type of claims cognizable under I.C. Ij19490 1(a). The State contended these claims could have been brought on direct appeal. As
part of his plea agreement, Giovanni waived his right to appeal. Giovanni did not appeal
from this Court's sentencing decision. Idaho Code 5 19-490 1(b) provides that any issue
which could have been raised on direct appeal, but was not, is forfeited and may not be
considered in post-conviction proceedings. Idaho Code $ 19-490 1 reads:

Remedy - To whom available - Conditions
(a) Any person who has been convicted of, or sentenced for, a crime and who
claims:
(1) That the conviction or the sentence was in violation of the constitution of the
United States or the constitution or laws of this state;
(2) That the court was without jurisdiction to impose sentence;
(3) That the sentence exceeds the maximum authorized by law;
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(4) That there exists evidence of inaterial facts, not previously presented and
heard, that requires vacation of the conviction or sentence in the interest of
justice;
( 5 ) That his sentence has expired. his probation, or conditional release was
unlawfully revoked by the court in which he was convicted. or that he is
otherwise unlawfully held in custody or other restraint.
(6) Subject to the provisions of section 19-4902(b) through (f), Idaho Code. that
the petitioner is innocent of the offense,
(7) That the conviction or sentence is otherwise subject to collateral attack upon
any ground of alleged error heretofore available under any common law, statutory
of other writ, motion, petition, proceeding, or remedy: may institute, without
paying a filing fee, a proceeding under this act to secure relief.
(b) This remedy is not a substitute for nor does it affect any remedy incident to
the proceedings in the trial court, or of an appeal from the sentence or conviction.
Any issue which could have been raised on direct appeal but was not, is forfeited
an may not be considered in post-conviction proceedings, unless appears to the
court, on the basis of a substantial factual showing by afiidavit, deposition. or
otherwise, that the asserted basis for relief raises a substantial doubt about the
reliability of the finding of guilt and could not, in the exercise of due diligence,
have been presented earlier. Except as otherwise provided in this act, it
comprehends and takes the place of all other common law, statutory, or other
remedies heretofore available for challenging the validity of the conviction or
sentence. It shall be used exclusively in place of them.
Idaho appellate courts have considered the merits of each type of claim in postconviction proceedings. In Ricca v. State, 124 Idaho 894,865 P.2d 985 (Ct App. 1993)
the Court of Appeals determined that the Uniform Post-Conviction Procedure Act
provides an appropriate mechanism for considering the claim that a plea of guilty was
accepted in violation of the requirements set forth in I.C.R. 11. The Act is available "to
cure fundamental errors occurring at the trial which affect either the jurisdiction of the
court or the validity of the judgment, even though these errors could have been raised on
appeal." 124 Idaho 894, 896, 865 P.2d 985,987.
In Giovanni's case, his application for post-conviction relief was his first
challenge to the validity of his plea of guilty to the charge of second degree murder
However, the relief requested by Giovanni in his application for post-conviction relief
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was not withdrawal of his plea as was the case in Riccu,Gome, v. Stute, 120 Idaho 633.
818 P.2d 336 (Ct.App. 1992) and i\reilsch v. State, 122 ldaho 426, 835 P.2d 661 (Ct.App
1992). The relief sought by Giovanni is "reversal of his conviction and sentence imposed
in this matter." First Amended Petition for Post-Conviction Relief, p. 8. While this
might not be the appropriate relief sought under a post-conviction relief application, other
Idaho Cases have considered the merits of voluntariness of the plea, and the factual basis
for the plea in post-conviction proceedings without mentioning the relief sought in the
post-conviction application. Odom v. State 121 Idaho 625, 826 P.2d 1337 (Ct.App.
1992); Amerson v. State, 119 Idaho, 994, 812 P.2d 301 (Ct.App. 1991); Sirnons v. State,
116 Idaho 69,773 P.2d 1156 (Ct. App. 1989); Schmidt v. State, 103 Idaho 340,647 P.2d
796 (Ct. App. 1982); Fowler v. State, 109 Idaho 1002, 712 P.2d 703 (Ct. App. 1985).
If Idaho Code 5 19-490 1 was to be interpreted the way the State argues, nothing,
other than that which is stated in 19-4901(a), could be brought on a post-conviction relief
application, including an ineffective assistance of counsel claim. Idaho Case law
indicates that is not what our legislature intended. In Sparks v. State, 140 Idaho 292,29596,92 P.3d 542, 545-46 (Ct.App. 2003) the Court stated,
In his application for post-conviction relief, Sparks argued that he was denied his
Sixth Amendment right to effective assistance of counsel because his counsel
labored under an actual conflict of interest and failed to "investigate, locate and
interview" witnesses. With regard to Sparks' allegations, the district court found
that, because Sparks failed to raise these issues on direct appeal, he waived them.
We disagree. Ordinarily, we do not address claims of ineffective assistance of
counsel on direct appeal because the record on direct appeal is rarely adequate for
review of such claims. State v. Hayes, 138 Idaho 761, 766, 69 P.3d 18 1, 186
(Ct.App.2003). Such claims are more appropriately presented through postconviction relief proceedings where an evidentiary record can be developed.
State v. Mitchell, 124 Idaho 374, 376, 859 P.2d 972, 974 (Ct.App.1993).
At summary judgment in this case, this Court then held:
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Claims of plea coercion and inadequate factual basis for an A1fu1.d plea
may also be brought on post conviction relief proceedings. Often. an evidentiary
record can more fi~llybe developed on these claims as well. Although the
transcript from the plea and sentencing hearing was provided to the Court and was
available for review, either Giovanni or the State can further develop the record
with trial counsel's testimony or other evidence. While the relief sought by
petitioner under the Amended Post Conviction application (reversal and
conviction and sentence) may be inappropriate for a post-conviction relief
application, an evidentiary hearing on all issues raised in this application would
be appropriate to develop the record and for judicial economy. The other option
for the Court would be to deny post-conviction relief based on the relief sought
(reversal of conviction and sentence), and re-sentence Mendiola, which would
allow him the opportunity to raise these issues and relief sought on appeal. This
Court believes that at this time the more appropriate procedure is to hold an
evidentiary hearing on all claims brought under Mendiola's post conviction relief
application.
Order Denying Petitioner's Motion for Summary Judgment, Order Denying Respondent's
Motion for Summary Dismissal, and Order Granting Evidentiary Hearing, pp. 4-5. In
spite of that ruling, the State, in its briefing filed after the evidentiary hearing, continues
to argue that which has already been decided. The State makes the same argument in its
briefing following the evidentiary hearing that it did at summar): judgment. Just as at
summary judgment, the State in post hearing briefing cites not one single case to support
its argument. The State argues Giovanni has waived his right to claim that his guilty plea
was coerced. (State's) Brief in Opposition to Petition for Post-Conviction Relief, pp. 5-7.
For the reasons stated above at the time of summary judgment, the State's arguments
regarding waiver are again, without merit.
The Court discussed the remaining issues on Summary Judgment as follows:

B. An evidentiary hearing is warranted on Giovanni's claims that his plea
was coerced and that there was an inadequate factual basis for the Alford
plea.

On review of a dismissal of a post-conviction relief application without an
evidentiary hearing, the Court must determine whether a genuine issue of fact exists
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based on the pleadings, depositions, and admissions together with any affidavits on file
which, if true, would entitle the application to relief. A4zirpl1y v. State, 143 Idaho 139,
145, 139 P.3d 741,747. (Ct.App. 2006). Moreover, the court liberally construes the facts
and reasonable inferences in favor of the non-moving party. Id.
In order for a guilty plea to be in compliance with constitutional due process
standards, it must be entered voluntarily, knowingly, and intelligently. State v. Gardner,
126 Idaho 428,432, 885 P.2d 1 144, 1148 (Ct.App. 1994); State v. Detweiler, 115 Idaho
443,446, 767 P.2d 286, 289 (Ct.App.1989); Brooks v. State, 108 Idaho 855, 857, 702
P.2d 893, 895 (Ct.App.1985). Compliance with these standards turns upon whether: (1)
the plea was voluntary in the sense that the defendant understood the nature of the
charges and was not coerced; (2) the defendant knowingly and intelligently waived his
rights to a jury trial, to confront adverse witnesses, and to avoid self-incrimination; and
(3) the defendant understood the consequences of pleading guilty. State v. Hufman, 137
Idaho 886,887, 55 P.3d 879, 880 (Ct.App. 2002).
In addition, the state need not show the factual basis of a plea beyond a reasonable
doubt. Nor does a plea require a mini-trial of the case. Instead, the goal behind
ascertaining a factual basis is to assure that the defendant's plea is made knowingly,
intelligently and voluntarily. Amerson v. State, 119 Idaho 994, 996. 8 12 P.2d 30 1, 303
(Ct.App. 1991).
"The voluntariness of a plea can be determined only by considering all of the
relevant circumstances surrounding it." Brady v. United States, 397 U . S . 742, 750, 90
S.Ct. 1463, 1469 (1970). Because of the unusual circumstances of this case, in particular
because the plea agreement was a "package deal," this Court believes that defendant and
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the state should be given an opportunity to present evidence on both of these issues at a
post-conviction hearing.

C. Giovanni's claim of ineffective assistance of counsel warrants an
evidentiary hearing.
In Murphy v. St~rteofIdaho. 143 Idaho 139, 139 P.3d. 741 (Ct.App. 2006), the
Idaho Court of Appeals clearly laid out the standard of review for a post conviction
application. The Court stated:
An application for post-conviction relief initiates a proceeding that is civil in
nature. Similar to a plaintiff in a civil action, the applicant must prove by a
preponderance of evidence the allegations upon which the request for post
conviction relief is based. An application for post-conviction relief differs from a
complaint in an ordinary civil action, however, for an application must contain
much more than "a short and plain statement of the claim" that would suffice for a
complaint under I.R.C.P. 8(a)(l). Rather, an application for post-conviction relief
must be verified with respect to facts within the personal knowledge of the
applicant, and affidavits, records or other evidence supporting its allegations must
be attached, or the application must state why such supporting evidence is not
included with the application. I.C. 5 19-4903. In other words, the application
must present or be accompanied by admissible evidence supporting its
allegations, or the application will be subject to dismissal.
Idaho Code Section 19-4906 authorizes summary disposition of an application for
post conviction relief, either pursuant to motion of a party or upon the court's own
initiative. Summary dismissal of an application pursuant to 1.C $ 19-4906 is the
procedural equivalent of summary judgment under 1.R.C.P 56. Summary
dismissal is permissible only when the applicant's evidence has raised no genuine
issue of material fact which, if resolved in the applicant's favor, would entitle the
applicant to the requested relief. If such a factual issue is presented, an
evidentiary hearing must be conducted. Allegations contained in the application
are insufficient to prevent summary dismissal if they are clearly disproved by the
record of the original proceedings, or do not justify relief as a matter of law.
Summary dismissal of an application for post conviction relief may be appropriate
when the state does not controvert the applicant's evidence because the court is
not required to accept the applicant's mere conclusory allegations unsupported by
admissible evidence. (citations omitted)
Murphy v. State, 143 Idaho 139, 144-45, 139 P.3d 74 1, 746-47.
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In order to prevail on a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel, the United
States Supreme Court has held that the petitioner must establish that: 1) the attorney's
conduct fell below an objective standard of reasonableness or competence; and. 2) the
deficient conduct so undermined the proper functioning of the adversarial process that the
trial process cannot be relied upon as having produced a just result. Striklcind v
Washington, 446 U .S . 668 (1 984). Satisfaction of the prejudice element requires a

showing that, but for counsel's errors, the defendant would not have pled guilty but
would have insisted on going to trial. Hill v. Lockhart, 474 U.S. 5 2 , 59. 106 S.Ct. 366,

370 (198.5).
In this case, Giovanni raises a material issue of fact as to whether defense counsel
had evidence of or knew prior to the sentencing that Giovanni acted in self defense.

*

Giovanni claims his trial counsel argued that this was a manslaughter case yet failed to
present evidence to support that claim, including the testimony of eyewitnesses to the
killing. First Amended Petition for Post-Conviction Relief, p. 7. Also, Giovanni
contends the trial counsel was aware that Giovami had been threatened with a gun by
Brendan Butler when the struggle occurred. Id. at 7. In Giovanni's First Amended
Petition for Post-conviction Relief, Giovanni supplied the Court with transcripts of the
change of plea and sentencing hearings, an affidavit of Alicia Mendiola, an affidavit of
Marco Garcia, and an autopsy report of the victim Brendan Butler. However, testimony
at the sentencing hearing seems to contradict the notion put forth by Giovanni in his post
conviction application and the affidavit of Alicia Mendiola. In the sentencing hearing
transcript, Mr. Adams states:
[M]y advice to Giovanni was to not plead to this. I told him and I still believe I
thought the worst he would do in a jury trial was manslaughter, but it's his life,
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it's not mine and he made the decision he felt would protect his family, not
expose his sisters to the threat of indictment or prosecution that was being
made.. .he entered the plea over the advice of his lawyer.
Sentencing Transcript. p. 21, L1. 32-25, p. 22, L1. 1-7.
Summary dismissal is permissible only when the applicant's evidence has raised
no genuine issue of material fact, which if resolved in applicant's favor, would entitle the
applicant to the requested relief. Murphy v. State ofldaho, 143 Idaho 139, 145, 139, P.3d

741, 747 (Ct.App. 2006). The pleadings, admissions, and affidavits on file raise a
genuine issue of material fact as to the ineffective assistance of counsel and therefore
warrant an evidentiary hearing,
D. Decision at Summary Judgment.

The Court the denied Giovanni's motion for summary judgment and denied State's
motion for summary dismissal. The Court granted Giovanni's motion for an evidentiary
hearing.

111. STANDARD OF REVIEW.
An application for post-conviction relief initiates a proceeding that is civil in
nature and is governed by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Pizzuto v. State, 127 Idaho
469, 470,903 P.2d 58, 59 (1995). In order to prevail in a post-conviction proceeding, the
applicant bears the burden of proving the allegations upon which the request for relief is
based by a preponderance of the evidence. I.C. 9 19-4907; Nevarez v. State, 2008
Opinion No. 36,08.10 ICAR 480 (Ct.App. April 30,2008); Stuart v. State, 118 Idaho
865, 869, 801 P.2d 1216, 1220 (1990). The credibility of the witnesses, the weight given
to their testimony, and the inferences to be drawn from the evidence in the proceeding are
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all matters solely within the province of the District Coitrt. Lcrvkin v. Slate, 1 15 Idaho 72.
73.763 P. 2d 439,440 (Ct.App. 1988).
IV. ANALYSIS OF POST-CONVICTION RELIEF CLAIMS FOLLOWING
EVIDENTIARY HEARING.

Giovanni challenges his conviction of Second Degree Murder for the killing of
Brendan Butler, on the following three grounds: (A) Giovanni's guilty plea pursuant to
i V ~ r t hCurolinu v. Alford was not freely and voluntarily entered, and the trial court failed to

establish the plea was voluntarily entered (Petitioner's Brief on the Merits of the Petition for
Post-Conviction Relief, pp. 1-2), later this is characterized as "Petitioner's Alford Plea is
Constitutionally Invalid Because it Was Coerced by the State" (Id., p. 5); (B) At the time
the plea was entered the trial court failed to establish that a factual basis existed for the
Alford plea (Id., p. 2), later characterized as "The Trial Court Failed to Establish a Strong

Factual Basis for the Alford Plea at the Time the Plea Was Entered" (Id, p. 12) and (C)
Giovanni was denied the effective assistance of trial counsel. Id., p. 2, 15.

A. GIOVAMVI'S CLAIM THAT HIS GUILTY PLEA PURSUANT TO
NORTH CAROLINA K ALFORD WAS NOT FREELY AND
VOLUNTARILY ENTERED (BECAUSE IT WAS COERCED BY THE
STATE), AND THAT THE TRIAL COURT FAILED TO ESTABLISH
THAT HIS PLEA WAS VOLUNTARILY ENTERED, IS DENIED.
1. Introduction.
Giovanni first challenges his conviction of Second Degree Murder for the killing of
Brendan Butler on the grounds that his guilty plea pursuant to North Carolina v. Alford, 400
U.S. 25,915 S.Ct. 160 (1970), was not freely and voluntarily entered, and the trial court
failed to establish the plea was voluntarily entered (Petitioner's Brief on the Merits of the
Petition for Post-Conviction Relief, pp. 1-2), later this is characterized as "Petitioner's

.

Alford Plea is Constitutionally Invalid Because it Was Coerced by the State". Id., p. 5.
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Giovaixli claims the transcripts from the change of plea and sentencing hearings and the
evidentiary hearing on his post-conviction proceeding show Giovanni entered his guilty plea
piirsuant to Alford to the second degree murder charge: "solely because the state threatened
to prosecute Petitioner's family with more serious offenses if Petitioner did not accept the
offered plea agreement" (Petitioner's Brief on the Merits of the Petition for Post-Conviction
Relief, pp. 5-6); ". ..the plea was entered solely because of the threat to prosecute his sisters
and because of the benefit to his other family members" (Id., p. 6); ". ..the plea was based
entirely on the threats to the family members" (Id.); and "The record reveals that Petitioner
felt compelled to accept the plea bargain in order to spare his siblings further prosecution
and to save h s mother from the pain of losing all of her children to prison." (Id., p. 7).
Simply because Giovanni repeats this claim many times in his briefing does not make the'
claim true. This Court finds Giovanni's claim that the sole reason he entered into this
package plea agreement was to save his sisters, siblings, mother (the reason shifts in
Giovanni's briefing), to be false. The credibility of the witnesses, the weight given to their
testimony, and the inferences to be drawn from the evidence in the proceeding are all
matters solely withn the province of the District Court. Larkin v. State, 1 15 Idaho 72,73,
764 P.2d 439,440 (Ct.App. 1988).
Giovanni's claim that it was only his concerns for his family that he entered his
Alford plea to second degree murder is not credible for two reasons. First, was the

outstanding benefit to Giovanni in pleading guilty to second degree murder. Second, is the
fact that Giovanni and all other family members had done some very bad things that led to
the initial charges (or potential charges) against each of them. and each of them had
significant reductions in those charges (or no charges), as well as very beneficial
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recommendations by the State at sentencing, as a result of this package deal. A third issue
lurks in Giovanni's claim of lack of voluntariness and coercion. This third issue is primarily
focused on Giovanni's next basis on post-conviction relief (lack of a factual basis for the
plea), discussed in the next section of this opinion, but is also relevant in Giovanni's claim
that his plea was not free and voluntary due to coercion by the State. That third issue is
Giovanni's claim that he lacked the second degree murder element of malice.
In his briefing on his post-conviction claim, Giovanni conveniently limited his
discussion about the facts of this crime to the few seconds that comprise the actual stabbing
of Brendan Butler. For good reason Giovanni ignores what he and his family members did
the days and months that led up to Giovanni's fatally stabbing Brendan Butler, and Giovanni
ignores the cover up and running that he and his family members engaged in following that
killing.
Those facts are set forth in the Grand Jury transcripts. At the August 27, 2003, plea
change hearing, Giovanni's attorney stipulated the Grand Jury transcripts supplied the
factual basis for the plea. August 27,2003, Change of Plea Transcript, p. 17, L1. 14-19.
Once all of these facts are discussed, the reader will understand why the Court determines
Giovanni's claim that the only reason he plead guilty was to save his sisters, brother and/or
mother, is simply not credible. Accordingly, neither is Giovanni's claim that his plea was
not free and voluntary due to coercion by the State.
2. The Facts as Established by the Grand Jury Transcript.
a. The June 2002 Event.
Brendan Butler was a 20 year-old Korean male. We was small in stature, about five
foot, two inches, 110 pounds, "skin and bones". Jeff Sheffield, Grand Jury Transcript, Vol.
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2, p. 244, L1. 15-19. He was an area drug dealer. Brendan Butler was engaged in having
physically fit young men, "runners", drive through North Idaho to near the Canadian border,
park their vehicle in a remote place, then cross the border in the wilderness, hook up with a
supplier. obtain as much hlgh grade marijuana (B.C. Bud) as they could carry on their backs.
then return to Brendan Butler to have his people sell the product. Jeff Sheffield. Grand Jury
Transcript, Vol. 2, p. 132, L. 8 - p. 133, L. 14. In so doing, they could double or nearly
double their money on what they paid for the marijuana. A 50-pound backpack cost
$75.000, but would sell for between $125,000 and $1 50,000. I d , p. 133, L1. 2- 14. Brendan
Butler's close friend, roommate and business partner Nate Ferguson testified before the
Grand Jury. He testified that they would make around $60,000 a week doing this. Nate
Ferguson, Grand Jury Transcript, Vol. 1, p. 63, L1. 8-13; p. 67, L1. 67, L1. 8-10; p. 76, L1.
16-19.
Apparently, doubling their money wasn't good enough. Brendan Butler had
competitors, Nate Norman and Ben Scozzaro, who had the same business plan. Jeffrey
Sheffield, Grand Jury Transcript, Vol. 2, p. 137, L1. 14-25. Brendan Butler hatched a plan
that if Norman and Scozzaro could be killed or intimidated into leaving, Brendan Butler
would then have a monopoly on the area market. Nate Ferguson, Grand Jury Transcript,
Vol. 1, p. 54, L1. 10-20. This plan was explained by Brendan Butler to Giovanni Mendiola,
Eddie Mendiola, and Marco Antonio (Tony) Garcia, with Nate Ferguson present at Justin
Miller's house. Id, p. 74, L1. 1-24; Detective Daniel Mattos, Grand Jury Transcript, Vol. 1,
p. 120. In order to implement that plan, Brendan Butler felt he needed to bring in someone
to provide the services of killing or intimidating others. As it occurred, while this was
organized crime, it wasn't organized very well nor was it organized over a long period of
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time. With no professional hit men at his disposal, Brendan Butler turned to one of his
business associates. A friend of Brendan Butler's, and one of the "n~nners".Jeff Sheffield
testified before the Grand Jury in these cases. Sheffield had played baseball until age 20,
then began smoking pot, then selling pot, and finally nliming marijuana for Brendan Butler.
Jeff Sheffield, Grand Jury Transcript, Vol. 2, p. 132, L1. 12-14. Sheffield knew a young
man named Justin Miller. Justin Miller was a hockey player and played professionally in
Las Vegas for the 2002-2003 season. Justin Miller spent his early years in the Spokane area,
then moved to Southern California in sixth-grade where he attended a large Catholic High
School (19 different 6'" grade classes). Justin Miller had known Giovanni Mendiola for
quite some time. Justin Miller had grown up with Giovanni Mendiola. Nate Ferguson,
Grand Jury Transcript, Vol. 1, p. 71, L1. 16-25. When Justin Miller first moved to
California he got in fights a lot and nobody really liked him, and Giovanni was the only one
that eventually took to hlm. Id, p. 72, L1. 1-5. They knew each other from then on as pals.
Id., p. 72, L1. 6-18.
Jeff Sheffield, 23 years old in 2003, was a baseball player at University High School
in Spokane, Washington. Jeff Sheffield, Grand Jury Transcript, Vol. 2, p. 128, L1.9-12, p.
131, L1.2-9. Jeff Sheffield is also known to his friends as Josh. Nate Ferguson, Grand Jury
Transcript, Vol. 1, p. 69, L1. 11-24. Sheffield lived with Brendan Butler until about three to
four weeks before Brendan Butler was killed by Giovanni on October 11,2002. Jeff
Sheffield, Grand Jury Transcript, Vol. 2, p. 136, L1. 5-9. Sheffieldts best friend growing up
was Ryan Miller, and Ryan's cousin is Justin Miller. id., p. 131, L. 13 - p. 132, L. 4. Justin
Miller knew some people that could be this "backup" for Brendan Butler, "more or less
people who would go rob people", "If someone stole from him [Brendan Butler], that they

!., Y
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~vouldcome to town and take care of it". "Uh, he [Brendan Butler] actually wanted people
to be killed." Id., p. 137, L1. 1-16. This plan all came together quite quickly, as this
discussion that Brendan Butler wanted someone to kill or rob Norman and Scozarro took
place only a couple of weeks before Giovanni and some of Giovailni's family came up froin
Southern California to Coeur d'Alene to do just that. Id., p. 137, p. 16 - p. 138, L. 14. Nate
Ferguson, Grand Jury Transcript, Vol. 1, p. 67, L. 21 - p. 69, L. 7.
Parker Dixon Brooks testified before the Grand Jury. Parker Brooks, Grand Jury
Transcript, Vol. 3, pp. 345, L. 14 - p. 376, L. 16. Brooks was friends with Justin Miller,
meeting him while at Spokane Falls Community College where they both played baseball.
Id., p. 350, L. 23 - p. 351, L. 7. Brooks was also friends with Jeffrey ("Josh") Sheffield, and
played baseball with Sheffield through high school in Spokane. Id., p. 352, L1.6-22.

'

At the time of the events in question, Giovanni Mendiola lived in Seattle,
Washington, with h s sisters Giaconda and Giuliana Mendiola, at the time both students at
the University of Washington. State's Trial Brief, RE: Admissibility of Co-Consiprator's
Statements and Other Evidence, July 3 1,2003 and lodged in State v. Giovanni Mendiola,
Kootenai County Case No. CRF 2003 6008, pp. 3, 16. Lake Forest, California, as did his
mother, Alecia Mendiola and father Edgardo Mendiola Lake Forest is South of Los
Angeles, California. At the time of the events in question, Piero Mendiola, John (B.J.)
Altarnirano lived in Lake Forest, California as well. Eddie Mendiola lived in Mission Viejo,
California, which is adjacent to Lake Forest, California, and Marco Antonio "Tony" Garcia
lived in Stanton, California, which is just North of Lake Forest. He married a sister of
Giovanni Mendiola, Piero Mendiola and Eddie Mendiola, but they were divorced at the time
of the events in question.
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Justin Miller arranged for Sheffield to meet Giovanni and Eddie Mendiola, as well
as Marco Antonio (Tony) Garcia, at Justin Miller's house in Spokane. Washington, in
March, 2002. However. it wasn't until about late May or early June 2002 that Brendan
Butler voiced that he wanted Giovanni to be used as "muscle". Jeff SheffieId, Grand Jury
Transcript, Vol. 2, p. 139, L. 1 - p. 143, L. 20.
Giovanni , Eddie Mendiola and Marco Antonio (Tony) Garcia came back to the area
in June, 2002, and Sheffield met them all at that time. Id. p. 143, L. 19- p. 145, L. 13. They
were in the area for a week at that time and were "called up to Spokane to jack people." I d ,
p. 144, L. 9 - p. 145, L. 15. During that time Brendan Butler met with them in Justin
Miller's basement. Id, p. 145, L. 16 - p. 146, L. 8. Sheffield testified:
The meeting was actually because the Mendiolas wanted to meet Brendon
[Brendan Butler] because they were up here to work for him. They wanted
to know who the person was that they were working for um, pretty much.
The information that had been relayed to them wasn't good enough. They
wanted maps of the house urn, floor plans.
Id., p. 146, L1. 9- 16. Nate Ferguson was also present at this meeting, and his recollection of
the events is completely consistent with Sheffield's. Nate Ferguson, Grand Jury Transcript,
Vol. 1, p. 73, L. 7 - p. 77, L. 5. The plan was to "Take Ben [Scozzaro], make him take them
to Nate Norman's house where they were to take his money", and "the money was gonna be
divided evenly between them [Giovanni and his gang] and Brendon [Brendan]". Id., p. 94,
L1. 10-18. At this first meeting "Brendon [Brendan Butler] was telling the Mendiolas that that if they went inside and got Ben that Ben was worth 60 to $100,000", and "Ben could
lead them to Nate, who was worth 300 to $500,000 possibly." Jeff Sheffield, Grand Jury
Transcript, Vol. 2, p. 148, L1. 3-8. Even at this first meeting, Giovanni's brother Eddie
Mendiola was angry with Brendan Butler for not putting any money up front to do these
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robberies and killings, and eventually Brendan Butler agreed to pay $5,000 up front. Id., p
150. L. 2 - p. 252. L. 15: p. 153, L1. 1-5. Sheffield testified:
He [Brendan Butler] had stated that they would receive 'mother $15.000 if'
they had killed Ben when they went in the house. Um, the only way that
they could get to Nate was if they captured - or if they grabbed Ben,
meaning that they had to grab him, they had to torture him. Um, numerous
different ways of torture, cut his fingers off.

Id., p. 151, L1. 17-22. "Tony had expressed to Brendon [Brendan] that they don't care, that
they'll kill anybody, it didn't matter", and they [Giovanni and Eddie Mendiola] made Tony
out like he was crazy, like this guy's killed over 20 people." I d , p. 155, L1. 15-25. Nate
Ferguson recalled Giovanni stating that ". ..they ("Giovanni and his crew") had already been
out and bought rope and duct tape and urn, scissors to cut off fingers, those sorts of things."
Nate Ferguson, Grand Jury Transcript, Vol. 1, p. 76, L1.2-7. Giovanni told them that "He
collected the fingers of the people from before." Id., p. 95, L1. 10-19. Sheffield was asked
by the Grand Jury if Giovanni or any of h s people acknowledged that they would go ahead
and kill them for money, to which Shefield answered: "Oh, yeah. They - during that
conversation urn, they had acknowledged that they were crazy, that they didn't care if it was
a little sister, if it was a brother, if it was a mom, a dad, it didn't matter who it was, they'd
kill anybody." Jeff Sheffield, Grand Jury Transcript, Vol. 2, p. 290, L1. 10-19.
Sheffield then drove Giovanni, Justin Miller, Eddie Mendiola and Marco Antonio
(Tony) Garcia to the Hayden Lake area to confirm the location of Ben Scozzaro's house and
to check out the logistics. Id., p. 163, L. 1 - p. 167, L. 24. Giovanni indicated the house had
too many exits in the house for them to just go in, and that "he was gonna call in some more
people, meaning more of the crew." Id., p. 168, L. 10 - p. 169, L. 14. Giovanni was
worried they could have guns and return fire, so they all returned to Justin Miller's house,
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\\;here Giovanni said "they were gonna call in some more people", and "after they'd called
in the other people that they were gonna go do the job." I d , p. 169, L1. 15- 25.
Sheftield testified that two or three days after this meeting between Brendan Butler.
Sheffield, Giovanni Mendiola, Eddie Mendiola and Marco Antonio (Tony) Garcia, t h e inet
up with Piero Mendiola (another brother of Giovanni Mendiola and Eddie Mendiola) and
John "B.J." Altarnirano, a friend of Giovanni's. Id., p. 154, L1. 1-16; p. 156, L1. 8- 1I. Justin
Miller took the Mendiolas to the store where they purchased pruning shears with which to
cut off fingers, and purchased ski masks, gloves, duct tape, rope, and later Brendan Butler
and Sheffield gave the Mendiolas some weapons. Id, p. 158, L. 7 - p. 160, L. 11; p. 170,
L1. 10-23. Right after the other two (Piero Mendiola and John "B.J." Altamirano) arrived,
they were going to rob the people that night, and Brendan Butler "had an alibi party for hSs
workers and himself." Id., p. 173, L1.2-22; Nate Normal, Grand Jury Transcript, Vol. I , p
77, L1. 8-13. Sheffield went to that party at Brendan Butler's house in Coeur d'Alene. Jeff
Sheffield, Grand Jury Transcript, Vol. 2, p. 174, L1. 4-1 1. While at the party, Sheffield
received a call from Justin Miller, who was with the Mendiolas. Miller told Sheffield to get
a hotel, that they had committed the robbery and stolen a bunch of weed and "didn't wanna
drive with weed and/or cash and/or guns uh, all the way back to Spokane." Id., p. 175, L. 7
- p.

176, L. 10. Sheffield got the hotel room, left Brendan Butler's party about five or six in

the morning and went to Justin Miller's house in Spokane. Id., p. 177, L1. 13-23. Justin
Miller told Sheffield they went into Ben Scozzaro's house, robbed him, stole eight pounds
of marijuana and $20,000 to $25,000, and that John "B.J." Altimarano socked Ben Scozorro
in the face. I d , p. 178, L1. 3-23. Giovanni later told Sheffield that "...he [Giovanni] had the
gun set up or held at Ben's head.. .", that "BJ [Altamirano] was running around the room

P r-
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looliing for stuff to steal, weed, everything.. .",

". . .that BJ

was stupid, he couldn't find the

weed that was sitting in front ofhim the whole time". I d , p. 250, L1. 5-19.
Benjamin Scozzaro testified before the Grand Jury as well. Benjamin Sco~arro,
Grand Jury Transcript, Vol. 1, p. 16, L. 6 - p. 39, L. 20. He testified that in mid-June 2002:

"I was woken in the middle of the night and uh, held at gun point and robbed", that he woke
to "three unknown men standing in my bedroom doorway all pointing weapons, guns at
me", "..they asked me - they were looking for a Ben or a Nate, and I said -I'm Ben."' l d , p.
18, L1. 12-16; p. 19, L1. 18-25. They told him to lay on the floor face down, put a gun to his
head, put zip-ties on his hands, then was taken downstairs to his basement, laid face down
on a mattress while he heard them ". . .just tearing through the house." Id., p. 20, L1. 1-25.
Scozzaro testified they all had dark clothing, the leader was about six feet tall, Spanish

'

looking, had a shaved head and a long goatee. Id., p. 2 1 , L1. 1-7. The leader ". . .told me that

I was going to take them to Nate's house", and "me and the leader got in my car and we
drove to the end of my street into which all of his friends came in their getaway car, I'd
assume, and they did some conversing", "and he got out and told me to drive the other way
and they were gonna go the other way, and that's what I did." I d , p. 23, L1. 1-9. Scozzaro
reported his wallet was simply stolen. but otherwise did not report this to the police because
they told him that "if we phoned the police, then they would come back", and he did not
want the police to know he was trafficking marijuana. Id., p. 35, L1. 13-15; p. 36, L1. 17-23.
Scozarro testified that among themselves they all spoke in Spanish. Id., p. 23, L1. 12-13.
The problem was Scozzaro was getting his marijuana from two "Nates", Nate Norman and
Nate Ferguson, and he did not know which Nate to whom they were referring. Id., p. 24, L1.
3-9. Scozzaro testified he had at his home some marijuana and a lot of cash, about $40,000,
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frointhesaleofmarijuana. I d , p. 18.L. 17-p. 19,L. 15.
Scozarro's fiancee ( I d ,p. 39. L1. 14-15), Ghrystal Rose Stone, testified before the
Grand Jury. Id., p. 38, L. 22 - p. 59, L. 17. She testified three lnen came in to their
bedroom with guns, she was undressed in bed, they told me to wake my boyfi-iend, and took
him away, they allowed her to put clothes on, had her get face-down on the ground, zip-tied
her hands, led her at gun point down the stairs, put her face down on a couch. Id, p. 45, L. 3
- p. 47, L. 25. When they left with Scozzaro, they duct taped her mouth shut, and said "I'm

sorry I have to do this, but I do, uh, for obvious reasons, you can't tell anybody we were
here", and then he left. Id, p. 5 1, L1. 17-25. She undid the zip-ties as they were very loose,
got up, then heard a car come back, so she bound herself up again because she didn't want
them to know she got out of the ties, but it was only Scozzaro driving back. Id, p. 52, L. 1-

9; p. 55, L1. 1-11.

b. The October 2002 Event.
After the June robbery of Ben Scozzaro, Brendan Butler told Nate Ferguson that "he
would like to have them [Nate Norman and Ben Scozzaro] dead, which is about the same
meeting that I told h m that I didn't want anything to do with it." Nate Ferguson, Grand

Jury Transcript, Vol. 1, p. 64, L. 12 - p. 65, L. 11.
According to Sheffield, "...the next time I saw the Mendiolas was in October." Jeff
Sheffield, Grand Jury Transcript, Vol. 2, p. 185, L. 25 - p. 186, L. 2. Sheffield picked
Giovanni up from the Spokane airport the first part of October and took him out for
breakfast. Id., p. 186, L1. 3-9. Giovanni was here for a meeting with Brendan Butler. Id., p.
188, L. 9 - p. 187, L. 1. Giovanni told Sheffield that Brendan Butler had agreed to pay
$50,000 a month to Giovanni to "have their back-or have his [Brendan's] back and myself
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[Sheffield], me [Sl~effield]being part of [Brendan's] crew." Id, p. 188, LA. 1-6. Giovanni
told Sheffield he had been "on-call for two months" and "He was just saying he's kind of in
town to collect (inaudible). . .he wants some money." Id., p. 188, L1. 3-23, W'hen Giovanni
arrived at Brendan's house, Giovanni ". . .told him [Brendan] that he had been on-call for
how ever many months now. Uh, he was expecting at least $100,000." Id., p. 190, L1.3-8.
Brendan told Giovanni that he had ". . .got in a little bit over my head, I was talking a little
bit too much. I can only afford to pay you like 20 to $30,000 a month." Id, p. 190, L1. 913. Brendan and Giovanni discussed another robbery of Ben Scozzaro and Nate Norman,
and that in Brendan's mind "the first job was never done because they [the Mendiolas]
didn't kill the guy." Id, p. 192, L1. 3-10. Brendan "was pretty upset that he had to pay
money out and they didn't kill him." Id, L1. 11-14. At this meeting, Brendan told Giovatini
that Ben Scozzaro and Nate Norman "were both worth the same amount of money that he
indicated before." Id, L1. 15-22. Brendan was upset that Giovanni had been in town a
week before seeing friends and didn't stop by to see Brendan to do the work he was
supposed to be doing (killing Scozzaro and Noman), now that Brendan had the information
on Scozzaro and Norman that Giovanni needed (they didn't have a picture of Scozano when
they robbed him the first time and "they didn't know if it was the right guy.") Id., p. 189,
L1. 14-23; p. 193, L. 17 - p. 195, L. 5. Brendan "ust told him (Giovanni) that the
information had been waiting, get your crew together, pretty much." Id, p. 195, L1. 10-17.
During the meeting, Brendan was disrespecthl to Giovanni, telling him "...they were
suppose to be professionals, they were suppose to know what they're doing" and "Why
didn't he kill this guy." Id, p. 197, L. 27 -p. 198, L. 2. The meeting lasted 45 minutes to
an hour, then Sheffield drove Giovanni back to Spokane to Justin Miller's house. Id., p.
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196, L1. 4-14. On the way, Giovalx~icalled Justin Miller on Giovanni's cell phone, and
twice said to Justin Miller "I just snapped his neck", and after the second time, Giovanni
stated "I'm joking". Id, p. 196, L. 15 - p. 197, L. 17. Shefiield then took Giovanni to the
Spokane airport that same evening. Id, p. 200, L1.4-10.
The next time Sheffield saw Giovanni was later that same week, within a couple of
days. On that occasion. Giovanni was with Eddie Mendiola and Marco Antonio (Tony)
Garcia and Brian Weathersby. Id., p. 200, L. 11 - p. 20 1, L. 4. On that day, October 7,
2002 (Id, p. 2 12, L. 10 - p. 2 13, L. 19), Sheffield got a call from Justin Miller, telling
Sheffield to get the Mendiolas a downtown hotel room, which he did (Best Western on
Division in Spokane), and then Sheffield met them and gave them the key to the room. Id.,
p. 201, L. 5 - p. 203, L. 10. The next day (October 8,2002) Sheffield got a call from

'

Giovanni on his cell phone. Id, p. 203, L1. 11-23. Giovanni told Sheffield that they were
waiting for Brendan Butler, that Brendan hadn't showed up with the information that he
wanted (addresses and pictures of Ben Scozzaro and Nate Norman) and Giovanni told
Sheffield that they were "back up here to complete the June job", ''Emleaning that they were
here to rob Ben Scozarro and Nate Norman andlor kill them both." Id., p. 204, L1. 15-23; p.
210 L1. 13-21. Sheffield then testified he was supposed to meet all of them for dinner, but
could not find them so he called them, and they told SheEeld to meet them at a pawn shop.
Sheffield arrived at the pawin shop and met up with Giovanni, Eddie, Tony and Brian.
Giovanni bought two kmves, keeping the larger bladed one for himself and giving the
smaller bladed knife to Brian. Id, p. 205, L. 9 - p. 208, L. 13. They all went to an Italian
restaurant in downtown Spokane. Sheffield then went home and later met them at their
hotel room. Id, p. 208, L. 16 - p. 209, L. 24. They were still waiting for a phone call from

f-\
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Brenda11 Butler and the information (address and pictures of Ben Scozzaro and Nate
Norman). I d , p. 2 10. L1. 10-2 1. When Sheffield arrived, Tony had cut his finger pretty bad,
and one "of the Mendiolas, I'm not sure which one, or Bria. had stated that they were getting
impatient. they're cutting their own lingers off..' Id., p. 2 10, L1. 2-7. Then they got
information that Ben Scozzaro was living in the same house that he was in when they
robbed him in June. Id., p. 2 11, L1. 1-21. About two days later, Giovanni called Sheffield
and asked Sheffield to come down to the hotel because they were going to go out to
Brendan's house. Id., p. 2 13. L. 20 - p. 2 15, L. 1 1. Sheffield went to the downtown
Spokane hotel room and then drove Giovanni, Eddie Mendiola, Marco Antonio (Tony)
Garcia and Brian Weathersby out to Brendan's house in Coeur d'Alene in Sheffield's Jeep
about eight o'clock that night. I d , p. 2 15 L1. 1 1-23. There was no communication to

'

Brendan that they were coming. Sheffield mentioned to Giovanni that Brendan "wouldn't
appreciate us just showing up at his house" and "Giovanni ktnda gave me the, we don't
really care what Brendon [Brendanf appreciates type deal." Id., p. 2 16, L1. 1-12; p. 218, L1.
19-25. Giovanni went up to the door of Brendan's house, walked into the house past the
girl that answered the door, then stepped back out of the house and signaled (snapped his
fingers) to one of the others to give h m a knife, and Sheffield cannot recall which one of the
others handed him the shorter (4-5 inch) bladed knife purchased from the pawn shop. Id., p.
217, L. 11 - p. 220, L. 15. Sheffield testified that Brendan was surprised to see him, and
told Giovanni to meet him down at the gas station. Id., p. 220, L. 16 - p. 22 1, L. 5.
Giovanni and Brendan got in Brendan's Cadillac, and the rest went in Sheffield's Jeep to the
gas station about two miles down the road at the east end of Sherman Avenue in Coeur
d'Alene, Idaho. Id., p. 221, L. 5 - p. 222, L. 22. Sheffield went into the gas station
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convenience store, followed shortly by Giovanni, and Giovanni told Sheffield that Brendan
had given him the information that he was seeking but that Nate Norman had now become
the main target. Id., p. 223. L. 1 - p. 224, L. 20. Sheffield took Giovanni and the others
back to the hotel. Id., p. 224, L1.20-25. The next day at the hotel in Spokane, Shefield saw
a map that Brendan had provided Giovanni. I d , p. 225, L1. 1-20. Giovanni complained
about the "shitty map" and "how's he suppose to find out anything about this-about

the

place, the house or whatever, with no names, no street addresses, no nothing." Id p. 225, L.
23 - p. 226, L. 12. Giovanni indicated to Sheffield that Brendan told him he wasn't sure if it
was a map to Nate Norman's house or Nate Norman's parent's house, and that Brendan told
him if it is the parent's house, to not kill the parents. Id., p. 230, L1.2- 18. Sheffield then
went back to his house. Id, p. 23 1, L1. 14-18.
On October 10, 2002, Sheffield talked to Brendan Butler on the phone and said that
when Brendan got back into town he wanted to check out Sheffield's new house. Brendan
told Sheffield to "be careful" and "To make sure I had an alibi". Id, p. 232, L1. 3-13.
The next day, Friday, October 11,2002, Giovanni called Sheffield and asked him to
come to their hotel in downtown Spokane. Sheffield went to the hotel, and Giovanni
mentioned in front of Eddie, Tony and Brian, that Brendan was going to show Giovanni the
spots that he wanted his bodies dumped that day, and that they were going to "go out there".
Id., p. 232, L. 17 - p. 234, L. 1I. The last time Nate Ferguson saw Brendan Butler that day
was about noon or one o'clock in the afternoon. Nate Ferguson, Grand Jury Transcript, Vol.
I, p. 85, L. 25 - p. 86, L. 16. Later that same afternoon, Giovanni called Sheffield and
Giovanni indicated he was driving back from Coeur d'Alene on the freeway, "he told me he
needed a hotel", "That we had some shit that we needed to talk about", and "That he needed
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to clean up". Jeff Sheffield, Grand Jury Transcript, Vol. 2, p. 235, Ll. 1-3; p. 234, L1. 12-20.
Sheffield told him he didn't have his ID and couldn't get hiin a hotel. Id, p. 234, L1. 20-21.
They agreed to meet at a downtown Spokane hotel called the Sl~angri-La.ki,p. 235, L. 4 -

p. 236, L. 15. At the Shangri-La, Sheffield saw Giovanni, Eddie, Tony and Brian. Id., p.
236, L1. 16-19. Sheffield also saw the Dodge Neon the Mendiolas had been renting for the
last few days, and he saw Brendan Butler's Cadillac. Id., p. 236, L1. 19-25. The men were
standing outside the vehicles when Sheffield arrived. Id., p. 237, L1. 1-1 1. Brendan Butler
was not with them. Sheffield testified "It was pretty much obvious to me that Brendon
[Brendan] wasn't around." Id, p. 237, L1. 21-22. Giovanni again told Sheffield that he
needed a hotel, again Sheffield told him he couldn't find h ~ ID.
s Id., p. 237, L1. 12-14.
Giovanni told him that they needed a spot to park the Cadillac. Id., p. 237, L1. 15-25.

'

Sheffield told h m that we could go park the Cadillac down in the parking lot and we did
that, we went to a bar casino across the street from Rosauers, Tony driving the Cadillac and
Giovanni the passenger. Id., p. 237, L. 23 - p. 238, L. 22. Giovanni then told Sheffield
they should go somewhere that was safe, so Sheffield took them up to his house. Id., p. 238,
L. 23 - p. 239, L. 1 1. They all ended up at the garage of Sheffield's house in Spokane.
Giovanni pulled their Dodge Neon rental car in. Id, p. 241, L1. 14-25. Giovanni told
Sheffield to go in the house and tell Sheffield's girlfriend not to come out. Id, p. 242, Ll. 612. Sheffield complied, came back out to the garage and asked Giovanni "What the hell
happened?" Id., p. 242, L1. 13-14. Sheffield testified before the grand jury:
Giovanni told me that he grabbed Brendon [Brendan] by the throat. He squeezed
him. Squeezed his throat until blood came out of his mouth and nose. He indicated
that Brendon [Brendan] tried to grab his glove off. He indicated that he had
squeezed Brendon's [Brendan's] throat so hard that he made an incision with his
hand. Uh, I said to him, I asked - I was pretty much in tears, I said, "Are you sure
he's not up there suffering? I mean, you just left this guy strangle." I mean, I just -

v'?
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that was my comment back to him. And he said - then is when he told me he slit his
throat.
Q. Okay. Did he say how he A. He indicated Q. (inaudible) .. .slit his throat?
A. - to me that he grabbed his Q. Okay.
A. - grabbed him like this. He didn't say how he slit his throat or anything like that.
He just said he slit his throat. He indicated that he had grabbed him. He also had
said that - I remember later on at dinner he had stated that his hand hurt, or his wrist
hurt from doing it.
Q. Okay.
A. That told me that he did it so hard Q. Well, later A. Yeah.
Q. Later statements that he'd made to you?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Now, could you describe Brendon's physical size to the Jury, or how big
was he?
A. Everybody on the Jury is about double the size of Brendon [Brendan].
Q. Okay. Your estimation as to A. Brendon's [Brendan's] 5 foot 2, I 10 pounds - 1 15 pounds. Five three.
Q. Okay. And what type of build did Brendon [Brendan] have?
A. Skin and bones.
Q. Okay. And what about Cio, how was he built?
A. He's a pretty fit man.
Q. How tall is Gio?
A. Uhn five six - five seven - five eight.
Q. Okay.
A. Actually he's probably five eight.
Q. All right. And his physical stature?
A. Uh, 5 foot 8, 175 pounds, pretty solid build.

Id, p. 243, L. 9 - p. 245, L. 2. Brian Weathersby also told Sheffield that Giovanni grabbed
Brendan Butler by the throat. Id., p. 242, L1. 13-15. Giovanni, Eddie Mendiola, Marco
Antonio (Tony) Garcia and Brian Weathersby then said they were going to go to Brendan's
house and load up all of Brendan's stuff, and they talked about killing anybody that was in
the house. Id., p. 245, L. 5 - p. 246, L. 25. Giovanni then said "I'm hungry, I wanna go get
something to eat", and they left. Id., p. 247, L. 1 - p. 248, L. 8. Then Giovanni on his cell
phone called Sheffield and said his crew had broken into the condo and robbed the weed,

v?
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and for Sheffield to open his garage. Id., p. 248, L. 11 - p. 249, L. 5. Giovanni, Eddie
Mendiola, Marco Antonio (Tony) Garcia and Brian Weathersby arrived back at Sheffield's
garage in the Dodge Neon rental car. Id[., p. 249, L1. 5-10, Sheffield testified that Giova~ltli
told him they had broken into Brendan Butler's studio or condo in Spokane, (Brendan
Butler also had a house in the Silver Beach area in Coeur d'Alene) using a credit card. Id.,
p. 289, L1. 6-1 7. Sheffield testified:

I saw them open up the trunk, take out a whole crap load of weed. Uh, they told they - Giovanni asked me where the money was, I told him that I don't know.
Giovanni told me that Brendon [Brendan] had told him he just got a half-million
dollars worth of product. Told him "I don't know. They asked me what the weed
was worth. Giovanni asked me what it was worth, I told him, "I don't know." Uh,
he asked me how long it would take for me to get rid of it.. .
Id.,p. 249, L1. 14-22. Sheffield testified that they also had two black plastic trash bags they
pulled out of the trunk of the Dodge Neon, and "they gave me the bags and they [Giovanni
and everyone else] told me that every - that all the contents inside of the bags needed to be
burned." Id., p. 260, L.4 -p. 263, L. 9.
I don't know if the bags were given to me before I said "What - what's going on
here?" or af - before he told me that he had murdered Brendon [Brendan]. I just
know that I had the bags and I was told to burn them.

Id., p. 262, L1. 20-25. They all then went Libby's house (Justin Miller's girlfriend) to store
the marijuana, as Sheffield did not want that much marijuana stored at his house. After
arriving at Libby's house and unloading the approximately 56 pounds of marijuana, they
loaded it back up in Sheffield's Jeep and went back to Sheffield's house. Id., p.250, L. 12 p. 252, L. 12. Giovanni indicated they didn't have enough money to leave, they were pretty
excited about the marijuana "[blut they weren't too excited about not having any cash." Id.,
p. 252, L1. 12-25. The marijuana was put in Sheffield's garage. Id, p. 253, L1. 18-25.
Sheffield had between five and seven thousand dollars cash in his bedroom, went in and got
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it and -'I gave it to Giovanni." Id., p. 263. L1. 11-23. Giov,anni asked Sheffield if Sheffield
had something Giovanni could wear, and Sheffield gave him a white polo sweatshirt. I d . p.
255, L1. 2-1 5 . Giovanni used Sheffield's restroom. then Giovamli invited Sheffield and his
girlfriend to
"

go have dinner with them, which they did, and then "they proceeded on to

Seattle." I d , p. 255, L. 16 - p. 259, L. 17. Giovanni told Sheffield they were going to
Seattle. Id., p. 264, L1. 9-24. Sheffield testified that whenever the Mendiolas didn't want
he or his girlfriend to hear what they were saying. they spoke in Spanish. I d , p. 265, L1. 112. After dinner, Sheffield went back to his house with them, then took the Mendiolas back
to get their car, ". ..their car now. Brendon's [Brendan's] car." Id., p. 66, L. 22 - p. 268, L.

9. The Mendiolas left. The next day, Giovanni called Sheffield, ''asked me if I was all
right", "[ilf the weed was still all right" and "I told him that I didn't wanna deal with the

'

weed, that I didn't want the weed." "'He [Ciovanni] said, 'Okay. Yeah, maybe its better that
you don't have it over there anyways. Pack it up in your car, bring it over here."' Id., p. 268,
L. 10 - p. 269,L. 11. Sheffield then drove to Seattle with his girlfriend and all the
marijuana. In Seattle he met up with Giovanni, Eddie Mendiola, Marco Antonio (Tony)
Garcia, and Brian Weathersby. While he was there he saw Brendan Butler's Cadillac.
Sheffield dropped off the marijuana, left after about 15-20 minutes and returned to Spokane
that same day, even though Giovanni asked Sheffield if they wanted to stay the night or go
out to dinner. I d , p. 269, L. 12 - p.271, L. 2. Sheffield was also introduced to two of
Giovanni's sisters. Id., p. 282, L. 14 - p. 283, L. 16. Sheffield testified "Giovanni had
indicated to me that it was his sister's house and he lived in the basement." Id., p. 283, L1.
17-21. Three to four days later, Sheffield made another trip to Seattle to deliver some more
cash to Giovanni. The cash was obtained from the sale of about five pounds of marjjuana
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which Shefield had retained. On that trip Sheffield again met Giovaru~iat the same place in
Seattle. and gave Ciiovanni between $13,000 and $15.000. Again. Sheffield saw Brendan's
Cadillac. Sheffield left after about an hour and a half. Id, p. 271. L. 3 - p. 273, L. 17.
Sheffield was asked by the Grand Jury why he didn't go to the police when
Giovanni gave him the plastic bag and told h m to destroy it, to which Sheffield testified:

"I had been told that these people are organized crime, meaning that they were Mafia or
work for the Mafia", "I was very scared" (Id, p. 292, L1. 4-1 l), and that '-the Mendiolas had
been provided [Sheffield's] family's information." Id., p. 293. L1. 1-3.
Following the killing of Brendan Butler, Justin Miller drove from Spokane,
Washington, to Knoxville, Tennessee, with his friend Parker Brooks. Parker Brooks, Grand
Jury Transcript, Vol. 3, p. 356, L. 22 - p. 357, L. 23. The purpose of the trip was that Justin
Miller had a tryout for a professional hockey team. Parker Brooks, Grand Jury Transcript,
Vol. 3, p. 357, L1. 14-20. Although Brooks knew Sheffield and Miller, knew that they had
been trafficking in drugs, and had met Brendan Butler through Sheffield and Miller, Brooks
himself had not delved into nuuning marijuana. Id, p. 350, L. 23 - p. 3 55, L. 7.
Before that trip to Knoxville, on October 14,2002, three days after the killing,
Brooks met Giovanni in Seattle. Id., p. 353, L. 24 - p. 254, L. 9. Sheffield verified this in
his testimony before the Grand Jury. Jeffrey Sheffield, Grand Jury Transcript, Vol. 2, p.
271, L. 3 - p. 273, L. 17. Brooks drove to Seattle with Sheffield, and they arrived in Seattle
about 10:30 at night, and met Giovanni. Parker Brooks, Grand Jury Transcript, Vol. 3, p.
365, L. 2 1 - p. 367, L. 14. They went to Seattle for Sheffield to deliver $15,000 to
Giovanni, and Brooks saw Sheffield deliver the money to Giovanni. Id., p. 373, L. 7 - p.
374, L. 1. W i l e there, Brooks saw Brendan Butler's Cadillac. Id., p. 367, L. 15 - p. 368,
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L. 2. in the hour and a half that Brooks was at the house in Seattle, Brooks testified before
the Grand Jury that Giovanni told Brooks:
Gio told - well, first of all he - he told me that it's not - it's not very hard for
him and his family to find out who - who snitched on him if he gets in trouble. And
that - that the person, whoever does it, they're - them and their family will be hurt
or dead because of it.

Id., p. 368, L1. 8-18.
. . .he told me that if anybody found out and that, you know, if it - whoever told on
him, whoever told the authority or who - you know, anybody to get in1 in trouble
that them and their family would pay the price. That -that they would die and that
he would make sure that - he said that it wasn't very hard to find out how or who
told.

Id, p. 374, L. 16 - p. 375, L. 1. At that same residence but at a different time, Giovanni told
Brooks that:
. . .he was mad at Justin because Justin was suppose to leave him a gun and that he
had to use a knife. But he told me that -to me - to me he said that "That's okay,
because I'm really good with a knife."

Id., p. 368, L. 19 - p. 369, L. 8. Brooks testified he heard Ciovanni tell Sheffield:
...that Brendon [Brendan] offered him everything, money and everything else right
before he killed him, like when he realized that he was gonna die.
Q. 'cuse me?
A. When Brendon [Brendan] like saw, you know, that Gio had a h f e and
everything and he - he said that he was uh - that Brendon [Brendan] offered Gio
money and like whatever, you know, drugs or an - I don't know what else, bu he
just he said he offered him pretty much whatever just to spare his life.
Q. To spare his life.
A. And he - and he killed him anyways.
Q. And when Gio made these statements, again, who was present? Just for the
record here.
A. Um, Josh Sheffield and Shwn, I don't know his name, and Gio and I.
Q. And he said he had killed Brendon [Brendan]?
A. Yes.
Q. Did he say - tell you how he killed Brendon [Brendan]?
A. With a knife.
Q. What statements, if any, were made by Gio concerning urn, how this was done?
A. UmQ. Well, wait a minute, let's let me back'up a little bit. What statements, if any, did
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Ciio say who he was with then happened, when he killed Brendon [Brendan]?
A. He told me that he was with like three or four other people. And that they were
also froin California, wherever he was from. And that um. they all had black gloves
on the whole time that they were with Brendon [Brendan). And that Brendon
[Brenda] wa - thought that they were in town to - to either kill somebody for him, or
rob somebody, or something. And Brendon [Brendan] was gonna take them to the
place where, if they did kill somebody, that he wanted them to leave their body.
And um, Gio told me that one of the people that he was with in the car, when they
were riding to that place, kept asking Brendon [Brendaq to pull over so that he
would go pee, and finally when he did, that's when they killed him.
Q. That's what he told you?
A. Yes.
Id., p. 369, L. 20 - p. 371, L. 11. Giovanni told Brooks: "He told me that it was messy."

Id., p. 372, L1. 11-19.
2. The Initial Charges and the Potential Consequences.
T h s section discusses the initial charges that Giovanni, the initial charges his family
members and friends faced, and the potential punishment for those crimes, compared to the
amended charges resulting from the plea agreements. This is necessary as Giovanni claims:
"His sole reason in entering the plea was to stop the threat of prosecution of his sisters."
Petitioner's Brief on the Merits of the Petition for Post-Conviction Relief, p. 4. That is
simply not credible given the totality of the charges against him alone. As mentioned above,
the credibility of the witnesses, the weight given to their testimony, and the inferences to be
drawn from the evidence in the proceeding are all matters solely within the province of the
District Court. Larkin v. State, 115 Idaho 72,73,764 P.2d 439,440 (Ct.App. 1988).
Giovanni was indicted on nine felony counts, plus a sentencing enhancement charge
of Exhibition of a Deadly Weapon. Those charges and potential punishments are as
follows:
Count I - Conspiracy to Commit Robbery, I. C. $ 18-1701, minimum sentence of
five (5) years, maximum life sentence (I.C. 5 18-6503), and $50,000 (I.C. 5 18-1 12A), plus
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an additional 15 years for the deadly weapon enhancement.
Count 11- Robbery. 1.C. 5 18-6501, minimum sentence of five years. maximum life
sentence (I.C. gC 18-6503), and $50,000 (I.C. $ 18-1 12A). plus an additional 15 years for the
deadly weapon enhancement.
Count 111- Kidnapping, I.C. $ 18 450 1, 18-4502, and 18-4503, (the indictment does
not specify whether it is first degree kidnapping or second degree kidnapping, but because
the grand jury testimony discusses torture of Ben Scozzaro, it could be first degree which
carries a mandatory life or death sentence), if second degree, twenty-five (25) years and
$50,000, plus an additional fifteen (15) years for the deadly weapon enhancement.
Count IV-Kidnapping, I.C. 5 18 4501, 18-4502, and 18-4503, if first degree,
mandatory life or death sentence; if second degree, twenty-five (25) years and $50.000, plus
an additional fifteen (15) years for the deadly weapon enhancement.
Count V- Conspiracy to (First Degree) Commit Mwder, I.C. 9 18-4003(a), minimum
ten (10) years, maximum life or death, up to $50,000 fine, plus an additional fifteen (15)
years for the deadly weapon enhancement.
Count VI- Conspiracy to Commit Robbery, I.C. 5 18-170 1, minimum sentence of
five (5) years, maximum life sentence (I.C. $ 18-65031, and $50,000 (I.C. $ 18-1 12A)
Count VII- Conspiracy to Commit Kidnapping, I.C. $ 18-4501, 18-4502 and 184503, if first degree, mandatory life or death sentence; if second degree, twenty-five (25)
years and $50,000, plus an additional fifteen (15) years for the deadly weapon enhancement.
Count VIII- Conspiracy to Commit (First Degree) Mwder, I.C.

9 18-4001, 18-4002,

18-4003, minimum ten (10) years, maximum life or death, up to $50,000 fme.
Count IX-First Degree Murder, I.C. 5 18-4001, 18-4002, 18-4003; minimum ten
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(10) years, maximum life or death. up to $50,000 fine.
Counts I-V concern the June robber) of Ben Scozzaro and the conspiracy involved
therein. The exhibition of a deadly weapon enhancement was added to the J i m ekents and
increases the maximum possible punishment on Counts I-V by fifteen (1 5) years on each
count. Count VI- VIII concern the conspiracy to commit the October robbery andfor murder
of Ben Scozzaro andor Nate Norman. Count IX is the First Degree Murder of Brendan
Butler that occurred on October 11,2002. In Idaho, Conspiracy to commit a crime is
punished the same as the underlying offense. I.C. 3 1 8- 1701.
Thus, Giovanni alone faced three potential mandatory minimum life sentences for
the kidnapping charges, two mandatory minimum ten years on the first degree murder
charge and conspiracy to commit first degree murder charge, and mandatory minimum

.

sentences of five years on each of the three robbery charges. That means up to three life
sentences, plus an additional 25 years, at a minimum. At a maximum, Giovanni could
have faced the death penalty, or nine life sentences plus 75 years on the combined deadly
weapons enhancements. Some or all of these sentences could have been imposed
consecutively. For Giovanni to now claim that the only reason he took the State's offer to
recommend no more than a twelve (12) year fixed sentence (with the recommendation for
any indeterminate portion of the sentence left open to the State) on one count of Second
Degree Murder (which obviated the mandatory ten-year minimum in the charged First
Degree Murder) was to "save his family" is simply not credible. Giovanni took the plea
because it was highly advantageous to him.
The plea was also highly advantageous to his family members. While the evidence
of what actually happened in the seconds before Brendan Butler's death is mostly
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circumstantial, there was a great deal of direct evidence presented to the Grand Jury as to
Giovanni's guilt on the various kidnapping. robbery, conspiracy and weapons enhancen~ent
provisions. Giovanni, as well as Eddie Mendiola, Marco Antonio (Tony) Garcia, and B.J.
Altamirano, had a great deal of evidence against them on these charges that arose out of the
June 2002 events, based on the testimony before the Grand Jury.
Giovanni's brother, Eddie Mendiola, was charged with everything Ciovanni was
charged with, except the First Degree Murder charge. The Amended Indictment charged
h m simply with Accessory to Commit a Felony, I.C. $ 18-205 and 18-206, p~lnishableby
up to only five (5) years and up to a $50,000 fine, with the State agreeing to recommend no
more than two (2) years in prison with a recommendation for a retained jurisdiction (where
you spend up to six-months in prison and then can be placed on probation). and a $10,000
fine.
Giovanni's brother, Piero Mendiola, due to a migraine headache during the June
2002 event, is the least culpable of the three brothers. Still, Piero Mendiola was charged
with Count I - Conspiracy to Commit Robbery, Count I1 - Robbery, Counts 111 and IV Second Degree hdnapping and Count V - Conspiracy to Commit Murder, and the deadly
weapon enhancement on these five charges. The Amended Indictment charged him simply
with Accessory to Commit a Felony, I.C. § 18-205 and 18-206, punishable by up to only
five (5) years and up to a $50,000 fme, with the State agreeing to recommend no more than
two (2) years in prison with a recommendation for a retained jurisdiction and a $10,000 fine.
Giovanni's brother-in-law Marco Antonio (Tony) Garcia was also charged with
everything Giovanni was charged with, except the First Degree Murder charge. The
Amended Indictment charged him simply with Accessory to Commit a Felony, 1.C. $ 18-
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205 and 18-206, punishable by up to only five (5) years and up to a $50,000 fine, with the
State agreeing to recommend no more than two (2) years in prison with a recomrnendatiot~
for a retained jurisdiction and a $10,000 fine.
Giovanni's friend, John (B.J.) Altamirano, was also only involved in the June
events. Altamirano was charged with Count I - Conspiracy to Commit Robbery, Count I1 Robbery, Counts III and IV - Second Degree Kidnapping and Count V - Conspiracy to
Commit Murder, and the deadly weapon enhancement on these five charges. The Amended
Indictment charged him simply with Accessory to Commit a Felony, I.C. § 18-205 and 18206, punishable by up to only five (5) years and up to a $50,000 fme, with the State agreeing
to recommend no more than two (2) years in prison with a recommendation for a retained
jurisdiction and a $10,000 fine.
Giovanni's friend Justin Miller was also only involved in the June events.
Altamirano was charged with Count I - Conspiracy to Commit Robbery, Count I1 Robbery, Counts I11 and IV - Second Degree Kidnapping and Count V - Conspiracy to
Conmit Murder, and the deadly weapon enhancement on these five charges. The Amended
Indictment charged him simply with Accessory to Commit a Felony, I.C. 5 18-205 and 18206, punishable by up to only five (5) years and up to a $50,000 fine, with the State agreeing
to recommend no more than two (2) years in prison with a recommendation for a retained
jurisdiction and a $10,000 fine.
The plea agreement also involved Giovanni's sisters. The State had obtained the
agreement of the United States Attorney for the applicable district that no charges would be
brought against Giovanni's sisters. Keep in mind Brendan Butler's Cadillac, Giovanni.
Eddie Mendiola and Marco Antonio (Tony) Garcia all wound up in Seattle where
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Giovanni's sisters lived.
This is a very favorable plea agreement for all the others involved, However. it is
not coercive. It is not coercive for two reasons. First, every charge initially filed against
Giovanni. and every charge initially filed against all others, was legitimate. All charges
were well supported by the Grand Jury transcript. Second, while all others were receiving
very favorable treatment as a result of their collective agreement, so was Giovanni!
Giovanni actually received the most favorable treatment, given the extent of his involvement
in the June conspiracy, robbing and kidnapping of Ben Scozzaro, the October conspiracy to
rob and kill Ben Scozzaro and Nate Norman, and the actual killing of Brendan Butler.

3. Giovanni Mendiola's Plea was Made VoluntariIy.
In North Carolina v. Alford, the Supreme Court held that, while most guilty pleas
include a waiver of trial and an admission of factual guilt, such admission is not a
constitutional requirement to the imposition of a prison sentence so long as the guilty plea
was entered voluntarily, knowingly, and intelligently. Alford, 400 U.S. 25, 37 (1970).
Alford pleas are recognized by Idaho Courts. State v. Leon, 142 Idaho 705, 707, 132
P.2d 462, 464 (Ct. App. 2006). The three-part test to determine whether a plea was
entered voluntarily, knowingly, and intelligently is: (1) whether the defendant's plea was
voluntary in the sense that he understood the nature of the charges and was not coerced;
(2) whether the defendant knowingly and intelligently waived his rights to a jury trial, to
confront his accusers, and to refrain from incriminating himself; and (3) whether the
defendant understood the consequences of pleading guilty. State v. Carrasco, 1 17 Idaho
295, 297,787 P.2d 281, 283 (1990); State v. Hawkins, 1 17 Idaho 285, 288, 787 P.2d 271,
274 (1 990). The Supreme Court, in Brady v. United States, 397 U.S. 742,755 (1970),
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established a standard for the voluntarinrss of guilty pleas (as earlier defined by the 5th
Circuit):
A plea of guilty entered by one fully aware of the direct consequences.
including the value of any commitments made to him by the court. prosecutor.
or his own counsel, must stand unless induced by threats (or promises to
discontinue improper harassment), misrepresentation (including unfulfilled or
unfullfillable promises), or perhaps by promises that are by their nature
improper as having no relationship to the prosecutor's business (e.g. bribes).
Shhelton v. U.S., 246 F . 2d 57 1, 572 n. 2 (5'" Cir. 1957).
Here, Giovanni does not dispute that he knowingly and intelligently waived his
rights to a jury trial, right to confront his accusers, and his right against selfincrimination. Nor does Giovanni deny understanding the consequences of pleading
guilty. Instead, Giovanni argues his plea was not voluntary because, although he
understood the nature of the charges, it was coerced. Giovanni claims the State
threatened to prosecute members of Giovanni's family if he did not accept the plea.
Petitioner's Brief on the Merits of the Petition for Post-Conviction Relief, pp. 5-6.
"'Package' plea agreements in which dismissal of charges against a spouse or
other family member of the principal malefactor is part of the deal are common." United

States v. Spiimon, 454 F.23d 657, 658 (7thCir. 2006). "They are not improper or
forbidden." Id., citing Politte v. Unites States, 852 F.2d. 924, 929-30 (7thCir. 1988);

CizitedStates v. Marquez, 909 F.2d 738, 741-43 (2d Cir. 1990); United States v.
Mescual-Cruz, 387 F.2d l,7-8 (1'' Cir. 2004); United States v. Hodge, 4 12 F.3d 479,
490-91 (3d Cir. 2005). "It would be in no one's interest if a defendant could not
negotiate for leniency for another person." Id, Package plea deals are not impermissible;
however, federal courts have recognized that special care should be taken in reviewing
guilty pleas entered in exchange for a prosecutor's promise of lenient treatment of a third
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party. (inired Stores v. Whetit. 8 13 F.2d 1399, 1405 (9'h cir. 1987); United Stores 1,
Ctrrr, 80 F . 3d 413. 416 (lot"Cir. 1996). The Washington Court of Appeals has held that

pleas are not coerced or equivocal simply because they are motivated by an inducement
offered by the State. State v. Williams, 117 Wn.App. 390; 401-02, 71 P.3d 686 (2003)
(the desire to help a loved one does not, standing alone, render a guilty plea invalid). The

Williams court stated that:
Altruistic or subjective reasons for entering a plea are not grounds to set aside
the plea. A plea is not invalid if entered pursuant to a plea agreement that
includes leniency for a third party or in response to a prosecutor's justifiable
threat to prosecute a third party if the plea is not entered. Williams, 117
Wn.App. at 400.

See also Cortez v US.. 337 F.2d 699 (9thCir. 1964); U S . v. Castello, 724 F.2d 8 13 (9'"
Cir. 1984). Rather, a plea is involuntary if it is obtained by coercion which is
overbearing on the will of the defendant. Williams, 1 17 Wn. App. at 398; Brady, 397 U.S.
at 750.
In In re Ibarra, the Supreme Court of California set forth factors to consider in
determining whether unduly coercive factors may have rendered a plea that is part of a
package involuntary. In re Ibarra, 34 Cal.3d 277,288-90, 193 Cal.Rptr. 538, 544-45,
666 P.2d 980, 986-87 (Cal. 1983). These factors are: 1) whether the inducement for the
plea is proper; 2) consideration of the factual basis for the plea; 3) careful examination
of the nature and degree of coerciveness; 4) the significance of the promise of leniency
to a third party; (the Supreme Court of California then added three additional factors
without further discussion): 5) age of defendant; 6) by whom plea negotiations were
initiated; and 7) whether charges have already been pressed against a third party. 34
Cal.3d at 290, 193 Cal.Rptr. at 545, 666 P.2d at 987. The Ibarra Court states that
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package-deal plea bargains inay approach the line of ~lnreasonablenessif "extraneous
factors not related to the case or the prosecutor's business" "are brought into play.'' 34

It appears no Idaho appellate court has ever adopted Ibcrrrn in analyzing package
deal plea bargains. It might not be adopted, as not all jurisdictions have required a
different analysis for package deal cases. "Not all cases endorse a double standard
whereby package deals receive stricter scrutiny than other plea agreements." United

Stntes v. Spilrnon, 454 F.23d 657,658 (7'" Cir. 2006). The Court of Appeals of New
York specifically rejected the Ibarra analysis in package deal cases. People v.

That court held:
We recognize that connected pleas can present concerns which require
special care, particularly where leniency in a promised sentence for a loved one is
part of the bargain. While the specific inquiries required by the California and
Arizona courts may be relevant considerations in particular cases, we decline to
adopt them or any other formalized procedure for determining the ultimate issue
of whether a defendant's connected guilty plea was voluntary. We believe that
what seems to be the consensus view of the Federal courts is the proper approach:
i.e., while a connected plea entailing benefit to a third person can place pressure
on a defendant, the "inclusion of a third-party benefit in a plea bargain is simply
one factor for a [trial] court to weigh in making the overall determination whether
the plea is voluntarily entered" ( Marquez, supra, 909 F.2d at 742; see, Politte v.
United States, 852 F.2d 924,930-93 1 [7th Girl9881 [recognizing that connected
pleas may require special care, but holding that the court should consider the
totality of circumstances in determining the ultimate issue of voluntariness] ).
This rejection of any mandated procedure or ritualistic form in favor of a careful
exercise of the court's discretion on an individual basis is consistent with the
policy that we have long followed in New York ( see, People v. Nixon supra, 21
N.Y.2d at 355, 287 N.Y.S.2d 659,234 N.E.2d 687). Indeed, there is New York
precedent for assessing the validity of connected pleas by viewing the tied-in
nature of the plea as one factor to be carefully weighed with the totality of the
circumstances in the determination of whether the plea was voluntary ( see,
People v. Rodriguez, 79 Misc.2d 1002,362 N.Y.S.2d 116 [SupCt, Bronx County,
Sullivan, J.] ).
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121 Idaho 625, 826 P.2d 1337 (Ct.App. 1992). decided cvell after Ih~irr-trhad been
decided, the Idaho Court of Appeals dealt with a situation in which the prosecution
allegedly threatened to seek the maximum sentence for the defendant's wife unless the
defendant plead. The Idaho Court of Appeals did not use the Ibnrra analysis in deciding
that case. 121 Idaho 625,628, 826 P.2d 1337, 1340 (Ct.App. 1992) In an abundance of
caution, this Court will analyze the facts of these cases in light of the lhnrrn criteria, as if
the Idaho appellate courts had adopted Ibarra.
In the present case, Giovanni states that he opted to enter the plea solely to spare
his siblings further prosecution. Petitioner's Brief on the Merits of the Petition for PostConviction Relief p. 6. The Court took Giovanni's plea on August 27, 2003. At that

.

hearing, when asked by the Court if there had been threats against him, Giovanni
responded:
THE DEFENDANT: Not - not threats but just, um - I don't know how to say it.
Just - I'm just trying to take advantage - trying to salvage whatever is left of my
family. That's what's making me agree to this. I don't know if that makes sense.
THE COURT: Okay. Well, I need to know if anyone has threatened you in any
way to get you to enter this plea.
THE DEFENDANT: Not - not like physically or anything like that.
THE COURT: Okay. And then I need to find out how you feel that there may be
threats against you.
THE DEFENDANT: Well, it's not against me. It's like toward my family. If I
don't agree to this, my brother's lose their - how do I say - their plea agreements,
and I'm not ready to take their fathers away from my nephews and nieces and my
sisters.
THE COURT: Okay. You understand that THE DEFENDANT: I'm agreeing - I'm agreeing a hundred percent, but I'm just
putting it on record the only reason I'm doing this is because I'm trying to save
my family, you know, at least what's left of it. Better one go down than four of
us.
Plea Change Transcript, p. 12, L. 23 - p. 13 L. 24. The Court then inquired firrther:
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THE COURT: Do you feel that you are making this plea freely and voluntarily?
THE: DEFENDANT: It is hard to say. I mean, I'm doing it wilfillly. but I feel
like I'm cornered. I know - I understand I got a choice to take it to trial. but then
my brothers lose their deals. I can't do that to my mama. so I understand. I just
want closure. I just want to get this over with.
THE COURT: Even though there are ties in this agreement with your brother's
cases, do you feel that you have weighed all of the pros and cons. and based on
that weighing process that this is a voluntary decision on your part?
THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir. My family means more to me than my freedom.
I d , p. 16, L1. 1-15 . When it comes to discerning whether Giovanni was making a free
and voluntary. decision, this Court wonders what more it could have done in light of
Giovanni's answer to its last question?
What is obvious from Giovanni's statements to the Court, is that it is Giovanni
who is putting the pressure on himself. How can the Court conduct further inquiry into
that? Not once does Giovanni say: "You know judge, its my mother who is pressuring
me to take this deal", or "My brothers are really pressuring me to take this deal" or "My
sisters are putting pressure on me to take this." Had any statements like that been made,
this Court could have inquired: "What exactly did your mother tell you?", "What fear do
you have that your brothers will harm you?', 'What do you think your sisters will do if
you do not take this deal?'Giovanni speci-tically stated he was not being threatened. Id.,
p. 12, L. 2 1 - p. 24, L. 6. Giovanni also specifically stated: "I'm just trying to take

advantage - trying to salvage whatever is left of my family", "I'm doing this is because
I'm trying to save my family, you know, at least what's left of it", and "I can't do that to
my mama". There isn't any mention of any threat in Giovanni's words. Instead, the
impetus is all self originated by Giovanni. This isn't coercion, because the reason he
finds himself trying to salvage his family and save his family, is because Giovanni and
some members of his family did some very bad things. "It is not duress to offer someone
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a benefit you have every right to refuse to confer, in exchange for suitable consideration."
United States v Spiinzon, 454 F.23d 657. 659 (7"' Cir. 2006). In Spilnzon, the Sz\lenth
Circuit Court of Appeals then stated: "That is all that happened here. There is no
suggestion that the government believed either Spilmon or his wife to be illnocent or that
it lacked probable cause to prosecute either of them." Id. Indeed, if Giovanni would
have ever stated that certain family members were putting pressure on him, the Court
would have had a duty to inquire. United States v Curo. 997 F.2d 657, 659-60 (9th~ i r .
1992). That did not happen here.
More than four years later at the post-conviction evidentiary hearing, Giovanni
claims he was "threatened" by the prosecution. Post-Conviction Relief Evidentiary
Hearing, December 18, 2007, p. 4, L. 23; p. 9, L1. 11-14. That claim is not supported by
any facts or any specific statements about what any prosecutor might have said to
Giovanni that could be construed as a threat. Giovanni's unsubstantiated claims of
threats four years after sentencing, after all his family members have received their
benefit, ring hollow. If something was said at the family meeting before Giovanni
changed his plea that was in any way threatening, Giovanni has had over four years to
recall what that was. He hasn't come up with it.
Giovanni argues: "The record is unequivocal that although the details of the
package deal were placed on the record, no 'special care' was taken to insure that the
structure of the package deal was not coercing Petitioner's plea.'' Petitioner's Brief on
the Merits of the Petition for Post-Conviction Relief p. 10. The Ibarru court used both
"special scrutiny" (34 Cal.3d at 287, 193 Cal.Rptr. at 544, 666 P.2d at 986) and "special
care" (34 Cal.3d at 288, 193 Cal.Rptr. at 544, 666 P.2d at 987), to inquire into the totality
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of the circumstances on a package-deal plea, to determine whether, in fact, a plea has
been unduly coerced, or is instead freely and voluntarily given. 34 Cal.3d at 288, 193
Cal.Rptr. at 544, 666 P.2d at 986. Yet Giovanni's counsel gives not a hint as to uhat the
Court should have asked Giovanni, or what Giovanni's responses to those questions
~ r o u l dhave been. If, for example, Giovanni had Eddie Mendiola ready in the wings to
testify he witnessed the entire encounter between Brendan Butler and Giovanni, and
personally saw a drug-crazed Brendan Butler pointing a gun at Giovanni, and Brendan
Butler began to pull the trigger, but Giovanni stabbed Brendan Butler to protect himself,
we might have something. But we don't. It is curious that Giovanni would, for the first
time, make the claim at sentencing that Brendan Butler was some drug-crazed lunatic that
caused Giovanni to fear for his safety, when Giovanni himself told Parker Brooks that

.

Brendan Butler was driving the car the entire time prior to the killing. Parker Brooks,
Grand Jury Transcript, Vol. 3, p. 37 1, LI. 3-9. The Court finds Giovanni's claim that this
Court did not provide the "special scrutiny" enunciated by Ibarra to be without merit.
The transcript of the plea change hearing shows that Giovanni was afforded every
opportunity to explain the plea deal(s) and express his reservations in open court, and he
always indicated that he wished to proceed despite his reservations.
Giovanni was simply not credible on August 27,2003, when he stated: "the only
reason I'm doing this is because I'm trying to save my family." Id., p. 13, L1. 2 1-23.
Giovanni is not credible when he testified similarly at his post-conviction relief hearing
on December 18,2007:
Q [Andrew Parnes]: If there had been no benefits to your sisters or brothers
would you have entered a plea in this case.
A [Giovanni Mendiola]: Not in this lifetime, no.
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Testimony of Ciovanni blendiola, December 18, 2007, p. 4. L1. 14-16. Giovanni is not
credible in arguing such in his briefing. Petitioner's Brief on the Merits of the Petitioil
for Post-Con~ictionRelief p. 6. Ciovanni admits to killing Brenda11 Butler. The
testimony before the Grand Jury shows that he spoke directly about this killing to Jeffrey
(Josh) Sheffield on several occasions, and directly about the killing to Parker Brooks on
one occasion. Never once in all these conversations did Giovanni mention the words
"self defense" or anything remotely consistent with self defense. Not only that, but
Ciovanni threatened to kill Parker Brooks or his family if he told anyone what Giovanni
had told him. There would be absolutely no reason for Giovanni to threaten Brooks if in
fact Giovanni had acted in self defense. Even if Giovanni had acted in self defense, this
would not have been a bad plea bargain for Giovanni, given: 1) the recommendation that
the State had limited itself to, and 2) the plethora of other crimes Giovanni faced, all
bearing potential life sentences, which the State was dismissing. But there is no credible
evidence in the record that Giovanni's actions were in self-defense. It is Giovanni's
burden on this post-conviction relief petition to come forward with such evidence. The
only evidence he has come up with is his own testimony months and years after the fact,
which this Court finds not credible. The record is replete with evidence from Giovanni's
own mouth, immediately after the killing, showing he committed this killing with malice.
Giovanni claimed at his post-conviction relief hearing that he had never seen the
grand jury transcripts. Testimony of Giovanni Mendiola, December 18,2007, p. 8. L1.
15-18. But then Giovanni admitted he had spoken to his attorney John Adams about "the
hearsay evidence that you guys have". Id., p. 8, L1. 19-23. The Grand Jury transcripts
were released by this Court to all counsel in all these related cases on April 23,2003, and
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again on June 20, 2003. Thrts, Giovanni at least had access to all the evidence against
him a minimum of two months before he entered his guilty plea on August 27. 2003.

111

any event, in his post-conviction relief, Ciovanni has not made an) claim of ineffective
assistance of counsel for counsel not getting him this information. While Giovanni may
consider this evidence "hearsay", he has come forward with no explanation as to why that
evidence would not be allowed in at trial, and he has come forward with no credible
evidence that would support his self defense claim.
That being the case, Giovanni's claim that the only reason his is pleading guilty is
to save his sisters, or his brothers, or his family, is not credible. Gio~lanniwas
represented by counsel and well understood the consequences of pleading guilty. He
knowingly and intelligently waived his rights. Giovanni offers no evidence that the State
coerced his plea other than that the State motivated his plea by offering an inducement,
the package deal offered to Giovanni, his co-defendant brothers, and his unrelated codefendants.
Again, the Ibarra factors are: I ) whether the inducement for the plea is proper;

2) consideration of the factual basis for the plea; 3) careful examination of the nature and
degree of coerciveness; 4) the significance of the promise of leniency to a third party; 5 )
age of defendant; 6) by whom plea negotiations were initiated; and 7) whether charges
have already been pressed against a third party. Each will be discussed.

1) Whether the inducement for the plea is proper. The inducement for the
plea is proper in this case. As stated in Ibarra: " The court should be satisfied that the
prosecution has not misrepresented facts to the defendant, and that the substance of the
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inducement is within the proper scope of the prosecutor's business." 34 Cal.3d at 28889, 193 Cal.Rptr. at 544-45, 666 P.2d at 986-87.

Giovanni does not even address these issues. Instead, Gio~anniargues: "The
validity of a grand jury indictment as evidence of prosecutorial good faith or a factual basis
for a plea is questionable", citing to some commentators who opine that the grand jury is
merely a "rubber stamp" for the prosecutor and that the grand jury system should be
abolished. Petitioner's Brief on the Merits of the Petition for Post Conviction Relief, pp. 8-

9. That is all well and good, but what about the evidence that was placed before the Grand
Jury. While Giovanni can rail that: ". ..the evidence presented to the grand jury was an
exclusive product of the prosecution and as such was not subject to all rules of evidence or
to cross-examination" (Id, p. lo), this Court must keep in mind all the charges and all the'
evidence. Giovanni had described the killing to not one but two people, Sheffield and
Brooks. The two people robbed and kidnapped by Giovanni, Eddie Mendiola and Antonio
(Tony) Garcia, testified. There was evidence of Giovanni's post-killing actions that are
consistent with murder and inconsistent with self-defense. Even if Giovanni is critical of the
Grand Jury system, he has not given one single argument as to how that system failed in
light of the evidence presented. This is not even a close case. It is especially odd that
Giovanni takes umbrage with the Grand Jury indictment when Giovanni's counsel stood up
at the Plea Change hearing and stipulated that the Grand Jury transcript established
probable cause for the Amended Indictment! August 27,2003, Change of Plea
Transcript, p. 17, L1. 5-19.
While Giovanni only complains about the nature of the Grand Jury system, the
Court must analyze the first criteria under Ibarra, whether the "inducement for the plea
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was proper." This Court is "satisfied that the prosecution has not misrepresented facts to
the defendant". Indeed, Giovanni alleges no misrepresentation of facts by the State
None of the facts surrounding the package deal were misrepresented to the Court or to
Giovanni. This Court is convinced that "that the substance of the inducement is within
the proper scope of the prosecutor's business", quoting again from Ibcrrm. 34 Cal.3d at
288-89, 193 Cal.Rptr. at 544-45, 666 P.2d at 986-87. As noted in Ibarm:
We recognize that the "package-deal" may be a vnlunble tool to the prosecutor,
who has a need for all defendants, or none, to plead guilty. The prosecutor may
be properly interested in avoiding the time, delay and expense of trial of all the
defendants. He is also placed in a difficult position should one defendant plead
and another go to trial, because the defendant who pleads may become an adverse
witness on behalf of his codefendant, free of jeopardy. Thus, the prosecutor's
motivation for proposing a "package-deal" bargain may be strictly legitimate of
extrinsic forces.
34 Cal.3d at 289, 193 Cal.Rptr. at 545, 666 P.2d at 987, n. 5. (emphasis in original).
This Court finds these legitimate reasons were in play in these related cases. Giovanni
has made no argument to the contrary, let alone produced any facts to the contrary. As
discussed in Ibarra, the State in this case did not threaten Giovanni, nor did the State
promise to discontinue improperly harassing Giovanni. 34 Cal.3d at 287, 193 Cal.Rptr.
at 543,666 P.2d at 985. Giovanni has not made any such claims. The package plea that
Giovanni argues was coercive, while providing the benefit to Giovanni's bothers and
unrelated co-defendants, also benefitted Giovanni a great deal. The Tenth Circuit stated
in Carr that: "we have insisted that an accused's choice be respected, and if he 'elects to
sacrifice himself for such motives, that is his choice"'. United States v. Carr, 80 F . 3d
413, 417 (citing Mosier v. Murphy, 790 F.2d 62,66 (lothCir. 1986), and Kent v. United

States., 272 F.2d 795, 798 (1'' Cir. 1959). This tracks the Unites States Supreme Court
language in Alford, that "reasons other than the fact that he is guilty may induce a
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defendant to so plead, and he must be permitted to judge for himself in this respect." 400

U.S. 25, 34, 9 1 S.Ct. 160, 166. In Mosier, the Tenth Circuit upheld a pacliage-plea that
protected the defendant's wife and mother-in-law from prosecution, after analyzing the
legitimacy of the charges against those relatives. 790 F.2d at 66. In this case, the charges
against family members Eddie Mendiola, Piero Mendiola and Marco Antonio (Tony)
Garcia were legitimate. No charges were brought against the sisters, although it is to his
sisters where Giovanni fled and took the car of the person he killed. In other words, if
prosecutions were threatened against the sisters, they would not have been veiled threats
of prosecution. In any event, Giovanni has brought forth no evidence that any such
prosecution was baseless, and it was his duty to do so. Mosier also cited United States v.

Nuckols, 606 F.2d 566 (5thCir. 1979). In Nuckols there was no evidence either way as to
the legitimacy of the charges against defendant's wife. 606 F.2d 566, 570. In the present
case, there is more than ample evidence showing the merit of the charges against Eddie
Mendiola, Peiro Mendiola and Marco Antonio (Tony) Garcia.
Coercion indicates something underhanded or sinister, but Giovanni has provided no
evidence of that. Giovanni criticizes the State for claiming:

...this concept of 'coercion' suggests something underhanded or sinister, but the
change of plea reveals nothing of the sort, " (RB, p. 11.) The State cites no legal
authority for t h ~ proposition
s
and ignores the long line of cases relied upon by
Petitioner, which not that package deal plea agreements while not per se
impermissible, pose an additional risk of cercion not present when the defendant is
dealing with the government alone.
Petitioner's Reply to Respondent's Opposition to Petition for Post-Conviction Relief, pp. 34. That is not true. The State cited State v. Turner, 95 Idaho 206, 506 P.2d 103 (1973)

(Brief in Opposition to Petition for Post-Conviction Relief, pp. 11-12), and its quote that
"The voluntariness of appellant's pleas can be determined only by considering all of the
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relevant circumstances", and that upon doing so the Idaho Supreme Court held:
Assuming that appellant was. in fact. influenced by the factors attributed to him as
engendering psychological coercion, it can only be said that these were factors
incident in the normal criminal process. * * *
Because the record is free from any inference of impropriety on the part of the State
in inducing appellant Turner's pleas of guilty, and because the record indicates that
appellant Turner entered intelligent and understanding pleas of guilty, we can find
no abuse of discretion by the trial court in denying appellant's motion to allow him
to withdraw his previously entered pleas of guilty.
Brief in Opposition to Petition for Post-Conviction Relief, pp. 12- 13. (emphasis added).
That certainly suggests that for a plea to be coercive there must be something improper in its
inducement. You can call it improper, underhanded or sinister it doesn't matter. The State
has filed no inappropriate charges, nor has Giovanni proven any impropriety by the State.
This Court agrees with the State that "it is alarming that Mendiola seeks now to undo his
end of the plea agreement long after the State has satisfied its end of the plea deal." id,p.
14. Giovanni then tries to distinguish Turner, noting that it does not involve a package deal

situation. Petitioner's Reply to Respondent's Opposition to Petition for Post-Conviction
Relief, pp. 3-4. While a package deal situation raises concerns, the point in T m e r that
coercion requires something improper on the part of the State, is still valid. Here is an
illustration. Had the State argued that it would charge one of his sisters for a zoning
violation in Seattle' that would be improper, as it would have had nothing to do with
Giovanni's case. But where the sisters were involved with Giovanni wh~lehe was avoiding
law enforcement following the killing, and driving the victim's car, there may well be
proper criminal charges. Because those were the facts stipulated to by Giovanni7scounsel at
the plea change, what further inquiry is necessary? Giovanni doesn't tell us.

2) Consideration of the factual basis for the plea. A proper factual basis for
the plea requires that the guilty plea be supported by the evidence and that the bargained-

7
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for sentence be in proportion to the accused's culpability. lbnrra, 34 Cal. 3d 277, 289.
193 Cal.Rptr. 538, 545, 666 P.2d 980. 957. Once again, Giovanni rails against the Grand

Jury system and discusses nofkct.~. Ciovanni's argunlent in its entirety is:
Part Two: The State claims that trial counsel's stipulation that the grand
jury transcript established "probable cause" for the second degree murder charge
constitutes a sufficient factual basis for the plea. However, a finding of probable
cause does not constitute a strong factual basis. Rather, it merely means there was
reasonably sufficient evidence for the charge, not that Petitioner was actually
guilty of the crime. Moreover, the evidence presented to the grand jury was an
exclusive product of the prosecution and as such was not subject to all rules of
evidence or to cross-examination. This factor is neutral at best.
Petitioner's Brief on the Merits of the Petition for Post Conviction Relief, pp. 9-10.
While a grand jury makes a determination of facts on a more probable than not basis, as
opposed to proof beyond reasonable doubt at trial, the evidence before the Grand Jury
from several sources and witnesses, including the mouth of Giovanni, was not only that
Giovanni "was actually guilty of the crime" of Second Degree Murder, but was guilty of
several other crimes as well. Giovanni has brought forth no facts and no evidence to the
contrary. (See infra for further discussion of the factual basis for the plea).
The sentence imposed (an indeterminate life sentence with eight years fixed) was
not disproportionate to Giovanni's culpability. Ciovanni admitted: "I am responsible. I
had a lot to do with the fact that the young man- the young man died. He died in my
hands." October 29,2003, Sentencing Transcript, p. 7, L. 24 - p. 8, L. 1. At the time of
sentencing the Court reviewed the Grand Jury transcripts and was aware of the
overwhelming evidence against Giovanni, not just on the crime he pled guilty to, but ail
the crimes originally charged. October 29,2003, Sentencing Hearing Transcript, p. 25,
L1. 10-15. The Court made it clear that any uncertainty as to what actually happened on
October 11,2002, was due to the State not bringing in Sheffield and Weathersby to
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testify under oath at the sentencing hearing. Id. However, the Court made it clear it had
read the transcript of the Grand Jury testimony of Sheffield and others.

.

The Court

stated:
What 1 do know is that you killed Brendan Butler. You've admitted it. You pled
guilty to the crime. You're claiming some sort of self-defense. The State claims
you did it n~aliciously.You pled guilty to the crime that involves malice as an
element of that crime. I'm not quite so nayve as to believe that you were out for
an afternoon drive with Mr. Butler when this crime occurred. Every indication
from the grand jury testimony is that you came up here as muscle, as an enforcer,
and you came up here specifically in October to work out the issues in some way
about the money that was owed by Mr. Butler.
I think a fair reading of the grand jury proceedings, and that's why I took
so long in going through, is that there is malice here, that this wasn't a situation
where someone under the influence of drugs suddenly freaked out and that's why
this ensued, but trying to do justice here and trying to understand what the facts
are is like trying to pick up a novel, and you read the first ten pages and
understand what the story line maybe is and then you read the last ten pages and
you find out what happened, but I don't have a clue, due to the lack of evidence'
before me, as to the details of malice and the extent of malice.
The eight-year fixed term is I think more than a typical manslaughter
sentence would warrant. The indeterminate life sentence is something that a
second degree murder offense would warrant if this were conducted with the
malice that the state claims.
I guess what I'm doing is I'm giving you the opportunity over the next
eight years, in the next seven years and however many months that remain on the
fixed portion of your sentence, giving you the opportunity to determine how much
time you spend. If you behave yourself in prison, I don't see any reason why you
shouldn't be out in eight years. If you acted with malice, I think eight years is an
absolute minimum that I can feel comfortable with sentencing you and still
meeting all the criteria of sentencing that I have to keep in mind, deterrence to
you and others, to society as a general, rehabilitation, restitution [retribution].
I appreciate all those who have written letters on your part, and I
appreciate all those who have testified here, and I don't mean to belittle that
testimony, but even without Mr. Weathersby's testimony and even without Mr.
Sheffield's testimony here today, all these people who have testified how honest,
caring and loving you are need to know that you've admitted to killing a man and
that you left him there dead, then left the scene, refused to be accountable for that,
refused to be accountable for that act until an investigation could piece together
what happened here, and I have no doubt that you are a kind man, a loving man, a
spiritual man. The amount of people that have testified and have written letters in
support of you have been unanimous to that effect, and so you have a lot of good
in you, but at least certainly on this occasion and I think the grand jury testimony
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indicates throughout the summer of 2002 that you had a lot of evil in you, too, and
I think on the balance the scales tip towards there being malice.
I think given the crime that you've pled guilty to, if I =ere to sentence you
to anything less I would not be serving the goal of punishment. of deterrence to
others. You've committed a murder. I can't overlook that. You walked away
from the murder and tried to get away with it, and I can't overlook that.
October 29,2003, Sentencing Hearing Transcript, p. 26, L. 16 - p. 28, L. 20. The
sentence was not disproportionate to Giovanni's culpability.

3) Careful examination of the nature and degree of coerciveness. In
examining the nature and degree of coerciveness of the plea, the court should particularly
scrutinize the voluntariness of a plea bargain which contemplates special concession to a
sibling or loved one. In re Ibarra, 34 Cal. 3d at 289. Here, the Court asked, T v e n
though there are ties in this agreement with your brothers' cases, do you feel that you
have weighed all of the pros and cons, and based on that weighing process that this is a
voluntary decision on your part?" August 27, 2003, Plea Change Transcript, p. 16, L1.913. To this Giovanni replied, "Yes, sir. My family means more to me than my freedom."

Id. p. 16, L1. 14-15. Further, Giovanni stated: "...I understand that I got a choice to take
it to trial, but then my brothers lose their deals. I can't do that to my mama, so I
understand. I just want closure. I just want to get this over with." Id., p. 16, L1. 5-8.
Having questioned Giovanni directly on this point, this Court was conscious of the
psychological pressures upon Giovanni, and respected his choice as contemplated by the
case law set forth in Carr, Mosier and Kent, supra.
4) The significance of the promise of leniency to a third party. The fourth

Ibarra factor asks the court to consider whether the promise of leniency to the third party
was an insignificant consideration in the decision to plead guilty. In re Ibarra, 34 Cal. 3d
at 289-90. If the court finds that the promise was of insignificant or unsubstantial
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importance to the defendant, the plea cannot be said to have been coercive. Id. Giovanni
has claimed that the promise of leniency to his siblings b a s not only a very significant
consideration in his decision to plead. but the only consideration. The Court has already
addressed why it finds that claim not believable. Obviously, there was significant upside
to Giovanni taking this plea for his own benefit. However, the leniency shown to his two
brothers, brother-in-law, and forbearance as to his sisters, had to be "significant". This is
the only Ibarra criteria that tips in Giovanni's favor. Thus, this court's analysis must
continue and evaluate all other factors.
5 ) Age of defendant. The genesis for this Ibarra criteria is People v. Rodriguez,

79 Misc.2d 1002, 362 N.Y.S.2d 116 (Sup.Ct.N.Y. Bronx Co. 1974). 34 Cal.3d at 290,
193 Cal.Rptr. at 546, 666 P.2d at 988. In Rodriguez, the defendant was seventeen andv
under intense pressure from his co-defendants to plead guilty to allow a package-deal to
go through. In the present case, Giovanni was 32 years old at the time of entering his
guilty plea. Giovanni has never made the claim that any of his brothers, his brother-inlaw or his sisters were pressuring him to take this plea. He assumed that mantle on his
own. Giovanni's argument in its entirety is:
Factor five: That Petitioner was mature in age, well-educated and had
time to confer with counsel about the plea bargain does not cure the coercive
nature of the package deal. As the eldest son in a tight knit immigrant family,
Petitioner was duty-bound to care for his younger brothers and sisters and to
protect the interests of his siblings and his mother. Thus, it was precisely because
the State tied Petitioner's plea bargain to the fate of his brothers and sisters that
Petitioner was coerced into accepting the deal. His age, education, and the advice
of counsel all became irrelevant when Petitioner's family was at risk. Moreover,
the prosecution knew about his family situation because his mother met with the
prosecutors, which itself is unusual. This factor weighs in favor of Petitioner.
Petitioner's Brief on the Merits of the Petition for Post Conviction Relief, pp. 10-11. The
first sentence is really a concession that this Ibarra criteria cuts against Giovanni, as he
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was '-mature in age, well-educated and had time to confer with counsel". as opposed to
the defendant in Rodrigztez. Thc remainder of Giovamni's argument is circular.
conclusory, and finds no support in the record. Giovami never testified he was "duty
bound to care for his younger brothers and sisters and to protect the interests of his
siblings and his mother". Giovanni, or his post-conviction relief counsel on Giovanni's
behalf, is making things up. This Ibnrrn factor weighs in the State's favor
6) By whom plea negotiations were initiated. Giovanni claims: "The record

does not reveal which party initiated the plea negotiations. This factor is neutral."
Petitioner's Brief on the Merits of the Petition for Post Conviction Relief, p. 1 1
Giovanni is false in that claim. Giovanni repeats this false claim at pages 5 and 6 of
Petitioner's Reply to Respondent's Opposition to Petition for Post-Conviction Relief. At
the Post-Conviction Relief evidentiary hearing on December 18,2007, John Adams, the
criminal defense attorney for Giovanni testified as follows:
Q: Do you remember who started the plea negotiations, who made the first offer?
A: Probably the defense. That's typically were it starts.
Testimony of John Adams, December 18,2007, p.'27, L1. 11-14. Ibarrcr cites People v.

Duran, 179 Colo. 129,498 P.2d 937 (Colo. 1972), as the progenitor for this criteria that
the court should analyze who initiated the negotiations. 34 Cal.3d at 290, 193 Cal.Rptr.
at 546, 666 P.2d at 988. It is clear from the Colorado Supreme Court's discussion in

Duran, that if the defendant initiates the negotiations, it cuts against the defendant on a
later claim of coercion and lack of voluntariness. 179 Colo. 129, 132,498 P.2d 937, 939.
The only evidence we have in this case is from John Adams, and he says "Probably the
defense" started plea negotiations. Testimony of John Adams, December 18,2007, p. 27,

''
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7) Whether charges have already been pressed against a third party.
The Court in Ihc/r~rrcited Seyhold v Sfc~te,61 Wis.2d 227. 212 N.W.2ci 146 (Wis.
1973) as the basis for this final criteria. 34 Cal.3d at 290. 193 Cal.Kptr. at 546, 666 P.3d
at 988. Seybold in turn cites Phillips v. Stnte, 29 Wis.2d 521, 139 N.W.2d 41 (Wis.
1966)' and Bosket v. State, 3 1 Wis.2d 586, 143 N.W.2d 533 (Wis. 1966). 61 Wis.2d 227,
334,2 12 N. W.2d 146, 149-50. The defendant in Phillips was charged with robbery and
the prosecution threatened to take Phillips' girlfriend into custody on the grounds that
they were living together. The Wisconsin Supreme Court said: "We think this factor is
of no great significance under the circumstances" and "standing in context with other
facts, insufficient to render the confession coerced." 29 Wis.2d 521, 529, 139 N. W.2d
41,45. In Phillips, the threat of a cohabitation charge had nothing to do with Phillips'

*

robbery. In the present case, any involvement of Giovanni's sisters came while Giovanni
was running and hiding from law enforcement following the killing, all the while driving
the decedent victim's car he had stolen. Giovanni's brothers and brother-in-law had long
since been charged when Giovanni entered his plea. The situation with Giovanni's sisters
does not inure to Giovanni's favor. Not only that, but Giovanni's own counsel said the
United States Attorney General would not be pursuing federal prosecution against
Giovanni's brothers and former brother-in-law, and that that was an inducement for this
plea change. Giovanni's counsel then mentioned that "there would be no prosecution of
those sisters", but failed to mention that such was an inducement for the plea change.
Change of Plea Transcript, August 27,2003, p. 7, L1. 17-20.
In Bosket, the Wisconsin Supreme Court held that any threat to prosecute
Bosket's wife did not change his testimony. "[Tlhe alleged threat to prosecute the
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defendant's wife had no issue on the truthf~ilnessof the coilfession and defendant's
admissions." 3 1 Wis.2d 586, 597, 143 N.W.2d 533, 558-59. "We might add there mas
very little discrepancy between defendant's testimony of what occurred the morning of
the killing and what the police witnesses testified the defendant had told them." Id. In the
present case, this reasoning weighs immensely against Giovanni. In Bosket, had Bosket's
story become more culpable after the threat to prosecute his wife, clearly coercion would
be an issue. But the Wisconsin Supreme Court looked at what Bosket had told other
witnesses and it was consistent with what he was contending at present to law
enforcement. In other words, Bosket was not becoming more culpable due to coercion.
In the present case, what Giovanni told the State's witnesses shortly after the killing is
damning. Giovanni's testimony is just the opposite of what happened in Bosket. Mow.
can Giovanni's plea to Second Degree Murder be coerced when his statements to the
State's witnesses, Sheffield and Brooks, supports a First Degree Murder charge? How
can Giovanni's plea to Second Degree Murder be coerced when, after any alleged threats
of prosecution against his sisters, his testimony gets significantly less culpable?
In conclusion, Giovanni argues:
The evidence reveals that Petitioner's plea was the direct result of the threat of
prosecution to his family members, and it was entered for no other purpose than to
spare his siblings; his plea was coerced and is therefore constitutionally invalid."
See Waley v. Johnson, 3 16 U.S. 101 (1942); Bram v. United States, 168 U.S. 532,
543 (1 897); Chambers v. Florida, 309 U.S. 227 (1940). Five of the seven Ibana
factors support Petitioner's claim, and the remaining two factors are neutral and they
do not detract from Petitioner's claim and do not benefit the state's position.
Therefore, the Petition should be granted, Petitioner's sentence vacated, and his
conviction reversed.
Petitioner's Brief on the Merits of the Petition for Post-Conviction Relief, p. 11. Giovanni
has perhaps proven that one of the seven criteria under Iburru leans h s way, the
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"significance of the promise of leniency to a third party." But even that criteria begs the
question: "How is it a threat to his family when all thc charges against his family were very
legitimate charges?"
Both Giovanni and the State claim the Ibnrrn factors weigh in their favor. The
reasons cited by each side are not persuasive. The analysis given by the Court above,
however, shows that other than one criteria, all the Ibnrru factors weigh heavily in favor
of the State. Giovanni offers no new evidence. Giovanni argues vehemently that he
entered the plea for no other purpose than to spare his siblings. This Court finds that
claim to be not credible. Most importantly, Giovanni sets forth no evidence that, in
structuring the package deal, the State improperly considered any factors unrelated to the
case or the State's business. No such evidence is apparent upon review of the record.

.

The burden of establishing the claim of a lack of a free and voluntary plea and
coercion is upon Giovanni in this Post-Conviction case. That claim is in turn based on
Giovanni's claim that the only reason he pled guilty to second degree murder was to save
his sisters, his brothers or his family. The latter claim is not credible, given the evidence
placed before the Grand Jury. Giovanni's self defense claim is not credible. In preparation
for sentencing, a Pre-Sentence Report is ordinarily prepared. I.C.R. 32. A Pre-Sentence
report was prepared for Giovanni's sentencing. The Pre-Sentence investigator asked
Giovanni his version of the killing, to which Giovanni wrote: "At the advice of my counsel
I will address this at a later time." Giovanni Mendiola Pre-Sentence Report, Kootenai
County Case No. CRF 2003 6008, p. 3. The "later time" was obviously the sentencing
hearing, where Giovanni for the first time mentioned h s claim that Brendan Butler was
brandishing a gun. None of this is borne out by other evidence. As part of Giovanni's Pre-
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Sentellce Report, his brother Eddie Mendiola, submitted a letter which was attached to that
Pre-Sentence Report. Giovanni Me~ldiolaPre-Sentence Report, Kootenai County Case No

CRF 2003 6008, attachnient. pp. 44-45. The Pre-Sentence investigator noted:
Eddie Mendiola, the defendant's brother, submitted a letter which is attached. In it
he wrote, "He is NOT a cold blooded killer, he merely acted in self defense and I for
one am a witness to that unfortunate incident."
Giovanni Mendiola Pre-Sentence Report, Kootenai County Case No. CRF 2003 6008, p. 3.
Eddie Mendiola's two page, single-spaced handwritten letter discusses at length Ciovanni's
good qualities as Eddie's ". . .brother as well as my best friend.'Giovanni Mendiola PreSentence Report, Kootenai County Case No. CRF 2003 6008, attachment, p. 44. Only the
following sentence pertains to the killing: "He is NOT a cold blooded killer, he merely
acted in self defense and I for one am a witness to that unfortunate incident." I L ~ .p.
, 45.
(emphasis in original). No additional details were given, and Eddie Mendiola did not testify
at Giovanni's sentencing. This statement of Eddie Mendiola is not under oath. Most
importantly, there is no reference at all that Brendan Butler had a gun. Eddie

Mendiola's claim of his brother's self-defense completely lacks any detail. Piero Mendiola
also wrote a letter to the Court, attached to Giovanni's Pre-Sentence Report. Id., pp. 46-47.
Piero also considered Giovanni to be "..not only a brother but a best friend.. ." Id, p. 46.
Piero then writes: "I can't amagine [sic] how scared he must have been to see a mad man
attack him with a gun like that", and "Self defense should not be considered znddegree
murder.. ." Id., pp. 46-47. The problem with Piero's statement is Piero wasn't at the
killing of Brendan Butler. Eddie Mendiola was, and Eddie Mendiola in his statement

makes no mention of a gun. Giovanni also wrote a letter to the Court, attached to h s PreSentence Report. Giovanni Mendiola Pre-Sentence Report, Kootenai County Case No. CRF

f'q
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2003 6008, attachment pp. 8- 19. That twelve-page, single-spaced handwritten letter makes
no reference to the killing. other than to conclude those twenty pages with: "I also know
that no matter what the media says. 'God' knows what happened and in the bible it says
'The truth shall set you free! "' ld p. 19. That does little, if anything, to corroborate
Giovanni's claim of self defense, first announced at sentencing.
At that sentencing hearing, Giovanni made no specific statements about this alleged
gun Brendan Butler had, no description of the type, caliber, size, color, nothing. At the
sentencing hearing, Giovanni made no specific statements about the altercation the larger
and athletic Giovanni allegedly had with the diminutive Brendan Butler. All we have is:
I know for a fact had Brendan Butler not been under the influence we both
wouldn't be in this situation. He was just scared, just scared. His mind was
clogged. He wasn't thinking straight. I panicked. I defended myself the best I .
could. I didn't punch him. I didn't kick him. I didn't beat him down like everyone
thinks I did. We wrestled. I did the best I could to get the gun out of his hand. I
succeeded. Unfortunately, your son lost his life.
Sentencing Hearing Transcript, October 29,2003, p. 4, L. 19 - p. 5 , L. 2. What little we
have from Giovanni's own testimony, makes no sense. Giovanni told Parker Brooks that
Brendan Butler drove them out to where the killing took place. Parker Brooks, Grand Jury
Transcript, Vol. 3, p. 371, L1. 3-9. Why would Giovanni let Brendan Butler drive the entire
time out to the north end of Hayden Lake, a twisting, winding road, if Brendan Butler was
under the influence? According to Giovanni they wrestled and Giovanni got the gun out of
Brendan Butler's hand. If that is the case, why then did Giovanni subsequently stab
Brendan Butler in the throat? Giovanni does not say when he stabbed Brendan Butler, why
he stabbed hlm, or what the circumstances of the stabbing were. Giovanni testified:
I'm guilty to a point. I did not murder your son. We fought. It was an accident. It
should have never happened. Like I said, I take full responsibility.

P
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I d , p. 6, L1. 5-10. Again, no detail whatsoever. At his post-conviction relief evidentiary
hearing, Giovanni gave no fi~rtherdetail as to the events in question.
Absolutely incredible are Ciovanni's statements at sentencing:

I read - I read Mrs. Butler's [Brendan Butler's mother] statements twenty times. I
got the pleasure to meet the Brendan Butler that you spoke of in the first few pages.
I was in the process of opening up a restaurant with him. He was supposed to invest
some money, but there was a little disagreement in regards to, uh, he wanted 50-50
percent. I wanted just as an investor, but I saw that young bright man that you guys
speak of, very intelligent for his age, and the guy had a gift. I mean, he was really
brilliant. He had a knack of business, and I was hoping maybe we could become
business partners and possibly maybe friends.
I had no idea of his involvement with dnlgs until it was too late.
Sentencing Hearing Transcript, October 29,2003, p. 3, L1. 12-25. Other than the 50150 split
(for the marijuana and the money found during the robbery, not for opening a restaurant),
not one word of this is supported by the various witnesses who testified before the Grand.
Jury. Why the black clothes, the pruning shears to cut off fingers, robbing and kidnapping a
competing drug dealer, if the end game is opening a restaurant?
Even if Brendan Butler had a gun, and again this Court finds Giovanni not credible
on h s claim, the sequence of the events as told by Giovanni to Sheffield must be reviewed.
Giovanni told Sheffield that he "grabbed Brendan Butler by the throat, then squeezed the
throat of Brendan Butler so hard that he bled fiom his mouth and hls nose, he squeezed so
hard he made an incision in his throat with his finger, he squeezed so hard it made his wrist
hurt hours later, then he slit his throat. Grand Jury Transcript, Vol. 2, p. 243, L1. 9-18; p.
244, L1. 1-4. Even though Giovanni never told Sheffield anything about a gun, if Brendan
Butler ever actually had a gun, the story told by Giovanni to Sheffield clearly indicates
Giovanni at all times had the situation well under control as he is squeezing Brendan
Butler's throat so hard that he made an incision in the throat with his finger and squeezed so
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hard blood came out of Breildan Butler's nose and mouth. At that point, any potential threat
of a gun. if a gun existed, has been more than neutralized. Mendiola then tells Sheffield he
stabs Brendan Butler. Those are facts which ~vouldsupport a finding of malice necessary
for Second Degree Murder. Those are not facts which support a claim of self defense.
As the State correctly notes, Giovanni chose to plead guilty after the State filed its
forty-four page trial brief and after some co-defendants had reached agreements with the
State to testify against Giovanni. The trial brief is part of the record in this case, and in it the
State disclosed Justin Miller (who did not testify before the Grand Jury) would testify that:
Giovanni visited Justin Miller in Las Vegas after killing Brendan Butler, and:
described how he choked Brendan while he pleaded for his life.. .until he bled from
the nose and mouth, and that he cut him on the throat. He stated that the others
watched this happen and that they thought Giovanni was crazy for doing this to
Brendan. He described to Justin how he disposed of Miller's [sic Butler's] body '
before they left the scene in Brendan's Cadillac.
Brief in Opposition to Petition for Post-Conviction Relief, pp. 15-16, citing State's Trial
Brief, p. 18. Obviously, this is not sworn testimony, but it was a document filed before
Giovanni entered his guilty plea, and it is very consistent with what Ciovanni told Sheffield
and Parker, who did testify before the Grand Jury
Giovanni argues that the Court had a duty to inquire as to whether Giovanni's guilty
plea was induced by ""threats to prosecute or promises of leniency to third persons" and
whether "the 'special care' was taken to insure that the plea was in fact entered voluntarily
and not the product of coercion." Petitioner's Reply to Respondent's Opposition to Petition
for Post-Conviction Relief, p. 3. Giovanni argues that "The court did not inquire into the
specific details of the package deal or the potential prosecution of Mendiola's sisters or the
impact their prosecution would have on the Mendiola's [sic] family." Id. The fact that the
deal involved Giovanni's sisters was placed on the record by Giovanni's counsel:
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MR. ADAMS (Giovanni's counsel): Judge, before you get to that, I'd like to place
the agreement we have with the State on the record -THE COURT: All right.
MR. ADAMS: -- so that we're all clear uhat we're doing here. We have reached an
agreement by the State, pursuant to which Giovanni will enter an Alfor~Iplea of
guilty to the Amended Information. We have no objection to the filing of that.
The intent of the parties in the filing of the Amended Indictment is that the
original indictment, the charges therein will be dismissed, and Giovanni will face no
hrther jeopardy on those charges.
There's additional inducement to Giovanni to enter the Alford plea of guilty
to the Amended Indictment. The State at sentencing will limit their recommendation
to an indeterminate life with twelve and a half years fixed with the defendant free to
offer any recommendations to the Court that it desires.
As further inducement and the real substantial inducement for Giovanni's
plea here is that, additionally, the State for Piero Mendiola, Eddie Mendiola,
Giovanni's brothers, and Marco Antonio Garcia, Giovanni's former brother-in-law,
the father of his nephews or nephew, will be offered by the State an Amended
Indictment, their original indictments will be dismissed, and they'll face no further
jeopardy on those original charges. The Amended Indictment will charge one count
of accessory to a felony.
At sentencing. the State will recommend the Court sentence each of thosev
three gentlement to two years fixed and retained jurisdiction and place them on a
rider.
Additionally, the State will stipulate to a $10,000 bond be set on each of
those three men, and that's a cash bond, and that is the real substantive inducement
for which Giovanni has agreed to enter his Alford plea of guilty to the Amended
Indictment. Thank you. Judge.
THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Adams. And Mr. Douglas, do you agree that those
are the correctly stated -MR. DOUGLAS (Prosecutor): Yes, Your Honor. Agree, Your Honor.
THE COURT: All right. Mr. Mendiola, I need to go through a few more questions
with you just to make sure that you understand all of your rights, and at the end of
that questioning I'll place you under oath, ask you just a few more questions and
then ask you for your plea again. By asking for your plea again under oath, I'm
giving you one last chance to change your mind and enter a different plea. Do you
understand that procedure?
THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: Okay.
MR. ADAMS: Judge, excuse me. There was one more thing that I forgot to
mention.
THE COURT: Okay.
MR. ADAMS: Ms. Graham has reminded me that both sides have had
comunications with Nancy Cooke, the Assistant U.S. Attorney for this district.
She has specifically stated she has no interest in pursuing federal charges against
these men.
Mr. Douglas has specifically told me that he has also had those discussions
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with the U.S. Attorney's Office and there would be no federal prosecution, and
that's a further inducement for these pleas. Thailk you.
Yes. As well as Mr. Mendiola's sisters. there uould be no prosecution of
those sisters.
Change of Plea Transcript, August 27,2003, p. 5 , L. 2 - p. 7, L. 20. Following which the
Court asked Giovanni:
THE COURT: Okay. And Mr. Mendiola, you've heard the substance of the plea
agreement that your attorney has set forth, correct?
THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: And is that your understanding of the plea agreement?
THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir.

Id., p. 7, L. 21 - p. 8, L. 5. It was later in the plea change hearing where, as noted above,
Giovanni made the claim that he was doing this for his sisters, brothers, andlor family
(depending on the point in time during the hearing), whereupon the Court then asked
Giovanni:
THE COURT: Do you feel that you are making this plea freely and voluntarily?
THE DEFENDANT: It is hard to say. I mean, I'm doing it wilfully, but I feel
like I'm cornered. I know - I understand I got a choice to take it to trial, but then
my brothers lose their deals. I can't do that to my mama, so I understand. I just
want closure. I just want to get this over with.
THE COURT: Even though there are ties in this agreement with your brother's
cases, do you fell that you have weighed all of the pros and cons, and based on
that weighing process that this is a voluntary decision on your part?
THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir. My family means more to me than my freedom.

Id, p. 16, L1. 1-15. Giovanni has not suggested what more should have been done, what
"special care" he should have been given.
Giovanni notes the standard that the Court should adhere to in a "package-deal"
plea:
We therefore hold that the state must fully inform the trial court of the details of
these arrangements at the time a defendant enters a "package deal" plea, and the trial
court must then conduct further inquiries to determine whether the plea is voluntarily
made.
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Petitioner's Reply to Respondent's Oppositioll to Petition for Post-Conviction Relief. p. 6.
That occurred in this case, except it was Gio~anni'scounsel who made the Court aware of
all the details of the plea, and the prosecutor agreed with Goivanni's counsel's recitation.
Change of Plea Transcript, August 27,2003, p. 5 , L. 2 - p. 7, L. 20. Again, following which
the Court asked Giovanni:
THE COURT: Okay. And Mr. Mendiola, you've heard the substance of the plea
agreement that your attorney has set forth, correct?
THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: And is that your understanding of the plea agreement?
THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir.
Id, p. 7, L. 21 -p. 8, L. 5. And later:
THE COURT: Do you feel that you are making this plea freely and voluntarily?
THE DEFENDANT: It is hard to say. I mean, I'm doing it wilfully, but I feel
like I'm cornered. I know - I understand I got a choice to take it to trial, but then
my brothers lose their deals. I can't do that to my mama, so I understand. I just
want closure. I just want to get this over with.
THE COURT: Even though there are ties in this agreement with your brother's
cases, do you fell that you have weighed all of the pros and cons, and based on
that weighing process that this is a voluntary decision on your part?
THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir. My family means more to me than my freedom.

Id., p. 16, Ll. 1-15. It is simply unknown what hrther inquiry could have been made, and
Giovanni fails to make any suggestions.

B. GIOVANNI'S CLAIM THAT THE TRIAL COURT FAILED
TO ESTABLISH A STRONG FACTUAL BASIS FOR THE
ALFORD PLEA AT THE TIME THE PLEA WAS ENTERED,
IS DENIED.
In determining whether a factual basis for a guilty plea exists, the court is required to
look at the entire record available at the time the plea was accepted. Fowler v. State, 109
Idaho 1002, 1005,712 P.2d 703,706 (Ct.App. 1985). The Court has done this. Giovanni is
accurate that "This Court did not read the grand jury transcript before accepting the plea.
(Exhibit 1, p. 17)" August 27,2003, Change of Plea, Transcript, p. 17, L1. 10-16. However,
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the grand jury transcript was part of the record "available" to this Court at the time the plea
was taken, and tliat is all that Fmvlcr requires. Additionallq. Giovalu~i'scoc~nselstipulated
that the Grand Jury transcript established probable cause for the Amended Indictment.
August 27.2003, Change of Plea Transcript, p. 17, L1. 5-1 9.
And although a Court is not generally required to establish a factual basis before
accepting a guilty plea, Stclte

t)

CofJin, 104 Idaho 543, 545-46,661 P.2d 328,330-3 1

(1 983), exceptions to this rule exist where the defendant does not recall the facts of the
incident resulting in the charge, is unwilling or unable to admit to his participation in the
crime, or couples his plea with continues assertions of innocence. Schmidt v. State, 103
Idaho 340,345,647 P.2d 796,801 (Ct. App. 1982). Where the Court should establish
such a factual basis, it does so to ensure that the plea is knowingly, intelligently, and

.

voluntarily being entered, despite the Defendant's claim of innocence or inability to
recall. State v. Hofrnan, 108 Idaho 720, 722,701 P.2d 668,670 (Ct. App. 1985). The
Court of Appeals has stated that "[iln determining whether a factual basis for a guilty
plea exists, we look to the entire record before the trial judge at the time the plea was
accepted. Fowler v. State, 109 Idaho 1002, 1005,712 P.2d 703,706 (Ct. App. 1985).

State v. Rarnirez establishes that, in the case of an Alford plea, an accused may consent to
the imposition of a prison sentence despite professing his innocence as long as a factual
basis for the plea is demonstrated by the state and he clearly expresses a desire to enter
such a plea. State v. Rarnirez, 122 Idaho 830,834, 839 P.2d 1244, 1248 (Ct. App. 1992);

Amerson v. State, 119 Idaho 994,996, 812 P.2d 301,303 (Ct. App. 1991). An inquiry
into the factual basis should be made where an Alford plea is accepted. Id.
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In Perez v. l L f u k ~ r s ~5) ~12t , F. 3d 1222, 1226 (9"' Cir. 2008). the Ninth Circuit
determined that because the dekndant agreed that the court may "revie~jthe police
reports and/or a statement of probable cause supplied by the prosecution to establish a
factual basis for the plea, there existed "an explicit statement in which the factual basis
for the plea was confirmed by the defendant." See also Shepard v. US., 544 U.S. 13,26
(2005), (The transcript of colloquy between the judge and the defendant in which the
factual basis for the plea was confirmed by the defendant is sufficient to determine
whether a plea of guilty is necessarily an admission of the elements of an offense.)
Here, the Court asked, "...since this is an AIford plea, I need to ask Mr. Douglas
or Mr. Adams the factual record that would establish this charge" (August 27,2003, Plea
Change Transcript, p. 17, L1. 14-16), to which Giovanni's counsel replied: "Well, Judge,

I would stipulate that the grand jury transcript establishes probable cause for the
Amended indictment." Id., L1. 16-19. The Court then asked whether the prosecutor
agreed with that statement, and the prosecutor replied, "Yes, your Honor." Id., L. 22.
Giovanni's counsel clearly made an explicit statement which confirmed the factual basis
of the plea.
Giovanni argues that the essential element of malice was missing, and that the
transcript of sentencing hearing indicates it was self defense. Petitioner's Brief on the
Merits of the Petition for Post-Conviction Relief, p. 14. The Court will not reiterate the
extensive findings it made in the previous section. Simply summarized, the Court does not
have to believe Giovanni in h s claims of self defense, and does not believe him due to the
extensive Grand Jury testimony.
/
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C. GIOVANNI'S CLAIM OF INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE
OF TRIAL COUNSEL IS DENIED.

To prevail on a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel, an applicant must
demonstrate both that his attorney's performance was deficient and that he was
prejudiced thereby. Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 687 (1984); Arngon v.
State, 1 14 Idaho 758, 760, 760 P.2d 1174, 1 176 (1 988); Nevarez v. State, 3008 Opinion
No. 36, 98.10 ICAR 480 (Ct.App. April 30, 2008). To show deficient performance, a
defendant must first overcome the strong presumption that counsel's performance was
adequate by demonstrating that the "representation did not meet objective standards of
competence." Id.; Nevarez, citing Roman v. State, 125 Idaho 644, 648-49, 873 P.2d 898,
902-03 (Ct. App. 1994). Strategic or tactical decisions will not be found to be deficient
performance "unless those decisions are made upon a basis of inadequate preparation,
ignorance of the relevant law, or other shortcomings capable of objective evaluation."
Davis v. State, 116 Idaho 40 1,406,775 P.2d 1243. If a defendant succeeds in
establishing that counsel's performance was deficient, he must also prove the prejudice
element by showing that "there is a reasonable probability that, but for counsel's
unprofessional errors, the result of the proceedings would have been different."
Strickland, 466 U.S. at 694; Roman, 125 Idaho at 649, 873 P.2d at 903. A reasonable
probability is "probability sufficient to undermine confidence in the outcome." Id.
1. Giovanni's trial counsel was not ineffective because his investigator
allegedly argued against Giovanni's interest by advising the State that
Giovanni was guilty of murder when the defense was attempting to settle
the case as a manslaughter.
In a post-conviction relief proceeding, the court alone determines the credibility
of the witnesses, the weight given to their testimony, and any inferences to be drawn
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from the evidence; these are all matters solely within the proviilce of the District Court.
The credibility of the witnesses, the weight given to their testimony. and the irtfereilces to
be drawn from the evidence in the proceeding are all matters solely within the province
of the District Court. Larkin v. State, 115 Idaho 72, 73,764 P. 2d 439,440 (Ct. App.
1988); I.R.C.P. 52(a). On review, a court's findings of fact shall not be set aside unless
clearly erroneous. Id.
Giovanni states that his trial counsel was ineffective, and that he was ultimately
prejudiced because trial counsel's investigator was overheard by Giovanni's mother
advising the prosecutor that Giovanni was guilty of murder. Giovanni offers no proof
that this conversation occurred, other than Giovanni's mother's affidavit claiming that
she "overheard Mark Durrant telling Lansing Haynes that the charge should be murder"
Affidavit of Alicia Mendiola, p. 2. Giovanni's trial counsel, John Adams, as Giovanni
concedes, testified at the December 18,2007, Post-Conviction Evidentiary Hearing that
he had not heard the investigator's comment, but trusted that his investigator would not
make such a statement. Petitioner's Brief on the Merits of the Petition for PostConviction Relief, p. 16. The testimony of Adams was as follows:

Q. In reference to her [Alicia Mendiola] allegation that she overheard Mark
Durant telling Lansing Haynes [chief deputy prosecutor at the time] that the
charge should be murder?
A. I've read that portion of her affidavit.
Q. Did you recall ever hearing Mr. Durant say any such thing to Mr. Haynes?
A. I never heard any statement like that.
Q. And Ms. Mendiola in her affidavit says that the day after she shays this
happened on August 19", 2003, she spoke to you on August 2oth,2003, and you
told her that Mr. Durant's comment was about a separate murder case, not about
Giovanni ' s?
A. That's what Alicia's affidavit states, yes.
Q. Do you agree with that?
A. I can't disagree with it. I don't recall. I didn't hear any statement that Mr.
Durant made, but I remember shortly after the meeting, uh, Alicia saying that she
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heard a statement. and I remember that I discussed it with both Mr. Durant and
Mrs. Meildiola but I don't remember the specifics. so if she says that's what I told
her, maybe that's what I did tell her. I can't say either n a y .
Q. Did you have any concern your investigator had done anything iinproper at
that time?
A. No.
Q. In fact, your investigator has worked with you for a long time pretty closely?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you generally have faith in his ability to do a good job for you and your
clients?
A. Yes.
Q. Have you ever known him to deliberately try to undercut one of your cases?
A. No.
Q. Would he have remained employed for you if you felt he was capable of doing
such a thing?
A. No.
Testimony of John Adams, Post-Conviction Relief Evidentiary Hearing, December 18,
2007, p. 46, L. 3 - p. 47, L. 14. This Court finds Ms. Mendiola's affidavit to be less
credible than Mr. Adams' testimony. It could be that Ms. Mendiola simply only heard
part of the conversation. In any event, this Court finds that no conversation occurred
where Giovanni's investigator told the deputy prosecutor that the charge should really be
a murder charge.
Giovanni has also failed to demonstrate whether, if this statement was in fact
made about Giovanni, and could somehow be attributed to Giovanni's trial counsel, he
has wholly failed to show that any alleged comments by counsel's investigator amounted
to inadequate preparation, ignorance of the law, or other shortcomings capable of
objective evaluation. Giovanni has also wholly failed to show that he was prejudiced by
the alleged comment such that the outcome of his case would have been different if the
comment had not been made.
2. Giovanni's trial was not counsel ineffective because he allegedly failed to
challenge the factual basis for Giovanni's Alford plea.
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Where the court establishes a factual basis for a plea, it does so to ensure that the
plea is knowingly, intelligentlq. and voluntarily being entered, eben where the Defendailt
claims innocence. State v. Hoffnnzun, 108 Idaho 720, 722, 701 P.2d 668,670 (Ct. App.
1985). And. again, to prevail on a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel, an applicant
must demonstrate both that his attorney's performance was deficient and that he was
prejudiced thereby. Strickland 466 U.S. 668 (1984). Strategic or tactical decisions will
not be found to be deficient performance "unless those decisions are made upon a basis
of inadequate preparation, ignorance of the relevant law, or other shortcomings capable
of objective evaluation." Davis v. Stute, 116 Idaho 401,406, 775 P.2d 1243. A reviewing
court will only evaluate the performance of counsel at the time of the alleged error and
not in hindsight. Roberts v. State, 132 Idaho 494,498, 975 P.2d 782, 784 (Idaho 1999):
Giovanni states that:
[tlrial counsel acknowledged that he should have done more to present
evidence at the sentencing hearing to support his client's assertion that the killing
was committed in self-defense. While there was some evidence presented on this
issue, trial counsel did not present any witnesses to support the claims of his client
in this regard.
Petitioner's Brief on the Merits of the Petition for Post-Conviction Relief, p. 16. Giovanni
has not shown that, had trial counsel presented more evidence to support Giovanni's
assertion of self-defense, the outcome of sentencing would have been different. Further,
Giovanni stated on the record that trial counsel ably represented him and thanked his
entire defense team (October 29,2003, Sentencing Transcript, p. 1I, L1. 10-13), and he
cannot not now, in hindsight, be permitted to question strategic decisions he previously
made with trial counsel.
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3. Giovanni's trial counsel was not ineffective because he failed to present
evidence at sentencing that that the case was manslaughter despite the
fact that trial counsel knew/should have known that such evidence
existed.

Again, in order to demonstrate that trial counsel was ineffective, Giovanni must
show that trial counsel's performance was deficient and that he was prejudiced thereby.
Strickland, 466 U.S. 668 (1 984) (emphasis added). And again, strategic decisions will

not be found deficient unless they are made due to inadequate preparation, ignorance of
the relevant law, or shortcomings capable of objective evaluation. Davis, 116 Idaho 406.
Giovanni does not tell us what the evidence is that was not presented that would
support his claim. The only assumption at this point is.. .that there is none. Giovanni has
not demonstrated that his trial counsel's decisions to not present evidence of the victim's
drug use, and to present only some evidence of Giovanni's self-defense claim, were due
to inadequate preparation, ignorance of the law, or any other shortcoming, or due to
anything other than strategy. Absent such a showing, Giovanni does not get to the second
part of the test: whether this decision by trial counsel prejudiced Giovanni. The Court
will discuss that issue briefly.
Giovanni claims his trial counsel's failure to present evidence that the victim,
Brendan Butler, was under the influence of numerous drugs or that Giovanni allegedly
acted in self-defense resulted in the Court imposing a longer indeterminate sentence than
it would have had this evidence been presented. Petitioner's Brief on the Merits of the
Petition for Post-Conviction Relief, p. 16. The quote is: "Had trial counsel presented the
evidence to support the argument that at most this was a manslaughter case, there is a
reasonable probability this Court would have imposed a different sentence." Id. First of
all, WHAT evidence? Giovanni submits Marco Antonio (Tony) Garcia's affidavit;
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which, if believed (it is not believed), only states that there was a gun in the vicinity ancf
that Giovanni claimed that Brendan had pidled a gun. but that neither Garcia nor anyone
else saw any of the struggle between Giovanni and Brendan Butler. The reason Garcia's
new claim about a gun is not believed is because Marco Antonio (Tony) Garcia was
sentenced by the undersigned. At no time during his sentencing or in his pre-sentence
investigation did he make such a claim. In fact, Garcia's Pre-Sentence Report does not
even mention his involvement in any way with the October 1 1, 2002, events. Garcia is
now making a statement, over four years later in an affidavit which is not subject to
cross-examination. This Court finds Garcia's affidavit is wholly devoid of any
credibility. As of June 30,2004, Garcia had served his time and had successfully
completed his supervised probation. Kootenai County Case No. CRF 2003 6010 Petition
for Court Probation and Case End Sumrnary, filed June 30,2004. As of March 17, 2008,
he had completed his unsupervised probation as well. Kootenai County Case No. CRF
2003 6010, Order for Court Probation filed July 6,2004.
Second, Giovanni has not set forth any credible evidence his attorney had that
could have been used to negate intent. Garcia wasn't talking at the time, under advice of
counsel. so that "evidence" is simply not available to Giovanni. Third, as pointed out
above, if Brendan Butler was so under the influence of drugs, why did Giovanni allow
himself to be driven around Hayden Lake by such a person? Third, if Brendan Butler
was under the influence of drugs at the time of the killing, wouldn't Giovanni have
mentioned that fact to Sheffield or to Parker Brooks? Finally, Giovanni concedes that
some evidence as to his self-defense claim was presented by trial counsel. Petitioner's
Brief on the Merits of the Petition for Post-Conviction Relief, p. 16.
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V. ORDER.

For the reasons stated above, Giovanni's Petition for Post-Conviction Reliel'is
DENIED in all aspects.

DATED tlGs 30th day of May, 2008.

e
John . Mitchell, District Judge

w
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDIClAL DISTRJCT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, BT
AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAT
GIOVANNI. M. MENDTOLA,
Petitioner-Appellant,

VS.

STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent-Appellee.

TO:

) Case No. CV-04-SO05
)
) NOTICE OF APPEAL
)
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1
1
1
1
)

THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND THE PARTY'S
ATTORBEY, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTTTLED COURT.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:

I.

The above-named petitioner-appellant, Giovanni Mendiola, appeals against the
above-named respoildent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the judgment entered in

the above-entitled action on the 30th day of May, 2008, the Honorable John T.

Mitchell, presiding.
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2.

That the par[). has a right to appeal to the i d d ~ oSupreme Court, and the judgments
orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursilent to
Idaho Appellate Rule 1 1(a)(l) as a final judgment.

3.

As a preliminary statement of issues, Appellant intends to assert in the appeal that
the trial court erred in denying the Petition for Post-Conviction Relief.
Specifically, that the trial court abused its discretion by finding that Petitioner's

A&bt-d plea was voluntary, that there was a sufficient factual for Petitioner's Alfir-d

plea on the record, and that Petitioner was not denied effective assistance of trial
counsel.
4.

(a)

A reporter's transcript i s requested.

@)

Appellant requests the preparation of the following reporter's transcript:
I.

The evjdentiarq-hearing held on December 18,2008. The Cout

Reporter is Julie Foland and the transcript is estimated to be 116
pages in length.
(c)

Appellant requests a compressed transcript pursuant to Tdah o Appellate Rule
26(m).

5.

Appellant requests that the standard clerk's record be prepared.

6.

X certify:
(a)

That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter;

(b)

That 1 have mailed payment to the court reporter for the preparation of the
reporter's transcript;
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(c)

I am paying the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's transcript;

(d)

That ptlrsuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 23(a)(l) there i s no filing fee for
appeals in petition For post-conviction relief cases;

(e)

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to

Rule 20.

Attorney for Petitioner-Appellant
Gi ovami Mendiola
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2005, Iserved a true and correct
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Marty Raap
Deputy Prosecuting A ttoney
50 1 Government Way
P.O. Box C9000
Cocur d' Alene, ID 838 1 6-9000
Julie Foland
Court Reporter
324 West Garden Avenue
P.O. Box 9000
Coeur d7A1ene,I D 838 I 6-9000

Lawrence Wasden
Office of the Attorney General
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-00 10
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By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at the
post office at Ketchum, Idaho.

By hand delivering copies of the same to their offices in Coeur d'Alene, Idaho.
By scmding facsimile copies of the same to said attorney at his facsimile number:

Attorney at Law
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